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Development of Real Estate
Management Program
I.

INTRODUCTION
The Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District’s (Regional San) mission is to
serve its customers by protecting public health and the environment through reliable
and safe conveyance, treatment, and disposal of all wastewater in the most cost
effective manner now and in the future. Regional San owns and operates an
extensive conveyance system, including seven pump stations and 147 miles of
interceptor pipelines, ranging in size from 36 to 144 inches in diameter. These
facilities convey wastewater flows from residential, commercial, and industrial users
within the Sacramento area to the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment
Plant (SRWTP), located in Elk Grove, for treatment and disposal.
The Sacramento Area Sewer District’s (SASD) mission is to efficiently collect
sewage from homes and businesses within the Sacramento area. SASD provides
service to more than one-million people in the Sacramento region, including the
unincorporated areas of Sacramento County, the cities of Citrus Heights, Rancho
Cordova, and Elk Grove, as well as portions of the cities of Folsom and Sacramento.
SASD owns and operates more than 4,400 miles of sewer pipes and 108 pump
stations that convey wastewater from residential, commercial, and industrial
customers to the Regional San pipelines.
Regional San and SASD (collectively “Districts”) have substantial real estate assets
(fee owned properties and sewer or other related easements) for the purposes of
operating, constructing, installing, monitoring, and maintaining Regional San and
SASD pipelines and facilities. The Districts desire to develop and implement a
comprehensive real estate management program to (1) acquire, manage, and
dispose of their real estate assets in a cost-effective manner; (2) reduce propertyrelated liability; and (3) minimize public impacts.
Currently, the maintenance and management of the Districts’ real estate assets are
primarily driven by the Districts’ project and operational needs on a largely reactive,
case-by-case basis. The Districts have existing procedures and practices for many
of their real estate-related activities, but they may be different for each District. A
comprehensive real estate management program will allow the Districts to more
effectively utilize and manage their real estate assets to reduce costs and liability.

II.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this request is to retain a real estate consultant (consultant) to
develop a real estate management program for the Districts. Implementation of the
program will be a future effort performed under a separate contract.
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III.

SCHEDULE
The Districts have established the following schedule for the proposal process:
RFP Issued:
RFP Questions* Due:
Responses to RFP Questions:
Proposal Due Date:

December 1, 2015
December 16, 2015
December 23, 2015
January 15, 2016 by 2:00 PM Standard Pacific Time

*RFP Questions must be sent by email only to:
Steve Norris – norriss@sacsewer.com
IV.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Districts are seeking proposals for the services of a consultant to develop a real
estate management program. The consultant will work with Districts’ staff to identify
real estate program goals and evaluate current real estate-related assets, policies,
practices, procedures, and program needs. The consultant will also review and
evaluate real estate-related staffing and other resource needs. The real estate
management program will be implemented in two phases. The creation of the plan,
identification of needed resources and creation of a reasonable schedule for
implementation is covered by this RFP. The actual implementation phase will be a
separate effort.
For more information about the Districts, please visit their websites:
http://www.regionalsan.com/
http://www.sacsewer.com/
Related real estate reference documents and information specific to this RFP are
attached (see Attachment 3 – Reference Material).

V.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
The consultant will work under the supervision of the ISD Project Manager and work
closely with the County Real Estate Division and District Counsel. The successful
consultant will contract with the Districts for the following services:


Development of a single comprehensive real estate management program for
both Districts. The plan will be designed to provide guidance and policy
foundation for all Real Estate activities of both Districts including defining best
practices, providing comprehensive and integrated management strategies,
identifying specific procedures required to carry out the management plan,
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establishing a schedule for implementation, and identifying staffing and other
resource needs.
The scope of work will, at a minimum, include the following key tasks and any
ancillary associated tasks within the generalized scope herein as will be agreed
upon between consultant and the Districts:










Determine real estate management program goals
o Management input
o Workgroups input
o Overall goals
o District-specific goals
o Confirm the types of assets to be included in the plan (property,
easements, structures, facilities, etc.)
Review
o Existing Districts real estate documentation
o Existing Regional San and SASD real estate asset inventory
o Legal authority to acquire real estate assets
o Existing Districts real estate practices
o Existing staffing approach and resources
Identify
o Key issues and program needs
o Best practices
o Policy and procedure needs
o Real estate management program resource needs
Draft real estate management program document
o Program elements
 Goals
 Strategy and Approach
 Policy and procedures framework
 Roles and responsibilities (ISD, Engineering, Operations and
Maintenance (O&M), P&P, RE Division, Contracts, etc.)
 Planning and acquisition of real estate assets
 Management and operation of real estate assets
 Disposal of unnecessary real estate assets
 Risk and liability management
 Records management
 Database, GIS, Maximo integration
 Workload estimates
o Program implementation plan
 Schedule
 Staffing and resource needs
 Roles and responsibilities
o Program cost estimate
Finalize real estate management program document
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VI.

ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT OF THE PROPOSAL
The following table lists the contents of the proposal by section. Sections 1 through 4
of the proposal shall not exceed 20 pages in length and the cover letter shall not
exceed two pages. Use minimum 12-point Times New Roman font for main body
text. Other sections have no page limitations and must be limited to the contents
listed. Up to six 11” x 17” pages within Sections 1 through 4 will be counted as single
pages when used to display figures and tables that do not fit on a standard page;
additional 11” x 17” pages will be counted as two (2) pages each.
Section
Cover Page

Contents
Transmittal Letter

1

Executive Summary

2

Demonstration of Work Understanding

3

Work Plan

4

Staffing

5

Statement of Experience and Qualifications

6

Conflicts of Interest

7

Proprietary Information

8

Insurance

9

References

10

Exceptions to Contract Terms and Conditions

Cost Information

Cost Information in a Separate Sealed Envelope

Appendix A

Résumés of Key Staff

Appendix B

Description of Project Deliverables

Cover Page/Transmittal Letter – Include legal name and business address of the
agency or organization making the proposal, title of proposal, name, title,
address, e-mail address, and telephone number of Consultant (if different from
the legal name), date. Cover letter must be signed by a principal of the firm.
PROPOSAL SECTIONS
1. Executive Summary – An overview (1-2 pages only) of the proposal
describing its most important elements. The summary should present the
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proposer’s basic scope of work, objectives, and intended results of the
services to be provided. It should summarize how the services meet the RFP
requirements and why the proposer is best qualified to perform the required
work.
2. Demonstration of Work Understanding – A detailed discussion of the Work
showing the proposer’s understanding of the requirements and constraints, as
well as the approach and methodology to be used to meet the objectives of
the services to be provided. The discussion should identify and briefly
describe the significant deliverables or milestones for each of the key work
efforts.
3. Work Plan – A task list and associated level of effort depicting the key work
efforts and identifying the number of hours allocated to each of the staff
positions (including any sub-consultants) associated with each major task.
The work plan should be consistent with and supportive of the discussion of
the Work described in item 3 above. Please provide the total hours for each
task in addition to the total for the overall work effort. Sub-tasks may be
included as necessary to provide a more detailed description of the task item
or to better illustrate the Consultant’s understanding of the Work. Cost/rate
information should not be included in this item. Cost information must be
submitted in a separate sealed envelope as described below.
4. Staffing – A list of personnel who will be directly assigned to the Work,
together with a discussion of responsibilities for these services. Résumés of
key staff will be included in Appendix A. Include an organizational chart of
personnel involved in the Work, including any sub-consultants.
5. Statement of Experience and Qualifications – A description of the nature of
the proposer’s present work, including a list of at least three (3) current or
past work on similar projects, and corresponding client’s names, titles, and
phone numbers. Consultant must be licensed in good standing with the State
of California, be knowledgeable in the local Sacramento real estate market,
and have experience with small and large commercial and governmental
properties.
6. Conflicts of Interest – Firms submitting proposals in response to this RFP
must disclose to the Districts any actual, apparent, direct or indirect, or
potential conflicts of interest that may exist with respect to the firm,
management, or employees of the firm or other persons relative to the
services to be provided under the Agreement for professional services to be
awarded pursuant to this RFP. If a firm has no conflicts of interest, a
statement to that effect must be included in the Proposal. The consultant may
use the attached “Conflict of Interest and Non-Collusion Affidavit” Form (see
Attachment 1).
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7. Proprietary Information – Any information submitted in a proposal to this RFP
that the consultant considers to be proprietary must be identified as such, and
the consultant must include the legal basis for a claim of confidentiality. The
Districts will not assert the confidentiality of such information unless the
consultant executes and submits a written agreement prepared by the
Districts to defend and indemnify the Districts for any liability, costs, and
expenses incurred in asserting such confidentiality as part of the proposal.
The final determination as to whether or not the Districts will assert the claim
of confidentiality on behalf of the consultant is at the sole discretion of the
Districts.
8. Insurance – Provide a summary of the firm's (and any sub-consultant’s)
present and proposed insurance coverage, including public liability, property
damage, worker's compensation, automobile, and professional liability for the
duration of the contract (assume two years). Please see Attachment 2, Exhibit
B for District insurance requirements.
9. References – Provide a minimum of three (3) public agency contacts for
which your consultant team (as a member of your firm) has provided similar
services. Provide the name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address
of the public agency representative.
10. Exceptions to Contract Terms and Conditions – Provide a statement that the
Sample Agreement (please see Attachment 2) has been reviewed by the
appropriate personnel and a list of any exceptions or changes which are
requested prior to execution of the Agreement. No requests for changes to
the Agreement will be entertained other than those presented in the proposal.
Proposals shall be organized in the order shown above and clearly respond to
the requested information. The content of your written proposal must enable a
selection committee to make an evaluation to determine whether the proposal
meets the requirements of this RFP. Your complete proposal is a stand-alone
document. The proposal should be clearly written and concise. The use of charts,
exhibits, and graphs is encouraged.
Cost Information – The cost sheet(s) should be submitted in a separately sealed
envelope and will not be opened until the qualifications rankings have been made
and negotiations initiated. Cost information shall contain the billable hourly rates
of all consultant and sub-consultant team members included in the proposal.
VII.

COMPENSATION
HOURLY CONSULTATION LABOR RATES
Compensation will be made on a time-and-materials basis with a defined not-toexceed cost.
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EXPENSES AND SUBCONTRACTORS
Reimbursement for automobiles used in connection with assigned Project Tasks will
be at the current IRS rate on the date expenses are claimed (currently $0.565 cents
per mile).
Reimbursement for subcontractor expense will be at cost plus 5%. Subcontractor
work and expenses must be approved by District prior to the commencement of
work.
Monthly invoices will include task level costs and itemized expenses for which
reimbursement is being requested.
VIII.

SPECIFIC DISTRICTS REQUIREMENTS
1. Solicitation of sub-consultants, subcontractors, other service providers, and
suppliers.
a. If the prime consultant intends to solicit sub-proposals and/or quotes for
certain tasks from qualified sub-consultants, subcontractors, other service
providers and suppliers, the prime consultant must not discriminate in the
solicitation process and is encouraged to include qualified minority and
women-owned firms in such solicitation opportunities.
b. Substitution of any sub-consultants, subcontractors, other service providers,
and suppliers identified in the agreement shall not be made without the
written consent of the ISD Project Manager.
2. Indemnification – Consultant will be expected to agree to the following indemnity:
To the fullest extent permitted by law, for professional services provided under
this RFP, CONSULTANT shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO
AREA SEWER DISTRICT, and the County of Sacramento, their respective
governing boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, and authorized agents
and volunteers (the Indemnified Parties) from and against any and all claims,
demands, actions, losses, liabilities, damages, and all expenses and costs
incidental thereto (collectively Claims), including cost of defense, settlement,
arbitration, and reasonable attorneys' fees, resulting from injuries to or death of
persons, including but not limited to employees of either Party hereto, and
damage to or destruction of property or loss of use thereof, including but not
limited to the property of either Party hereto, arising out of, pertaining to, or
resulting from the negligent acts, errors, omissions, recklessness, or willful
misconduct of the CONSULTANT, its employees, or the CONSULTANT’S
subconsultants or subcontractors.
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This indemnity shall not be limited by the types and amounts of insurance or selfinsurance maintained by the Consultant or the Consultant’s subconsultants or
Subcontractors.
Nothing in this Indemnity shall be construed to create any duty to, any standard
of care with reference to, or any liability or obligation, contractual or otherwise, to
any third party.
The provisions of this indemnity obligation shall survive the expiration or
termination of the Agreement.
IX.

SUBMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS
Proposals for providing the services outlined in this RFP must be submitted and
received by the Districts no later than 2:00 p.m. PST on January 15, 2016 at the
following address:
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District
Attention: Steve Norris
10060 Goethe Road
Sacramento, CA 95827
Please submit one original proposal plus three (3) hard copies and one (1) electronic
copy on digital media (include cost information only in the original, not the copies).
All questions regarding this RFP should be sent via e-mail (ONLY) to Steve Norris,
Senior Civil Engineer, at norriss@sacsewer.com by December 16, 2015.

X.

ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION OF PROPOSALS
The Districts reserve the right to:




Reject any or all proposals, or any part thereof
Waive any informality in the proposals
Accept the proposal that is in the best interest of the Districts

The decision of the Districts in rejecting or accepting proposals will be final. The
Districts’ waiver of an immaterial defect shall in no way modify the RFP or excuse
the selected Consultant from full compliance with its specifications.
XI.

SELECTION PROCESS
In order to be considered, interested consultants must submit a complete proposal
document, with organization and content consistent with the requirements of this
RFP, by the closing date and time shown in Section III of this RFP (page 2 of 9).
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The cost sheet(s) must be submitted in a separately sealed envelope. After the
qualifications rankings have been made, only the cost sheets of consultants that the
Districts enter into negotiations with will be opened. Cost sheets will be returned
unopened to all other consultants.
The selection process will be completed as follows:
The Districts will initially evaluate proposals to ensure they meet the basic
requirements of the RFP and include references. Based upon the evaluation of the
proposals and reference checks, the most responsive proposals may be invited to
an interview to further aid the selection process. The Districts may also elect to
complete the consultant selection without going through the interview process. The
selection committee will consider the firm’s apparent understanding of and ability to
perform project work as exemplified by the firm’s analysis, modification (if
necessary), and response to this RFP’s proposed Scope of Work. The selection
committee will score the proposals in accordance with the following criteria:
Proposal Evaluation Criteria

Weight

Demonstration of Work Understanding

15%

Work Plan

25%

Staffing

20%

Statement of Experience and Qualifications

20%

Interview (optional)

20%

Score1

Weighted
Score2

TOTAL SCORE
1
2

Each criteria will be assigned a score of 1 to 100.
Scores will be multiplied by the weights and totaled to yield the total score on the proposal and
interview (if used).

Once the selection committee has determined the highest rated Proposal, cost
information for said proposal will be opened, and staff from the Districts will enter
into negotiations with this Consultant. If a mutually agreeable contract is unable to
be negotiated, the Districts will disqualify the Consultant and move on to the
Consultant with the next highest ranked proposal. This process will continue until a
contract is successfully negotiated or the entire list of eligible Consultants is
exhausted. Once a mutually agreeable contract is negotiated, the remaining sealed
fee proposals will be returned to the Consultants.
XII.

AWARD OF CONTRACT
Award of contract shall be made to the Consultant who provides the best overall
response to the requirements of this RFP. The Districts may select whichever
proposal it determines will best serve its interests. The successful Consultant will be
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selected in accordance with the proposal evaluation criteria identified in the table
above, and any addenda thereto, except for such immaterial deviation as may be
waived by the Districts. Selection is expected to be made by February 5, 2016.
Written notification of the outcome of the selection process will be mailed to all
Consultants who submitted a proposal.
The Districts are prohibited from awarding this contract to any person, entity or
business that is on the Federal Exclusion List (https://www.sam.gov/). If you or your
firm is on this list, the Districts cannot award this contract to you and you should not
provide a response to this RFP. In addition, Consultant certifies that it shall not
contract with a subcontractor that is debarred or suspended.
XIII.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. INTERPRETATION AND ADDENDA
The Consultant will be responsible for ensuring that its proposal reflects any and
all addenda issued and/or posted by the Districts prior to the proposal due date
regardless of when the proposal is submitted. The Districts recommend that the
Consultant check the Districts’ web sites before submitting its proposal to
determine if the Consultant has read all posted addenda. The Districts will not be
responsible for any other explanation or interpretation.
2. REVISION OF PROPOSAL
A Consultant may withdraw or revise a proposal on the Consultant’s own
initiative at any time before the deadline for submission of proposals. The
Consultant must submit the revised proposal in the same manner as the original
proposal. A revised proposal must be received on or before the listed proposal
due date and time. In no case will a statement of intent to submit a revised
proposal extend the proposal due date for any Consultant. At any time during the
proposal evaluation process, the Districts may request Consultant to provide oral
or written clarification of its proposal.
3. ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN PROPOSAL
Failure by the Districts to object to an error, omission, or deviation in the proposal
will in no way modify the RFP or excuse the Consultant from full compliance with
the specifications of the RFP or any Agreement awarded pursuant to the RFP.

XIV.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
1 – Conflict of Interest and Non-Collusion Affidavit Form
2 – Sample Agreement Template
3 – Reference Material
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Attachment 1
Conflict of Interest
and
Non‐Collusion Affidavit Form

ATTACHMENT 1

Conflict of Interest and Non-Collusion Affidavit
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS PROPOSAL, I CERTIFY THAT OUR BUSINESS:
1. Does not and will not have a financial interest in any business, property or source of
income, which could be financially affected or otherwise conflict in any manner with the
performance of services under this request for proposals;
2. Has not, directly or indirectly, entered into any agreement, participated in any collusion,
or otherwise taken any action in restraint of free, competitive bidding in connection with
this request for proposals; and
3. Is not currently suspended or debarred from doing business with any government entity.
I affirm that the above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge under penalty of
perjury under the laws of the State of California.

Name

Title

Business Name

Date

Attachment 2
Sample Agreement Template

Contract No. TBD
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT
AGREEMENT FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into on this
day of
, 2015
by and between the SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT, a
county sanitation district pursuant to and operating under the authority of the County Sanitation
District Act, commencing at Health and Safety Code section 4700, hereinafter referred to as
"REGIONAL SAN,” and (TBD), a (Nature of business, such as: an individual, a partnership, a
California corporation, etc.), hereinafter referred to as “CONSULTANT”.
RECITALS

E

WHEREAS, REGIONAL SAN Resolution No. SR-2747 authorizes the District Engineer
(hereinafter referred to as “DISTRICT ENGINEER”) to contract for consulting services on
behalf of REGIONAL SAN; and

PL

WHEREAS, DISTRICT ENGINEER, pursuant to the provisions of Resolution No. SR-2747, has
determined that it is desirable to retain a consultant to provide services for assistance with
development of a Real Estate Management Program; and

M

WHEREAS, REGIONAL SAN issued a Request for Proposals and selected CONSULTANT
from among the respondents on the basis of CONSULTANT'S submitting the proposal providing
the best meeting of REGIONAL SAN'S needs; and

SA

WHEREAS, CONSULTANT has proposed to provide the requested services for the
compensation to be provided herein; and
WHEREAS, REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT desire to enter into this Agreement on the
terms and conditions set forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises hereinafter set forth, REGIONAL
SAN and CONSULTANT agree as follows:
1.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
CONSULTANT shall provide services in the amount, type and manner described in
Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein.

2.

TERM
This Agreement shall be effective and commence as of the date first written above and
shall remain in effect until all services covered by this Agreement are completed, which
is estimated to be TBD.

3.

NOTICE
Any notice, demand, request, consent, or approval that either party hereto may or is
required to give the other pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
either personally delivered or sent by mail, addressed as follows:
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TO REGIONAL SAN:

TO CONSULTANT:

Regional San
8521 Laguna Station Rd.
Elk Grove, CA 95758
Attn: Contracts Payment Desk

Name
Address
Attn:

Either party may change the address to which subsequent notice and/or other
communications can be sent by giving written notice designating a change of address to
the other party, which shall be effective upon receipt.
COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS
CONSULTANT shall observe and comply with all applicable federal, state, county and
REGIONAL SAN laws, regulations, and ordinances.

5.

GOVERNING LAWS AND JURISDICTION
This Agreement shall be deemed to have been executed and to be performed within the
State of California and shall be construed and governed by the internal laws of the State
of California. Any legal proceedings arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall be
brought in Sacramento County, California.

6.

LICENSES AND PERMITS
A.
CONSULTANT shall possess and maintain all necessary licenses, permits,
certificates and credentials required by the laws of the United States, the State of
California, County of Sacramento and all other appropriate governmental
agencies, including any certification and credentials required by REGIONAL
SAN. Failure to maintain the licenses, permits, certificates, and credentials shall
be deemed a breach of this Agreement and constitutes grounds for the termination
of this Agreement by REGIONAL SAN.
B.

SA

M

PL

E

4.

CONSULTANT further certifies to REGIONAL SAN that it and its principals are
not debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded from or ineligible for,
participation in federal, state or county government contracts. Consultant certifies
that it shall not contract with a Subcontractor that is so debarred or suspended.

7.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
CONSULTANT shall perform its services under this Agreement in accordance with the
industry and/or professional standards applicable to CONSULTANT’S services.

8.

OWNERSHIP OF WORK PRODUCT
All technical data, evaluations, plans, specifications, reports, documents, or other work
products developed by CONSULTANT provided hereunder shall be the exclusive
property of REGIONAL SAN and shall be delivered to REGIONAL SAN upon
completion of the services authorized hereunder. CONSULTANT may retain copies
thereof for its files and internal use. Publication of the information directly derived from
work performed or data obtained in connection with services rendered under this
Agreement must first be approved in writing by REGIONAL SAN. REGIONAL SAN
recognizes that all technical data, evaluations, plans, specifications, reports, and other
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work products are instruments of CONSULTANT’S services and are not designed for use
other than what is intended by this Agreement.
STATUS OF CONSULTANT
(FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH FIVE OR MORE
FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES)
It is understood and agreed that CONSULTANT (including CONSULTANT’S
employees) is an independent contractor and that no relationship of employeremployee exists between the parties hereto. CONSULTANT’S assigned
personnel shall not be entitled to any benefits payable to employees of
REGIONAL SAN. REGIONAL SAN is not required to make any deductions or
withholdings from the compensation payable to CONSULTANT under the
provisions of this Agreement; and as an independent contractor, CONSULTANT
hereby indemnifies and holds REGIONAL SAN harmless from any and all claims
that may be made against REGIONAL SAN based upon any contention by any
third party that an employer-employee relationship exists by reason of this
Agreement.

B.

It is further understood and agreed by the parties hereto that CONSULTANT in
the performance of its obligation hereunder is subject to the control or direction of
REGIONAL SAN as to the designation of tasks to be performed, the results to be
accomplished by the services hereunder agreed to be rendered and performed, and
not the means, methods, or sequence used by CONSULTANT for accomplishing
the results.

C.

If, in the performance of this Agreement, any third persons are employed by
CONSULTANT, such person shall be entirely and exclusively under the
direction, supervision, and control of CONSULTANT. All terms of employment,
including hours, wages, working conditions, discipline, hiring, and discharging, or
any other terms of employment or requirements of law, shall be determined by
CONSULTANT, and REGIONAL SAN shall have no right or authority over such
persons or the terms of such employment.

M

PL

E

A.

SA

9.

D.

It is further understood and agreed that as an independent contractor and not an
employee of REGIONAL SAN, neither the CONSULTANT nor
CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel shall have any entitlement as an
REGIONAL SAN employee, right to act on behalf of REGIONAL SAN in any
capacity whatsoever as agent, nor to bind REGIONAL SAN to any obligation
whatsoever. CONSULTANT shall not be covered by worker’s compensation; nor
shall CONSULTANT be entitled to compensated sick leave, vacation leave,
retirement entitlement, participation in group health, dental, life and other
insurance programs, or entitled to other fringe benefits payable by REGIONAL
SAN to employees of REGIONAL SAN.
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Contract No. TBD
It is further understood and agreed that CONSULTANT must issue W-2 and 941
Forms for income and employment tax purposes, for all of CONSULTANT’S
assigned personnel under the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
(FOR ALL OTHER SERVICE PROVIDERS)
It is understood and agreed that CONSULTANT (including CONSULTANT’S
employees) is an independent contractor and that no relationship of employeremployee exists between the parties hereto. CONSULTANT’S assigned
personnel shall not be entitled to any benefits payable to employees of
REGIONAL SAN as an independent contractor, CONSULTANT hereby
indemnifies and holds REGIONAL SAN harmless from any and all claims that
may be made against REGIONAL SAN based upon any contention by any third
party that an employer-employee relationship exists by reason of this Agreement.

B.

It is further understood and agreed by the parties hereto that CONSULTANT in
the performance of its obligation hereunder is subject to the control or direction of
REGIONAL SAN as to the designation of tasks to be performed, the results to be
accomplished by the services hereunder agreed to be rendered and performed, and
not the means, methods, or sequence used by CONSULTANT for accomplishing
the results.

C.

If, in the performance of this Agreement, any third persons are employed by
CONSULTANT, such person shall be entirely and exclusively under the
direction, supervision, and control of CONSULTANT. All terms of employment,
including hours, wages, working conditions, discipline, hiring, and discharging, or
any other terms of employment or requirements of law, shall be determined by
CONSULTANT, and REGIONAL SAN shall have no right or authority over such
persons or the terms of such employment.

D.

E.
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A.

It is further understood and agreed that as an independent contractor and not an
employee of REGIONAL SAN, neither the CONSULTANT nor
CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel shall have:
(1)

Any entitlement as a REGIONAL SAN employee.

(2)

Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, the right to act on behalf
of REGIONAL SAN in any capacity whatsoever as agent, nor to bind
COUNTY to any obligation whatsoever.

(3)

CONSULTANT shall not be covered by worker’s compensation; nor shall
CONSULTANT be entitled to compensated sick leave, vacation leave,
retirement entitlement, participation in group health, dental, life and other
insurance programs, or entitled to other fringe benefits payable by
REGIONAL SAN to employees of REGIONAL SAN.

Notwithstanding CONSULTANT’S status as an independent contractor,
REGIONAL SAN shall withhold from payments made to CONSULTANT such
sums as are required to be withheld from employees by the Federal Internal
Revenue Code; the Federal Insurance Compensation Act; the State Personal
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Income Tax Law and the State Unemployment Insurance Code; provided,
however, that said withholding is for the purpose of avoiding REGIONAL SAN’S
liability under said laws and does not abrogate CONSULTANT’S status as an
independent contractor as described in this Agreement. Further, CONSULTANT
is not included in any group covered by REGIONAL SAN’S present agreement
with the federal Social Security Administration.
(FOR OUT-OF-STATE SERVICE PROVIDERS)
Notwithstanding subparagraphs (A) and (E), it is further understood and agreed
that REGIONAL SAN shall withhold seven percent (7%) of all income paid to
CONSULTANT under this Agreement for payment and reporting to the
California Franchise Tax Board because CONSULTANT does not qualify as (1) a
corporation with its principal place of business in California, (2) a partnership
with a permanent place of business in California, (3) a corporation qualified to do
business in California by the Secretary of State, or (4) an individual with a
permanent residence in the State of California.

E

F.

CONSULTANT IDENTIFICATION
CONSULTANT shall provide REGIONAL SAN with the following information for the
purpose of compliance with California Unemployment Insurance Code section 1088.8:
CONSULTANT’S name, address, telephone number, social security number, and
whether dependent health insurance coverage is available to CONSULTANT.

11.

BENEFITS WAIVER
If CONSULTANT is unincorporated, CONSULTANT acknowledges and agrees that
CONSULTANT is not entitled to receive the following benefits and/or compensation
from REGIONAL SAN: medical, dental, vision and retirement benefits, life and
disability insurance, sick leave, bereavement leave, jury duty leave, parental leave, or any
other similar benefits or compensation otherwise provided to permanent civil service
employees pursuant to the County Charter, the County Code, the Civil Service Rule, the
Sacramento County Employees’ Retirement System and/or any and all memoranda of
understanding between REGIONAL SAN and its employee organizations. Should
CONSULTANT or any employee or agent of CONSULTANT seek to obtain such
benefits from REGIONAL SAN, CONSULTANT agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
REGIONAL SAN from any and all claims that may be made against REGIONAL SAN
for such benefits.

12.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
CONSULTANT and CONSULTANT’S officers and employees shall not have a financial
interest, or acquire any financial interest, direct or indirect, in any business, property or
source of income which could be financially affected by or otherwise conflict in any
manner or degree with the performance of services required under this Agreement.

13.

LOBBYING AND UNION ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES
A.
CONSULTANT shall comply with all certification and disclosure requirements
prescribed by Section 319, Public Law 101-121 (31 U.S.C. § 1352) and any
implementing regulations.
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B.

NONDISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT, SERVICES, BENEFITS AND
FACILITIES
A.
CONSULTANT agrees and assures REGIONAL SAN that CONSULTANT and
any subconsultants shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local Antidiscrimination laws, regulations, and ordinances and to not unlawfully
discriminate, harass, or allow harassment against any employee, applicant for
employment, employee or agent of REGIONAL SAN, or recipient of services
contemplated to be provided or provided under this Agreement, because of race,
ancestry, marital status, color, religious creed, political belief, national origin,
ethnic group identification, sex, sexual orientation, age (over 40), medical
condition (including HIV and AIDS), or physical or mental disability.
CONSULTANT shall ensure that the evaluation and treatment of its employees
and applicants for employment, the treatment of REGIONAL SAN employees
and agents, and recipients of services are free from such discrimination and
harassment.
CONSULTANT represents that it is in compliance with and agrees that it will
continue to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. §
12101 et seq.), the Fair Employment and Housing Act (Government Code §
12900 et seq.), and regulations and guidelines issued pursuant thereto.

C.

CONSULTANT agrees to compile data, maintain records and submit reports to
permit effective enforcement of all applicable anti-discrimination laws and this
provision.

SA
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If services under this Agreement are funded with state funds granted to
REGIONAL SAN, CONSULTANT shall not utilize any such funds to assist,
promote or deter union organization by employees performing work under this
Agreement and shall comply with the provisions of Government Code Sections
16645 through 16649.

CONSULTANT shall include this nondiscrimination provision in all subcontracts
related to this Agreement.

INDEMNIFICATION
A.
The Liability of CONSULTANT under this Agreement is limited to the amount of
fees payable or paid to CONSULTANT hereunder; provided that the foregoing
limitation will not apply to the indemnification obligation of CONSULTANT
pursuant to clause (B) of this Section 14 below.
B.

To the fullest extent permitted by law, for professional services provided under
this Agreement, CONSULTANT shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT,
SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento, their
respective governing boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, and
authorized agents and volunteers (the Indemnified Parties) from and against any
and all claims, demands, actions, losses, liabilities, damages, and all expenses and
costs incidental thereto (Collectively Claims), including cost of defense,
settlement, arbitration, and reasonable attorneys' fees, resulting from injuries to or
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death of persons, including but not limited to employees of either Party hereto,
and damage to or destruction of property or loss of use thereof, including but not
limited to the property of either Party hereto, arising out of, pertaining to, or
resulting from the negligent acts, errors, omissions, recklessness, or willful
misconduct of the CONSULTANT, its employees, or the CONSULTANT’S
subconsultants or subcontractors.
This indemnity obligation shall not be limited by the types and amounts of
insurance or self-insurance maintained by the CONSULTANT or the
CONSULTANT’s subconsultants or subcontractors at any tier
Nothing in this indemnity obligation shall be construed to create any duty to, any
standard of care with reference to, or any liability or obligation, contractual or
otherwise, to any third party.

E

The provisions of this indemnity obligation shall survive the expiration or
termination of the Agreement.
INSURANCE
Without limiting CONSULTANT’S indemnification, CONSULTANT shall maintain in
force at all times during the term of this Agreement and any extensions or modifications
thereto, insurance as specified in Exhibit B. It is the responsibility of CONSULTANT to
notify its insurance advisor or insurance carrier(s) regarding coverage, limits, forms and
other insurance requirements specified in Exhibit B. It is understood and agreed that
REGIONAL SAN shall not pay any sum to CONSULTANT under this Agreement unless
and until REGIONAL SAN is satisfied that all insurance required by this Agreement is in
force at the time services hereunder are rendered. Failure to maintain insurance as
required in this agreement may be grounds for material breach of contract.

17.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSURANCES
CONSULTANT shall take all reasonable precautions to ensure that any hardware,
software, and/or embedded chip devices used by CONSULTANT in the performance of
services under this Agreement, other than those owned or provided by REGIONAL SAN,
shall be free from viruses. Nothing in this provision shall be construed to limit any rights
or remedies otherwise available to REGIONAL SAN under this Agreement.

18.

COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT OF INVOICES LIMITATIONS
A.
Compensation under this Agreement shall be limited to the Maximum Total
Payment Amount set forth in Exhibit C, or Exhibit C as modified by REGIONAL
SAN in accordance with express provisions in this Agreement.
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B.

CONSULTANT shall submit an invoice in accordance with the procedures
prescribed by REGIONAL SAN on a monthly basis, upon completion of services,
for services provided in the prior month. Invoices shall be submitted to
REGIONAL SAN no later than the fifteenth (15th) day following the invoice
period, and REGIONAL SAN shall pay CONSULTANT within thirty (30) days
after receipt of an appropriate and correct invoice.
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C.

CONSULTANT shall maintain for four years following termination of this
Agreement full and complete documentation of all services and expenditures
associated with performing the services covered under this Agreement. Expense
documentation shall include: time sheets or payroll records for each employee;
receipts for supplies; applicable subcontract expenditures; applicable overhead
and indirect expenditures.

E.

In the event CONSULTANT fails to comply with any provisions of this
Agreement, REGIONAL SAN may withhold payment until such non-compliance
has been corrected.

E

D.

SUBCONTRACTS, ASSIGNMENT
A.
CONSULTANT shall obtain prior written approval from REGIONAL SAN
before subcontracting any of the services delivered under this Agreement.
CONSULTANT remains legally responsible for the performance of all contract
terms including work performed by third parties under subcontracts. Any
subcontracting will be subject to all applicable provisions of this Agreement.
CONSULTANT shall be held responsible by REGIONAL SAN for the
performance of any subconsultant whether approved by REGIONAL SAN or not.
This Agreement is not assignable by CONSULTANT in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of REGIONAL SAN.
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REGIONAL SAN operates on a July through June fiscal year. Invoices for
services provided in any fiscal year must be submitted no later than July 31, one
month after the end of the fiscal year. Invoices submitted after July 31 for the
prior fiscal year shall not be honored by REGIONAL SAN unless
CONSULTANT has obtained prior written REGIONAL SAN approval to the
contrary.

20.

AMENDMENT AND WAIVER
Except as provided herein, no alteration, amendment, variation, or waiver of the terms of
this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and signed by both parties. Waiver
by either party of any default, breach or condition precedent shall not be construed as a
waiver of any other default, breach or condition precedent, or any other right hereunder.
No interpretation of any provision of this Agreement shall be binding upon REGIONAL
SAN unless agreed in writing by the District Engineer and counsel for REGIONAL SAN.

21.

SUCCESSORS
This Agreement shall bind the successors of REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT in
the same manner as if they were expressly named.

22.

TIME
Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

23.

INTERPRETATION
This Agreement shall be deemed to have been prepared equally by both of the parties,
and the Agreement and its individual provisions shall not be construed or interpreted
more favorably for one party on the basis that the other party prepared it.
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DISTRICT ENGINEER
As used in this Agreement, "District Engineer" shall mean the District Engineer of
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, and Sacramento Area Sewer District, or
his designee.

25.

DISPUTES
In the event of any dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement, the parties shall
attempt, in good faith, to promptly resolve the dispute mutually between themselves.
Pending resolution of any such dispute, CONSULTANT shall continue without delay to
carry out all its responsibilities under this Agreement unless the Agreement is otherwise
terminated in accordance with the Termination provisions herein. REGIONAL SAN
shall not be required to make payments for any services that are the subject of this dispute
resolution process until such dispute has been mutually resolved by the parties. If the
dispute cannot be resolved within 15 calendar days of initiating such negotiations or such
other time period as may be mutually agreed to by the parties in writing, either party may
pursue its available legal and equitable remedies, pursuant to the laws of the State of
California. Nothing in this Agreement or provision shall constitute a waiver of any of the
government claim filing requirements set forth in Title 1, Division 3.6, of the California
Government Code or as otherwise set forth in local, state and federal law.

26.

TERMINATION
A.
REGIONAL SAN may terminate this Agreement without cause upon thirty (30)
days written notice to the other party. Notice shall be deemed served on the date
of mailing. If notice of termination for cause is given by REGIONAL SAN to
CONSULTANT and it is later determined that CONSULTANT was not in default
or the default was excusable, then the notice of termination shall be deemed to
have been given without cause pursuant to this paragraph (A).

C.

REGIONAL SAN may terminate this Agreement for cause immediately upon
giving written notice to CONSULTANT should CONSULTANT materially fail
to perform any of the covenants contained in this Agreement in the time and/or
manner specified. In the event of such termination, REGIONAL SAN may
proceed with the work in any manner deemed proper by REGIONAL SAN. If
notice of termination for cause is given by REGIONAL SAN to CONSULTANT
and it is later determined that CONSULTANT was not in default or the default
was excusable, then the notice of termination shall be deemed to have been given
without cause pursuant to paragraph (A) above.
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24.

REGIONAL SAN may terminate or amend this Agreement immediately upon
giving written notice to CONSULTANT, 1) if advised that funds are not available
from external sources for this Agreement or any portion thereof, including if
distribution of such funds to REGIONAL SAN is suspended or delayed; 2) if
funds for the services and/or programs provided pursuant to this Agreement are
not appropriated by the State; 3) if funds in REGIONAL SAN 'S yearly proposed
and/or final budget are not appropriated by REGIONAL SAN for this Agreement
or any portion thereof; or 4) if funds that were previously appropriated for this
Agreement are reduced, eliminated, and/or re-allocated by REGIONAL SAN as a
result of mid-year budget reductions.
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D.

If this Agreement is terminated by REGIONAL SAN under paragraph (A) or (C)
above:
1. CONSULTANT shall cease rendering services pursuant to this Agreement as
of the termination date.
2. CONSULTANT shall deliver to REGIONAL SAN copies of all writings
prepared pursuant to this Agreement. The term "writings" shall be construed
to mean and include: handwriting, typewriting, drawings, blueprints, printing,
electronic media, photostatting, photographing, and every other means of
recording upon any tangible thing, any form of communication or
representation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or
combinations thereof.

If this Agreement is terminated under paragraphs (A) or (C), above,
CONSULTANT shall be paid for authorized and approved services performed
prior to the termination date in accordance with the provisions of the
Compensation and Payment of Invoices Limitations provision of this Agreement.

PL

E.

E

3. CONSULTANT shall not incur any expenses under this Agreement after
notice of termination and shall cancel any outstanding expenses obligations to
a third party that CONSULTANT can legally cancel.

REPORTS
CONSULTANT shall, without additional compensation therefor, make fiscal, program
evaluation, progress, and such other reports as may be reasonably required by the District
Engineer concerning CONSULTANT’S activities as they affect the contract duties and
purposes herein. REGIONAL SAN shall explain procedures for reporting the required
information.

28.

AUDITS AND RECORDS
Upon REGIONAL SAN’S request, REGIONAL SAN or its designee shall have the right
at reasonable times and intervals to audit, at CONSULTANT’S premises,
CONSULTANT’S financial and program records as REGIONAL SAN deems necessary
to determine CONSULTANT’S compliance with legal and contractual requirements and
the correctness of claims submitted by CONSULTANT. CONSULTANT shall maintain
such records for a period of four years following termination of the Agreement, and shall
make them promptly available for copying upon REGIONAL SAN'S request at
REGIONAL SAN'S expense. REGIONAL SAN shall have the right to withhold any
payment under this Agreement until CONSULTANT has provided access to
CONSULTANT'S financial and program records related to this Agreement.

29.

PRIOR AGREEMENTS
This Agreement constitutes the entire contract between REGIONAL SAN and
CONSULTANT regarding the subject matter of this Agreement. Any prior agreements,
whether oral or written, between REGIONAL SAN and CONSULTANT regarding the
subject matter of this Agreement are hereby terminated effective immediately upon full
execution of this Agreement.

SA
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SEVERABILITY
If any term or condition of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person(s) or
circumstance is held invalid or unenforceable, such invalidity or unenforceability shall
not affect other terms, conditions, or applications which can be given effect without the
invalid term, condition, or application; to this end the terms and conditions of this
Agreement are declared severable.

31.

FORCE MAJEURE
Neither CONSULTANT nor REGIONAL SAN shall be liable or responsible for delays
or failures in performance resulting from events beyond the reasonable control of such
party and without fault or negligence of such party. Such events shall include but not be
limited to acts of God, strikes, lockouts, riots, acts of war, epidemics, acts of government,
fire, power failures, nuclear accidents, earthquakes, unusually severe weather, acts of
terrorism, or other disasters, whether or not similar to the foregoing, and acts or
omissions or failure to cooperate of the other party or third parties (except as otherwise
specifically provided herein).

32.

SURVIVAL OF TERMS
All services performed and deliverables provided pursuant to this Agreement are subject
to all of the terms, conditions, price discounts and rates set forth herein, notwithstanding
the expiration of the initial term of this Agreement or any extension thereof. Further, the
terms, conditions and warranties contained in this Agreement that by their sense and
context are intended to survive the completion of the performance, cancellation or
termination of this Agreement shall so survive.

33.

DUPLICATE COUNTERPARTS
This Agreement may be executed in duplicate counterparts. The Agreement shall be
deemed executed when it has been signed by both parties.

34.

AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE
Each person executing this Agreement represents and warrants that he or she is duly
authorized and has legal authority to execute and deliver this Agreement for or on behalf
of the parties to this Agreement. Each party represents and warrants to the other that the
execution and delivery of the Agreement and the performance of such party's obligations
hereunder have been duly authorized.
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(SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed as
of the day and year first written above.
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY
SANITATION DISTRICT, a county
sanitation district pursuant to and operating
under the authority of the County Sanitation
District Act, commencing at Health and Safety
Code section 4700

TBD

By: ______________________________
Prabhakar Somavarapu, District Engineer

By: _____________________________
Name:___________________________
Title:____________________________
Date: ___________________________

PL

E

Date: ____________________________

M

THIS AGREEMENT FORMAT HAS BEEN APPROVED BY DISTRICT COUNSEL

SA

Prepared by: _________________________________________
Katherine E. Manne, Senior Contract Services Officer
Internal Services Department
Sanitation Districts Agency
Phone: (916) 876-6074
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EXHIBIT A to Agreement
Between SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT
and TBD
SCOPE OF SERVICES

E

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL AND CONSULTANT’S PROPOSAL
A.
The scope of services to be provided by this Agreement are those services
identified in REGIONAL SAN’S Request for Proposal (RFP) dated
_____________, and CONSULTANT’S Proposal dated ___________. Both the
RFP and the Proposal are hereby incorporated into this Agreement as
Attachments 1 and 2, respectively, and made a part of this Agreement. In the
event of any inconsistencies or ambiguities, the Proposal shall govern over the
RFP, and this Agreement shall govern over all. CONSULTANT agrees to
perform all services stated in this Agreement for the compensation described
herein.
B.

The District Engineer or designee, may negotiate with CONSULTANT and
approve reasonable modifications in tasks, work products, schedules, milestones,
and staff assignments so long as such modifications are within the general scope
of services provided under this Agreement, do not exceed the Maximum Total
Payment Amount, and are determined to be in the best interest of REGIONAL
SAN.

C.

ON-CALL OR SPECIAL SERVICES
Special Services shall be provided by CONSULTANT on an "on-call" basis:
when requested by REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager, CONSULTANT shall
provide project-specific proposals and shall commence the proposed services only
upon written authorization of REGIONAL SAN'S District Engineer.
CONSULTANT agrees to perform all services stated in this Agreement for the
compensation described herein.
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1.

2.

SCHEDULE
CONSULTANT shall perform the services in an expeditious manner in accordance with
a mutually acceptable schedule developed between REGIONAL SAN and
CONSULTANT.

3.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF REGIONAL SAN AND CONSULTANT FOR SCOPE
A.
REGIONAL SAN, or its authorized representatives, shall review all documents
submitted by CONSULTANT and render decisions pertaining thereto as promptly
as is reasonable under the circumstances at the time in order to avoid
unreasonable delay of the progress of CONSULTANT. REGIONAL SAN shall
furnish information and services as required by this Agreement and shall render
approvals and decisions as expeditiously as is reasonably necessary under the
circumstances at the time for the orderly progress of the CONSULTANT’S
services and of the project.

Exhibit A
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B.

CONSULTANT shall be solely responsible for the quality and accuracy of its
work and the work of its subconsultants performed in connection with this
Agreement. Any review, approval, or concurrence therewith by REGIONAL
SAN shall not be deemed to constitute acceptance or waiver by REGIONAL SAN
of any error or omission as to such work. CONSULTANT shall coordinate the
activities of any subconsultants and is responsible to ensure that all plans,
drawings, and specifications are coordinated and interface with the other
applicable plans, drawings, and specifications to produce a unified, workable, and
acceptable whole functional product.

AUTHORITY OF CONSULTANT PERFORMING SCOPE OF WORK
CONSULTANT is retained to provide and perform the scope of services covered by this
Agreement. CONSULTANT, including CONSULTANT’S assigned personnel, shall
have no authority to represent REGIONAL SAN or REGIONAL SAN staff at any
meetings of public or private agencies unless an appropriate REGIONAL SAN official
provides prior written authorization for such representation which outlines the purpose,
scope and duration of such representation. CONSULTANT shall possess no authority or
right to act on behalf of REGIONAL SAN in any capacity whatsoever as agent, nor to
bind REGIONAL SAN to any obligations whatsoever. REGIONAL SAN is responsible
for making all policy and governmental decisions related to the work covered by this
Agreement.

5.

PUBLICATION OF DOCUMENTS AND DATA
CONSULTANT shall not publish, or disclose to any third party, documents, data, or any
confidential information relative to the work of REGIONAL SAN without the prior
written consent of REGIONAL SAN, however submission or distribution to meet official
regulatory requirements, or for other purposes authorized by this Agreement, shall not be
construed as publication in derogation of the rights of either REGIONAL SAN or
CONSULTANT.

6.

PROJECT PERSONNEL
In the performance of the services hereunder, CONSULTANT shall provide the
personnel as set forth in the Proposal. Any change in such personnel or reassignment in
their project responsibilities must be agreed to in writing by the District Engineer or his
authorized representative before any such change may be made. Key contacts for this
project shall be as follows:
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4.

REGIONAL SAN:

CONSULTANT:

NAME:
PHONE:
FAX:
E-MAIL:

NAME:
PHONE:
FAX:
E-MAIL:

Exhibit A
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EXHIBIT B to Agreement
between SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT
and TBD
REGIONAL SAN INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

E

Without limiting CONSULTANT's indemnification, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain
for the duration of the Agreement, insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damages to
property which may arise from or in connection with the performance of the Agreement by
CONSULTANT, its agents, representatives, or employees. REGIONAL SAN shall retain the
right at any time to review the coverage, form, and amount of the insurance required hereby. If
in the opinion of REGIONAL SAN Risk Manager, insurance provisions in these requirements do
not provide adequate protection for REGIONAL SAN and for members of the public,
REGIONAL SAN may require CONSULTANT to obtain insurance sufficient in coverage, form
and amount to provide adequate protection. REGIONAL SAN's requirements shall be
reasonable but shall be imposed to assure protection from and against the kind and extent of risks
that exist at the time a change in insurance is required.
Verification of Coverage
CONSULTANT shall furnish REGIONAL SAN with certificates evidencing coverage
required below. Copies of required endorsements must be attached to certificates
provided. REGIONAL SAN Risk Manager may approve self-insurance programs in lieu
of required policies of insurance if, in the opinion of the Risk Manager, the interests of
REGIONAL SAN and general public are adequately protected. All certificates,
evidences of self-insurance, and additional insured endorsements are to be received and
approved by REGIONAL SAN before performance commences. REGIONAL SAN
reserves the right to require that CONSULTANT provide complete, certified copies of
any policy of insurance including endorsements offered in compliance with these
specifications.

2.

Minimum Scope of Insurance
Coverage shall be at least as broad as:
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1.

GENERAL LIABILITY: Insurance Services Office’s Commercial General Liability
occurrence coverage form CG 0001 or equivalent, including, but not limited to
Premises/Operations, Products/Completed Operations, Contractual, and Personal &
Advertising Injury, without additional exclusions or limitations beyond what is
commercially reasonable and standard industry practice, unless approved by
REGIONAL SAN Risk Manager.
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY: Insurance Services Office’s Commercial Automobile
Liability coverage form CA 0001 or equivalent. Commercial Automobile Liability:
auto coverage symbol “1” (any auto) for corporate/business owned vehicles. If there
are no owned or leased vehicles, symbols 8 and 9 for non-owned and hired autos shall
apply. Personal Lines automobile insurance shall apply if vehicles are individually
owned.

Exhibit B
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: Statutory requirements of the State of California
and Employer's Liability Insurance, if applicable.
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY or Errors and Omissions Liability insurance
appropriate to CONSULTANT's profession.
UMBRELLA or Excess Liability policies are acceptable where the need for higher
liability limits is noted in the Minimum Limits of Insurance and shall provide liability
coverages that at least follow form over the underlying insurance requirements where
necessary for Commercial General Liability, Commercial Automobile Liability,
Employers’ Liability, and any other liability coverage (other than Professional
Liability) designated under the Minimum Scope of Insurance.
Minimum Limits of Insurance
CONSULTANT shall maintain limits no less than:

E

3.

PL

General Liability shall be on an Occurrence basis (as opposed to Claims Made basis).
Minimum limits and structure shall be:
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$2,000,000

M

General Aggregate:
Products Comp/Op Aggregate:
Personal & Adv. Injury:
Each Occurrence:

SA

Automobile Liability:
a.
Commercial Automobile Liability for Corporate/business owned vehicles
including non-owned and hired, $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit.
b.
Personal Lines Automobile Liability for Individually owned vehicles, $250,000
per person, $500,000 each accident, $100,000 property damage.
Workers' Compensation: Statutory.
Employer's Liability: $2,000,000 per accident for bodily injury or disease.
Professional Liability or Errors and Omissions Liability: $1,000,000 per claim and
aggregate.
4.

5.

Deductibles and Self-Insured Retention
Any deductible or self-insured retention that apply to any insurance required by this
Agreement must be declared and approved by REGIONAL SAN.
Claims Made Professional Liability Insurance
If professional liability coverage is written on a Claims Made form:
a.
The "Retro Date" must be shown, and must be on or before the date of the
Agreement or the beginning of Agreement performance by CONSULTANT.
c.
Insurance must be maintained and evidence of insurance must be provided for at
least one (1) year after completion of the Agreement.
Exhibit B
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d.

If coverage is cancelled or non-renewed, and not replaced with another claims
made policy form with a "Retro Date" prior to the contract effective date,
CONSULTANT must purchase "extended reporting" coverage for a minimum of
one (1) year after completion of the Agreement.

Other Insurance Provisions
The insurance policies required in this Agreement are to contain, or be endorsed to
contain, as applicable, the following provisions:

7.

All Policies:
a.
ACCEPTABILITY OF INSURERS: Insurance is to be placed with insurers
with a current A.M. Best's rating of no less than A-: VII. SACRAMENTO
REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT and SACRAMENTO AREA
SEWER DISTRICT Risk Manager may waive or alter this requirement, or
accept self-insurance in lieu of any required policy of insurance if, in the opinion
of the Risk Manager, the interests of SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY
SANITATION DISTRICT and SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT
and the general public are adequately protected.
b.
MAINTENANCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE: The CONSULTANT shall
maintain all insurance coverages and limits in place at all times and provide
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT and
SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT with evidence of each policy's
renewal within ten (10) days of its anniversary date. CONSULTANT is required
by this Agreement to immediately notify SACRAMENTO REGIONAL
COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT and SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER
DISTRICT if they receive a communication from their insurance carrier or agent
that any required insurance is to be canceled, non-renewed, reduced in scope or
limits or otherwise materially changed. CONSULTANT shall provide evidence
that such cancelled or non-renewed or otherwise materially changed insurance
has been replaced or its cancellation notice withdrawn without any interruption
in coverage, scope, or limits. Failure to maintain required insurance in force
shall be considered a material breach of the Agreement.

8.

Commercial General Liability and/or Commercial Automobile Liability:
a.
ADDITIONAL INSURED STATUS: SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY
SANITATION DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT and
the County of Sacramento, their respective governing boards, officers, directors,
officials, employees, and authorized agents and volunteers are to be endorsed as
additional insureds as respects: liability arising out of activities performed by or
on behalf of CONSULTANT; products and completed operations of
CONSULTANT; premises owned, occupied or used by CONSULTANT; or
automobiles owned, leased, hired or borrowed by CONSULTANT. The
coverage shall contain no endorsed limitations on the scope of protection
afforded to SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION
DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT, and the County of
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Sacramento, their respective governing boards, officers, directors, officials,
employees, and authorized agents and volunteers.
CIVIL CODE PROVISION: Coverage shall not extend to any indemnity
coverage for the active negligence of the additional insured in any case where an
agreement to indemnify the additional insured would be invalid under
Subdivision (b) of Section 2782 of the Civil Code.
PRIMARY INSURANCE: For any claims related to this agreement,
CONSULTANT'S insurance coverage shall be endorsed to be primary insurance
as respects SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT,
SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento,
their respective governing boards, officers, directors, officials, employees and
authorized agents and volunteers. Any insurance or self-insurance maintained by
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT,
SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento,
their respective governing boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, and
authorized agents and volunteers shall be excess of CONSULTANT's insurance
and shall not contribute with it.
SEVERABILITY OF INTEREST: CONSULTANT's insurance shall apply
separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought, except
with respect to the limits of the insurer's liability.
SUBCONTRACTORS: CONSULTANT shall be responsible for the acts and
omissions of all its subcontractors and additional insured endorsements as
provided by CONSULTANT’s subcontractor.

Professional Liability:
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY PROVISION: Any professional liability or errors and
omissions policy required hereunder shall apply to any claims, losses, liabilities, or
damages, demands, and actions arising out of or resulting from professional services
provided under this Agreement.

10.

Workers’ Compensation:
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION WAIVER OF SUBROGATION: The workers'
compensation policy required hereunder shall be endorsed to state that the workers'
compensation carrier waives its right of subrogation against SACRAMENTO
REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER
DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento, their respective governing boards, officers,
directors, officials, employees, and authorized agents and volunteers, which might arise
by reason of payment under such policy in connection with performance under this
Agreement by CONSULTANT. Should CONSULTANT be self-insured for workers'
compensation, CONSULTANT hereby agrees to waive its right of subrogation against
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT, SACRAMENTO
AREA SEWER DISTRICT and the County of Sacramento, their respective governing
boards, officers, directors, officials, employees, authorized agents and volunteers.

11.

Notification of Claim
If any claim for damages is filed with CONSULTANT or if any lawsuit is instituted
against CONSULTANT, that arise out of or are in any way connected with
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CONSULTANT’s performance under this Agreement and that in any way, directly or
indirectly, contingently or otherwise, affect or might reasonably affect SACRAMENTO
REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT and SACRAMENTO AREA
SEWER DISTRICT, CONSULTANT shall give prompt and timely notice thereof to
SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT and
SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT. Notice shall be prompt and timely if given
within thirty (30) days following the date of receipt of a claim or ten (10) days following
the date of service of process of a lawsuit.
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EXHIBIT C to Agreement
between SACRAMENTO REGIONAL COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT
and TBD
COMPENSATION
MAXIMUM PAYMENT TO CONSULTANT
The Maximum Total Payment Amount under this Agreement is: $________.

2.

COMPENSATION COMPONENTS
A.
Time and Expenses: Compensation for services rendered shall be paid on a time
and expenses basis at the usual and customary rates for the services actually
rendered, as stated in CONSULTANT’S Budget worksheet, attached hereto as
Attachment 1 and by this reference incorporated herein, and shall not exceed
$_________. The rates stated in Attachment 1 shall apply for all services
provided throughout the term of this Agreement. Total compensation, including
fees, expenses, and profit for services rendered by CONSULTANT shall not
exceed the Maximum Total Payment Amount under this Agreement listed above.

PL

E

1.

Special or Optional Services: Compensation in the amount of $_______ for
services identified in Exhibit A as special or optional services may only be
released upon written authorization by the District Engineer.

C.

Contingency: An additional contingency in the amount of $________ is hereby
established for possible additional services that may be identified during
performance of the work covered by this Agreement and which are within the
general work parameters of this Agreement. Such contingency may only be
released upon written authorization by the District Engineer.

SA
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3.

ITEMIZED TASKS AND SUBTASKS
If CONSULTANT’S Proposal contains a schedule of tasks or subtasks with identified
levels of effort such as estimated hours and/or estimated costs, or identifiable work
products, milestones, or other events, then compensation for these individual tasks or
activities shall not exceed the identified estimate or other limiting factors without the
written approval of REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager. CONSULTANT shall
promptly notify REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager in writing of any tasks, subtasks,
work products, or milestones that need to be reevaluated and indicate the reason and/or
justification for such reevaluation. REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager is authorized to
negotiate adjustments of individual tasks so long as the work is within the general scope
of the project and the total compensation does not exceed the Maximum Total Payment
Amount under this Agreement listed above.

4.

WORK NOT IN SCOPE OF SERVICES
CONSULTANT shall immediately notify REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager in
writing of any work that REGIONAL SAN requests to be performed that
CONSULTANT believes is outside of the original scope of work covered by this
Exhibit C
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Agreement. If it is determined that said request is outside of the scope of work, such
work shall not be performed unless and until the District Engineer approves such request
in writing and authorizes the use of any contingency funds for such work, or an
amendment providing for an adjustment in CONSULTANT’S compensation is approved
and executed by both parties.
NOTIFICATION OF 75% EXPENDITURE OF COMPENSATION
CONSULTANT shall notify REGIONAL SAN’S Project Manager in writing upon
expenditure of seventy-five percent (75%) of the authorized Agreement amount. Such
notice shall identify the percentage of funds expended, the percentage of work completed,
an explanation of any variation between these two (2) percentages, and an assessment of
the cost of the remaining work to be performed.

6.

SUBMISSION OF INVOICES
CONSULTANT shall address and submit all invoices associated with this Agreement by
U.S. mail or personal delivery to the following address:

E

5.

PL

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
8521 Laguna Station Road
Elk Grove, CA 95758
ATTN: CONTRACTS PAYMENT DESK

Contract Number: TBD
Project Name: Development of Real Estate Management Program
Date of Invoice Submission
Time Period Invoice Covers
Services Provided and Respective Compensation Requested
Any other information deemed necessary by CONSULTANT and/or
REGIONAL SAN

SA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

M

CONSULTANT shall include the following information on all invoices:

REGIONAL SAN may change the address to which subsequent invoices shall be sent by
giving written notice designating a change of address to CONSULTANT, which shall be
effective upon receipt.
7.

PAYMENTS
In accordance with the Compensation and Payment of Invoices Limitations provision of
this Agreement, REGIONAL SAN shall address and submit payments to
CONSULTANT at address in the Notice provision of this Agreement.
CONSULTANT may change the address to which subsequent payments shall be sent by
giving written notice designating a change of address to REGIONAL SAN, which shall
be effective upon receipt.
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Real Estate Asset and Activity Quantities for the Districts



Easement Templates
o Easement for Ingress and Egress
o Easement for Sewer (Deep Tunneling and Boring)
o Easement for Sewer (Shallow Boring or Tunneling)
o Easement for Sewer (Standard Excavation)



Chapter 5, Right‐of‐Way Acquisition Manual (draft)



SDA Real Estate Roles and Responsibilities



SDA Roles and Responsibilities



Regional San Strategic Asset Management Plan



SASD Strategic Asset Management Plan

Real Estate Asset and Activity Quantities for the Districts
Description
Owned Parcels
Active leases

Total parcels crossed by District facilities
Parcels crossed by gravity pipelines

SASD

Regional Districts
San
Combined

62

115

177

5

11

16

26,778

754

27,532

26,223

-

-

Parcels crossed by force mains

531

-

-

Parcels crossed by air jumpers

24

-

-

Labor Hours Charged to Real Estate (RE) Activities

2,182

4,749

6,930

FY 2013-2014

911

993

1,904

FY 2014-2015

316

435

751

FY 2015-2016 (first 4 months of FY)

207

195

402

FY 2013-2014

214

1,650

1,864

FY 2014-2015

506

1,164

1,670

28

312

340

General RE Admin Activities

Project Specific RE Activities

FY 2015-2016 (first 4 months of FY)

WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:
REAL ESTATE DIVISION
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
10545 Armstrong Ave., Suite 202D
Mather, CA 95655
MAIL CODE: 55-202D
No Fee Document - Per Government Code 6103
No Document Transfer Tax - Per R & T Code 11922
Okay to Accept
Name/Date:
Print Name & Dept:
APN:
Project Name & Dept:

(WQ)

THIS SPACE FOR RECORDER’S USE ONLY

EASEMENT FOR INGRESS AND EGRESS
(Type in Grantor’s Name as they acquired title; individual, LLC, Corporation or Partnership, etc.)
does hereby grant to the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, a county sanitation district formed
pursuant to and operating under the authority of the County Sanitation Act, commencing at Health and Safety Code
section 4700, (hereinafter referred to as “SRCSD”), a perpetual easement for the right of ingress and egress for
pedestrians, vehicles and equipment necessary or convenient to access, operate, maintain, restore or repair an
adjacent Easement for Sewer, as SRCSD may require and from time to time, with said ingress and egress to be over
and across that certain real property in the County of Sacramento, State of California, bounded and described as
follows:
SEE EXHIBITS "A" and "B" ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE A PART HEREOF
The grant of this easement includes the right to improve the area in a manner determined to be necessary by
SRCSD. Any use of the area subject to this easement which is not compatible with, or interferes with, the rights
herein granted shall not be allowed, and if the installed improvements are in violation hereof, the unauthorized
improvements shall be removed and said cost for the removal shall be at the expense of the party or successors-in
interest.

Dated: _______________, _______

(Type in Signature Block if Grantor is
a LLC, Corp, Partnership, etc.)
________________________________

_________________________________

(Type name of person signing document)

(Type name of Additional person signing document.
Delete lines if not needed)
_________________________________
(Type Title of person signing document)

________________________________
(Type Title of person signing document)

RED File

LOG No.

M:\RealEstate\Templates\RES WQ RE Mgmt\SRCSD\Deeds\Easement for Ingress and Egress – SRCSD.dot

WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:
REAL ESTATE DIVISION
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
10545 Armstrong Ave., Suite 202D
Mather, CA 95655
MAIL CODE: 55-202D
No Fee Document - Per Government Code 6103
No Document Transfer Tax - Per R & T Code 11922
Okay to Accept
Name/Date:
Print Name & Dept:
APN:
Project Name & Dept:

THIS SPACE FOR RECORDER’S USE ONLY

EASEMENT FOR SEWER (Deep Tunneling and Boring)
(Type in Grantor’s Name as they acquired title; individual, LLC, Corporation or Partnership, etc.)
(hereinafter referred to as “Grantor”), do(es) hereby grant to the Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District, a county sanitation district formed pursuant to and operating under the authority of
the County Sanitation District Act, commencing at Health and Safety Code section 4700, (hereinafter
referred to as “SRCSD”), an easement for sewer purposes inclusive of boring and deep tunneling,
repairing, operating, upgrading and forever maintaining thereon a sanitary sewer, of such dimensions as
SRCSD shall deem necessary for sewer purposes, together with all necessary appurtenances appertaining
thereto, a perpetual right of way under and across all that real property situated in the County of
Sacramento, State of California, described as follows:
SEE EXHIBITS "A" and “B”
attached hereto and made a part hereof;

together with the perpetual right of ingress to and egress from said property, for the purpose of exercising
and performing all of the rights and privileges herein granted.
Said easement is for boring and deep tunneling purposes for sanitary sewer pipelines, as described above.
Grantor shall have a right to construct buildings, structures and improvements on and over the surface of
the easement area.
Dated: _______________, _______

(Type in Signature Block if Grantor is
a LLC, Corp, Partnership, etc.)
________________________________

_________________________________

(Type name of person signing document)

(Type name of Additional person signing
document. Delete lines if not needed)
_________________________________
(Type Title of person signing document)

________________________________
(Type Title of person signing document)

RED File

LOG No.

M:\RealEstate\Templates\RES WQ RE Mgmt\SRCSD\Deeds\Easement Sewer (Deep Tunneling and Boring) – SRCSD.dot

WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:
REAL ESTATE DIVISION
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
10545 Armstrong Ave., Suite 202D
Mather, CA 95655
MAIL CODE: 55-202D
No Fee Document - Per Government Code 6103
No Document Transfer Tax - Per R & T Code 11922
Okay to Accept
Name/Date:
Print Name & Dept:
APN:
Project Name & Dept:

(WQ)

THIS SPACE FOR RECORDER’S USE ONLY

EASEMENT FOR SEWER (Shallow Boring or Tunneling)
(Type in Grantor’s Name as they acquired title; individual, LLC, Corporation or Partnership, etc.)
(hereinafter referred to as “Grantor”), do(es) hereby grant to the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, a county sanitation
district formed pursuant to and operating under the authority of the County Sanitation District Act, commencing at Health and Safety
Code section 4700, (hereinafter referred to as “SRCSD”), an easement for sewer purposes, (hereinafter referred to as “Sewer
Easement”), inclusive of boring, tunneling, digging, reconstructing, repairing, operating, upgrading and forever maintaining thereon a
sanitary sewer, of such dimensions as SRCSD shall deem necessary, together with all necessary appurtenances appertaining thereto, a
perpetual right of way over, under, upon and across all that real property situated in the County of Sacramento, State of California,
described as follows:
SEE EXHIBITS "A" and “B”
attached hereto and made a part hereof;
together with the perpetual right of ingress to and egress from said Sewer Easement property, for the purpose of exercising and
performing all of the rights and privileges herein granted.
Notwithstanding the Sewer Easement granted hereby, but subject to the limitations stated below, Grantor, without first seeking
SRCSD’s approval, retains the right to plant and maintain such lawn or similar groundcover, plant species whose mature growth does
not exceed five (5) feet in height and which are not environmentally protected, or construct and maintain such paved driveways or
surface parking within the area bounded by the above-described Sewer Easement as do not interfere therewith, and Grantor shall
maintain the surface in a reasonable condition. However, any other use of the area bounded by the above-described Sewer Easement
must be first approved in writing by SRCSD’s District Engineer, whose decision shall be determinative and final, and who may be
contacted at the Department of Water Quality of the County of Sacramento, or its successor. Any construction upon or use of the
area bounded by the above-described Sewer Easement which is in violation of the foregoing limitation, shall be removed by the
Grantor, or may be removed by SRCSD, at the Grantor’s sole expense. Any interference with the Sewer Easement shall be abated
by the Grantor at the Grantor’s sole expense. The Grantor understands, agrees and acknowledges, by execution of this document,
that any use approved by SRCSD’s District Engineer shall not in any way limit SRCSD’s rights under this Sewer Easement.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties acknowledge the following minor improvements presently existing within the area bounded
by the above-described Sewer Easement, and SRCSD hereby agrees that the same are deemed compatible and do not interfere with the
Sewer Easement: ______________________, (hereinafter referred to as the “Existing Minor Improvements”). SRCSD retains the
right to remove all or any part of said Existing Minor Improvements or such other uses or improvements approved by SRCSD’s District
Engineer and constructed by Grantor within said easement area so as to enable SRCSD to exercise and make full use of its Sewer
Easement; however, in such unlikely event, SRCSD shall compensate Grantor for all reasonably resulting loss of or damage to the
Existing Minor Improvements or approved improvements or uses constructed by Grantor by either repairing, replacing, or paying the
then fair market value of same, as SRCSD, in its sole and absolute discretion, shall elect.

Dated: _______________, _______
(Type in Signature Block if Grantor is
a LLC, Corp, Partnership, etc.)
________________________________

_________________________________

(Type name of person signing document)

(Type name of Additional person signing
document. Delete lines if not needed)
_________________________________
(Type Title of person signing document)

________________________________
(Type Title of person signing document)
RED File

LOG No.

M:\RealEstate\Templates\RES WQ RE Mgmt\SRCSD\Deeds\Easement for Sewer (Shallow Boring or Tunneling) – SRCSD.dot

WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:
REAL ESTATE DIVISION
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
3711 Branch Center Road
Sacramento, CA 95827
Mail Code 63-002
No Fee Document - Per Government Code 27383
No Document Transfer Tax - Per R & T Code 11922
Okay to Accept
Name/Date:
Print Name & Dept:
APN:
Project Name & Dept:

(SRCSD)

THIS SPACE FOR RECORDER’S USE ONLY

EASEMENT FOR SEWER (Standard Excavation)
(Type in Grantor’s Name as they acquired title; individual, LLC, Corporation or Partnership, etc.)
(hereinafter referred to as “Grantor”), do(es) hereby grant to the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, a
county sanitation district formed pursuant to and operating under the authority of the County Sanitation District Act,
commencing at Health and Safety Code section 4700, (hereinafter referred to as “SRCSD”), an easement for sewer
purposes inclusive of digging, constructing, reconstructing, repairing, operating, upgrading and forever maintaining thereon a
sanitary sewer, of such dimensions as SRCSD shall deem necessary, together with all necessary appurtenances appertaining
thereto, including a perpetual right of way over, under, upon and across all that real property situated in the County of
Sacramento, State of California, described as follows:
SEE EXHIBITS "A" and “B”
attached hereto and made a part hereof;
together with the perpetual right of ingress to and egress from said property, for the purpose of exercising and performing all
of the rights and privileges herein granted.
Any use of this easement area by Grantor or assignees or successors in interest, except for use as: ( i ) lawn or similar
groundcover; ( ii ) areas planted with species whose mature growth does not exceed five (5) feet in height and which are not
environmentally protected; or ( iii) driveways or surface parking, shall not be allowed except upon approval by, and at the
discretion of, SRCSD. Any of said allowable uses shall not be installed in a manner that will impede vehicular access by
SRCSD for maintenance purposes. Other than said allowable uses, each use proposed by Grantor must be acceptable to
SRCSD’s District Engineer, and approved in writing, prior to such construction on or use of the easement area by the
Grantor. For such approval, the Grantor shall contact the Water Quality Department of the County of Sacramento, or
successor. Any use within the easement area not approved by SRCSD’s District Engineer shall not in any way limit
SRCSD’s rights under this easement. Even if SRCSD’s District Engineer has approved the use, SRCSD retains the right to
remove all or any part of the approved use to allow SRCSD to use the easement at any time pursuant to SRCSD's rights
granted herein. SRCSD shall not be liable for any cost for the removal or replacement of improvements constructed by
Grantor within the easement area.

Dated: _______________, _______
(Type in Signature Block if Grantor is
a LLC, Corp, Partnership, etc.)
________________________________

_________________________________

(Type name of person signing document)

(Type name of Additional person signing document.
Delete lines if not needed)
_________________________________
LOG
No.

________________________________
RED File No.

M:\RealEstate\Templates\RES WQ RE Mgmt\SRCSD\Deeds\Easement for Drainage Mgmt\SRCSD\Deeds\Easement for Sewer (Standard Excavation) – SRCSD.dot ver 062107 KF
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Chapter5

Chapter 5 Right-of-Way Acquisition
5.1.1

Purpose and Scope

This chapter establishes a uniform and consistent procedure for acquiring land
required for Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District and Sacramento
Area Sewer District sewer pipeline projects and other related purposes.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an outline of the Right of Way
Acquisition process and to provide procedures to interface with project
planning, design, right of way engineering, project funding, legal procedures
and project controls.
Proactive management practices in the critical property acquisition process
will contribute greatly in reducing project costs or delays, minimizing
impacts, avoiding excess procurements, and maintain community relations.
The right of way acquisition procedures applies to all interceptor projects.
5.1.2








References

Code of Federal Regulations (23CFR635C)
Caltrans ROW Manual
Caltrans Survey Manual, Chapter 10
Caltrans Drafting and Plans Manual
Land Use and Planning Law
Principles of Right of Way
Real Estate Acquisition Guide for Local Public Agencies

5.1.3

Definitions

Right of Way Certification: The written certification that all real property
rights necessary to effect the proposed construction have been acquired. Such
rights could include fee title, easements, Right of Entries and permits for
temporary uses such as construction work and staging areas, detour areas,
material disposal areas, and borrow sites.
Right of Way Acquisition Estimate: An approximation of the market value
of property (including damages, if any) in advance of the appraisals.
Right of Way Map: A drawing of a proposed and/or existing improvements
showings its relation to adjacent property, the parcels or portions thereof to be
acquire, ownerships, and other pertinent information for the project alignment.
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Just Compensation: The payment to a property owner that an agency must
make in order to acquire property for a public project. This payment consists
of the fair market value of the real estate property rights acquired and any
damages caused to the remainder of the property by the acquisition and/or
construction of the project.
Parcel: A parcel is an area of land listed under one or more Tax Assessor
Parcel Numbers (APN) and may be subject to one or more deeds of trust. For
condominiums or other collection of ownership’s impacted in common areas
ownership, negotiations may be conducted with a representative of the home
owner’s association, and the overall area of multiple ownership’s treated as
one parcel.
Legal Description: A legal description is a written record, lengthy, or brief
explaining and defining the location of a parcel of real property. In some
instances the legal description (hereinafter called the "legal") will also recite
the size of the parcel.
Metes and Bounds: Measurements and boundaries that refers to the specific
description of a parcel or tract of land that has not been subdivided.
Plat Map: A plat map is a cartographic representation of the parcel or portion
of the parcel impacted by the project which has been described in the legal
description of the proposed deed.
Conveyance: A document or instrument transferring fee title or lesser
interest in real property.
Deed: The deed consists of the legal written instrument for conveyance of
full or partial real property interests. The deed includes the Grantor and
Grantee, the rights being granted, the legal description of the property, the
signature(s) of the Grantor(s), and the notary acknowledgement.
Quitclaim Deed: A legal written instrument that conveys any interest that the
maker may have in the property described without any representation or
liability of any kind as to title conveyed or encumbrances that may exist
thereon.
Fee Title: A fee simple can be the entire property or a portion of the property
and consist of full rights of ownership by purchase or condemnation.
Permanent Easement: Provides a granted right to use real property for a
specific purpose. An easement is a partial right or use of the property in a
specific way or for a particular use without ownership of the property. This
may include permanent ingress/egress, public service, utility, landscape, slope
or maintenance easements or some combination of these or other uses.

2
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Temporary Construction Easement: The right to enter a delineated area of
land owned by another during a specified period of time for the purpose of
constructing a public improvement. Upon completion of the construction
activity for the improvement, the surface of the land within the limits of the
temporary easement must be restored, as nearly as practical, to its original
condition.
Slope Easement: The right to construct on land owned by another. A
permanent change in the elevation or surface contour of the land (excavation
or embankment slope) over a predetermined portion thereof.
Permit to Enter: A permit to enter is a document used to gain temporary
access to property for a specific purpose such as for geotechnical
investigations, right of way surveying, environmental site assessments,
appraisal activities, etc. This is a voluntary transaction and typically the
property owner is not entitled to compensation.
License: A personal privilege to do some act on the land of another usually
for a specified period of time and usually revocable if agreed upon conditions
are not met by the licensee.
Right of Entry: A right of entry is a document used to gain access or
possession of the property for construction purposes and when the appropriate
real property rights have not yet been obtained. This document would be used
when an agency intends to acquire a property for a specific project.
Right of Way: The right to use, cross over or under the property of another.
Also a strip of land used for streets, railways, pipelines, or powerlines. The
term "Right-of-way" as used in this section is intended to imply perpetual
ownership of a full or partial interests of real property with no or some
restrictions or limitations as to what purpose the property may be used. For
example, the land within the right-of-way for a public street or a drainage
channel is not available for any other purpose so long as the street or drainage
channel is in use.
Take Area: Refers to that portion of the affected tract of land or parcel that is
to be acquired. In some cases, the "take area" may include the whole parcel.
Donations: A donation of property is when a owner is willing to give all or a
portion of the needed property to an acquiring agency for less than what
constitute just compensation.
Dedications: A dedication is the process of conveying a parcel of land for a
future public use. A dedication is usually made as part of the land subdivision
and/or zoning approval process.
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Reservations: Government Code Section 66479 et seq. The Map Act
provides that a qualified public agency may impose by ordinance a
requirement that real property within a subdivision be reserved for parks,
recreational facilities, fire stations, libraries, or other public uses. The
reserved area must be a sized and shape to permit the balance of the property
to develop in an orderly, efficient manner. Upon approval of the final map,
the qualified public agency must enter into a binding agreement with the
subdivider to acquire the reserved area within two years after the completion
and acceptance of all the improvements, unless this time period is mutually
extended. The purchase price shall be the fair market value at the time of
filing of the tentative map plus the taxes against the reserved area from the
date of reservation and maintenance costs (including interest costs) on any
loans covering the reserved area. If the property owner and qualified public
agency do not agree, the reservation automatically terminates after 2 years
unless ratified by recordation of a final subdivision map that shows a reserved
area for the qualified public agency.
15 Day Notice of Intent: This is an instrument that must be sent to the legal
owners of record 15 days prior to the board meeting for the adoption of the
Resolution of Necessity. The owner has the right to appear and give
testimony at this meeting. The Qualified Agency may waive or reduce the 15
day requirement.
Resolution of Necessity: This instrument requires the governing board of a
Qualified Agency to adopt a Resolution of Necessity on the required property
as to the necessity of the property for the subject project in order to initiate the
eminent domain action.
Eminent Domain: A governmental right to acquire private property for
public use by condemnation, and the payment of just compensation.
Condemnation: The taking of private property for public use. Consent of
the owner is not required but fair market value compensation must be paid.
See also Eminent Domain. Condemnation proceedings take place in a State or
county court and are governed by State law. The condemning agency is
required to prove necessity for the acquisition or appropriation of the
condemned property.
Order for Immediate Possession: A court issued document to obtain
possession of property for a specific purpose. This document will only be
issued after the agency has deposited the appraised value into court. There are
three types of possession:
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60-Day Order for Possession (vacant property or vacant improved
property, no improvements affected). The order becomes effective a
minimum of 10 days after effective delivery of the Order.
90-Day Order for Possession (property occupied by residence or business
entity). Order becomes effective a minimum of 30 days after effective
delivery of the Order
A court order for possession issued to a public agency for precondemnation activities such as geo-technical investigations, hazardous
materials testing, land surveying activities, environmental assessments etc.
The agency will be required to required to deposit into a court a nominal
fee for use of the property.

Encroachment: A situation that usually occurs when items such as a
buildings, sheds, fences, walls, signs or other structures are discovered to be
on your agency’s property or easement area illegally without permission.
Joint Use Right of Way: When one or more public agencies jointly and/or
share the same property for different purposes, for example the Bradshaw 6B
Interceptor and Road Widening Project.
5.1.4

RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY

The Real Estate Management Unit (REMU) is responsible for:
 Coordinating, facilitating and managing the acquisition program for
appraisals and real property acquisitions in coordination with the Project
Team and associated public agencies.
 Right of Way Acquisition, Lease Negotiation, Property Disposition,
Relocation Assistance, Land Reservations, and Land Rights Management.
 Facilitating and directing the work efforts of real estate staff, appraisers
and/or acquisition consultants to obtain access onto private properties to
perform various activities such as geo-technical investigations,
environmental site assessments, right of way surveying and appraisal
activities
 Monitoring and maintenance of existing easements and parcels for
trespass, illegal dumping, encroachments etc.
 Coordination of plan review for right of way reservations
 Coordinating and facilitating the ordering of preliminary title reports
 Managing the review and approval of appraisal reports
 Managing the preparation of all Board Packages and making Board
presentations to the Board of Directors relative to real estate issues
 Managing all right of way activities among the real estate staff, project
engineering team and associated public agencies
 Coordinating the maintenance of the Property GIS Data Base Programs
 Providing Right of Way acquisition status reports as required
 Reviewing or coordinating the development of legal descriptions, plat
maps, and right of way maps
5
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Developing, monitoring and revising the Right of Way acquisition
schedules and budgets
Coordinating the development of various agreements with legal counsel
Conducting Right of Way coordination meetings

The District Project Manager (DPM) is responsible:
 Overall coordination and facilitation of the project design and construction
activities
 Directs work efforts of the Design Consultant and the Real Estate
Management Unit
 Reviews and approve plan submittals
 Development of the project budget and master schedule
The Design Surveyor is responsible for:
 Providing field resolution of existing right of way
 Providing aerial survey maps for right of way planning, preliminary
design,
 Providing right of way staking in support of appraisal, design, or
construction
 Preparing legal descriptions and plat maps, and appraisal maps unless
otherwise assigned
 Providing Survey support to designer, real estate, construction, and
 Providing special mapping required by public agencies and supporting
conveyance documents
The Design Consultant (DS) is responsible for:
 Preparing the right of way plans coordinated with the design requirements
 Identifying utility relocation
 Identifying the construction permit requirements and preparation of permit
applications
 Incorporating field resolved Right of Way into the design development
plans
 Implementing a quality assurance design procedure to insure the integrity
of the drawings
The Utility Coordinator (UC) is responsible for:
 Identifying existing utility field information
 Conducting or coordinating the pot holing effort
 Coordinating utility ABC drawings and providing the same to the designer
 Issuing the letters of intent to relocate utilities to utility owners; and
 Providing copies of letters of intent and utility relocation schedule/plan
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5.2 Project Right of Way Acquisition Procedures
Right of way acquisition is an early and essential part of any Project. Before
any construction contract can be advertised and/or awarded, the agency must
be able to certify that it has legal and physical possession of the properties
within the limits of the project. Managing and planning for real property rights
acquisition is a major task affecting schedule, budget, and project planning
and design.
The Real Estate Management Unit with assistance has the primary
responsibility to secure the required right of way. This work is complicated by
the need to coordinate the acquisition with project design, project controls,
and public agencies. The Real Estate Management Program Manager
monitors schedules, expedites reviews, ensures compliance with governing
regulations, assists SRCSD SRWTP personnel in the maintenance of the
database program and related reporting system. Detail Right of Way
Acquisition procedures are contained in the list of references and specifically
in the Right of Way Acquisition Plan and assure compliance with State and
Federal governing procedures.
This program consist of Staff participating and identifying suitable sites
required for Interceptor projects and other related purposes, facilitating the
development of legal descriptions and plat maps, assisting in the completion
of environmental site assessments, and managing the preparation of
appraisals, appraisal review, acquisition and relocation activities.
5.3 Acquisition Process
The Acquisition process can be viewed in six phases. These phases are
outlined below for information only. The Property Acquisition Plan
elaborates on the specific effort and procedures involved.
Attachment A - “Acquisition Process” correlates with project activities and
design development.
Attachment 1.4 B - “Right of Way Plans Development Check List” provides
an example of the checklist to be used throughout the Right of Way planning
and engineering phases to ensure key issues are resolved and required data is
obtained. The checklist must also be used whenever Right of Way plans are
changed.
Attachment 1.4 C - “Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phases” list
the major tasks that must be considered throughout these phases of project
development.
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5.3.1 Interceptor Design Report (Planning):
Prior to the completion of the design report, alternatives are evaluated and
options studied to establish the overall Project layout. The Contract
Implementation plan defines contract packages around which the Property
Acquisition Plan is focused. The existing Right of Way is identified and
Right of Way Maps are ordered. Aerial photos are obtained and preliminary
evaluations identify properties impacted. A Right of Way Acquisition
Scheduled is developed using known duration required for property
acquisition and/or legal activities involved. The Project Controls Group
combines the Right of Way Acquisition Schedule with other Master Schedule
activities. A preliminary right of way budget is prepared based on the right of
way maps provided by the design consultant and the cost of local property
values.


Environmental Planning Process: Management of the environmental
review process and compliance with CEQA and /or NEPA is critical
and should be given careful consideration early in the planning phase
of every project. The CEQA and/or NEPA process is critical to
successful project development and, provides the framework for the
project development plan.

5.3.2 Basis of Design Report Phase:
At the basis of the design report submittals the Design Consultant identifies
the preferred project alignment, identifies all property parcels impacted,
prepares draft right of way maps and illustrated aerial photos of the project
bounds and easements required. The Real Estate Management Unit obtains
title reports, coordinates the collection of the assessor parcel information,
makes inputs as necessary into the database program and coordinates with the
project design team in developing a Property Identification Numbering system
to be incorporated in the design process; and coordinates the preliminary right
of way budget estimates and real estate acquisitions master schedule activities
input. The Surveyor identifies all monuments and property lines, reviews the
Title Report documentation references etc.
5.3.3 Right of Way Engineering Phase:
The legal descriptions and plat maps are prepared by the Surveyor based on
the project design plans submitted by the Design Consultant at the 60%
design. A registered surveyor must sign and seal both the legal descriptions
and plat maps. The design team conducts a complete review to ensure the
Right of Way required is properly described and free of errors. The Master
Schedule Right of Way activities are updated and finalized. Field surveys in
support of real estate, design, or utilities are conducted.


Environmental Site Assessments: Site assessments of the properties are
performed prior to the appraisal process, if necessary, and are required to
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determine the likelihood of the existence of hazardous materials and
contaminants.
5.3.4 Appraisal Phase:
The Real Estate Management Unit selects and retains the appraisal consultants
who independently determine the value of the property being acquired.
Appraisals are conducted in compliance with state and/or federal standards.
Independent appraisal reviews are also prepared to USPAP standards. All
appraisals are furthered reviewed and checked by the Real Estate Management
Unit. Board Memorandums are initiated to obtain Board approvals for the
Director in conducting the acceptance of the appraisals, negotiations, and
acceptance of settled parcels on behalf of the Director. The Right of Way
Budget is updated based on the appraisal reports. The REMU will review
values with DPM prior to making offers.
5.3.5 Acquisition Phase:
The Real Estate Management Unit manages the real estate acquisition
services. If acquisition services cannot be provided then Right of Way
acquisition consultants may be retained to perform the required services. Real
Estate staff or acquisition consultants will negotiate with the property owners
based on the approved appraised values. Properties can be acquired via a
negotiations and close of escrow or through eminent domain proceedings.
Warrants for the purchase price are issued and place in escrow until closing,
or the original appraised value is deposited into Court thru the State
Treasurers Condemnation Fund or trial procedures and resolution of claim.
The issuance of warrants to escrow and to the courts should be carefully
monitored in order to avoid the redundancy of payment. Warrant tracking
must be coordinated with real estate thru the Auditor’s office, legal, and
accounting.
5.3.6 Certification Phase:
The Real Estate Management Unit (PMU) certifies that the required property
or property rights have been secured by the agency when Federal monies are
involved in the project. The certification must take place before a
construction contract can be awarded. Consequently, appraisals, acquisitions,
certifications must be accomplished simultaneously with the 100% design
submittals and issued bid documents. Typically the appraisal, acquisition, and
certification requires a minimum of nine to twelve months on major projects.
Relocation of residential or business occupants, late design changes or utility
requirements may substantially extend the schedule.
5.3.7

Joint Use of right-of-way

Wherever feasible it is desirable to minimize right-of-way take by utilizing
existing or planned easements of other public or private facilities. Also in
many cases it is necessary to encroach into existing easements.
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In evaluating alignments where encroaching into existing easements or joint
use of easements is possible, the design consultant shall do an
ownership/easement investigation to determine how the easement is held and
to check for any restrictions.
Where joint use is feasible the design consultant, project engineer and REAL
ESTATE MANAGEMENT UNIT should initiate a joint use of easement
agreement.
5.3.8

SRCSD Real Property GIS Database System

SRCSD and SASD shall establish thru Jack Naves of SRWTP an electronic
database inventory of all existing and future interceptor right-of-way and
incorporating it into the County GIS system for storing and retrieving
interceptor right-of-way information. In addition to its use in storing and
retrieving interceptor right-of-way information, the application will be used
for managing preservation of existing right-of-way land rights. The GIS WEB
application will track acquired easements graphically for all new Interceptor
projects and also interface with a database that will maintain attribute data
about the easements. The GIS application will be viewable by anyone, with
read access only.
After establishing the interceptor alignment and right-of-way requirements,
and preparing right-of-way documents, the design consultant will prepare the
SRCSD ROW Acquisition Data Form shown in Figure 5.2 to the extent
possible and submit it along with alignment AutoCAD files and other
documents to the DPM. Figure 5.2: Acquisition Data Form
Any changes to the alignment will require the design consultant to submit new
AutoCAD file to the DPM for review. The DPM will forward to Real Estate
ManagementUnit (REMU) .The DPM and REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT
UNIT will update the data form that provides the attribute information about
the interceptor right-of-way outside of the GIS application. GIS will be
updated at the appropriate time.
It will be the responsibility of the REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT UNIT
and DPM to track all projects on a regular basis and update the data forms.
The REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT UNIT will be responsible to review
the data forms and to see that the updates are put into the GIS.
Once an entire ROW for a given interceptor segment is acquired, the data is
transferred to the Preservation data form on GIS.
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Title

Description
Legal

Appraisal

Date
Offer

Acquired
Date

Domain
Eminent

BR-6A

Bradshaw 6A

065-0080-062-0000

9059

Gerber Rd

Sacramento

Project ID

Project Name
Interceptor

APN

No.
Site St.

Name
Site St.

Site City
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Owner
No.
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Current Mailing St. Mailing St.

95829

Mailing State

ZIP
Mailing

Division Contact
Real Estate

Status
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Site ZIP Due Date

Mgr.
SRCSD

Engineer
Consulting
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Encroachment Permits and Licenses

Typically the Project Engineer is responsible for obtaining the encroachment
permit because of the level of construction details involved. The REMU can
assist in any licenses that need to be secured. Several agencies require the
issuance of permits, which impose certain restrictions on construction
encroachments within their area of jurisdiction. During the Design Report and
preliminary engineering phases the design consultant shall identify any
encroachment permits required for considerations in evaluating alternative
alignments. Early in the design phase after the interceptor alignment has been
finalized, the design consultant shall prepare formal permit applications for
submittal by the District. Agencies requiring permits include but are not
necessarily limited to:
 Railroad Companies
 Levee and Reclamation Districts
 Cal Trans
 State Reclamation Board
 Corps of Engineers
 State Department of Fish and Game
 State Lands Commission
 United States Bureau of Reclamation and other various federal
government agencies such as USACOE etc.
 Utility Companies (Joint use permits on exclusive right-of-way)
 Local government agencies and districts
It is the design consultant’s responsibility to provide the District with all
information needed for completion of the permit scheduling and reporting
system. Necessary information to be prepared by the design consultant for
each permit includes: Permit description with the following information.
 Agency
 Contact
 Action requiring permit
 Application
 Fee
 Schedule
 Notes
 Contractor obligations
Permit Status–the design consultant in a format to be approved by the
District shall complete Monthly status reports.
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Interceptor Project Permit Schedule–The design consultant shall
include permits in the overall project schedule as approved by the
District.
Some agencies will require the contractor to obtain a permit or satisfy other
requirements during construction (i.e.: County grading permit for disposal of
excess material). The design consultant will identify all such requirements in
the contract documents.
5.4 Real Estate Management
The Real Estate Management Unit is responsible for monitoring and
maintaining existing land rights for easements and rights of way; assists in
development plan review reservations; and coordinates the maintenance of the
right of way GIS database with SRCSD/SASD and SRWTP staff. The Real
Estate Management Unit will supervise and manage the following processes:
Planning Process:







Assist in the coordination of review for all development plans with
WQD/SASD development review staff and identify conflicts with existing
and proposed WQD/SRCSD/SASD facilities.
Assist in Maintaining a database for tracking the reservation process and
activities
Assist staff in preparing and acquiring reservation agreements.
In coordination with WQD/SRCSD/SASD Project Managers, identify and
recommend properties for advanced acquisition.
Assists in the maintenance a database of parcels impacted by existing and
future WQD/SRCSD/SASD facilities.
Assists in the coordination for the preparation of a GIS database for
County Intranet users.

Attachments:

Attachment 1.4A ROW Acquisition Process
Attachment 1.4B ROW Plans Development Checklist
Attachment 1.4C ROW Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phases
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Attachment 1.4 B – ROW Plans Development Checklist
ROW PLANS DEVELOPMENT CHECK LIST
1. Include stationing along pipeline Alignment
2. Use existing topographic indicating existing right of way
3. Identify the temporary construction easements required.
4. Identify the permanent sewer easements required
5. Include the parcel identification number, the assessor’s parcel number and
grantor
6. Include dimensions of easements where needed
7. Place labels outside of right of way areas for readability
8. Label existing and proposed right of way lines
9. If utilizing civil plan information avoid overlap of labels and line conflicts
10. Properly identify limits of contract work to separate real estate needs by
segment
11. Include street names
12. Include sufficient parcel dimensions information to assist real estate
13. Include the property lines between parcels
14. Where available include existing utility easements.
15. Place parcel grantor name, property identification, APN on the parcel
itself
16. Include slope easements required
17. Allow for sufficient temporary construction easements
18. Submit estimates for time required for TCE’S
19. Clearly identify overlaps between TCEs and PSEs Or delete where needed
20. Identify irrigation system relocations and related valves
21. Identify utility poles, gas lines, hp gas lines, telephone lines impacted
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Attachment C – Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phases
30% - (Basis of Design Report)
 Establish weekly/biweekly/monthly ROW meeting schedule as needed or
required.
 Establish key roles and virtual organization, or ad hoc committee, task
force
 Produce preliminary ROW budget estimate for ROW appraisal and
acquisition services
 Assist in setting up project data base requirements
 Request aerial and digitized information, as needed or required
 Develop plan metrics for existing ROW and Utilities
 Establish milestones and coordinate with project controls
 Obtain contract with Title Companies if not already available
 Request Title Reports and associated copies of referenced documents
 Develop RFPs for Appraisers and Acquisition Agents Contracts
 Coordinate the preparation of necessary project ROW maps from designer
 Commence preliminary ROW Engineering effort - designer provides
ROW strip-maps with associated real estate parcels, project alignment,
and owners names
 Provide advance or draft of parcel impacts, coordinate with designer,
utilities, survey, environmental, real estate, project manager etc.
 Develop over all schedule and organizational relationships
 Coordinate the scheduling of environmental report, hazardous waste
studies, environmental engineering report, ROW plan development,
Resolution of Necessity submittal, Court filings of Condemnations and
Orders of Possession, applicable certification procedures, permits, title
reports, ROW engineering, surveys, appraisal reports, RFP/RFQ for
appraisals, acquisition agents and legal counsel contracts.
 Identify potential relocation requirements
Attachment 1.4 D – Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phases
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60% Design Phase


Identify operation & joint use agreements needed



Coordinate with public agencies as needed, i.e. railroads, water districts,
county, joint powers boards, cities, CALTRANS, federal agencies



Request final ROW Engineering: legal descriptions and plat maps for real
property acquisitions, appraisal maps and displays as necessary



Complete selection of appraisers and acquisition agents as needed



Coordinate completed ROW Engineering with project engineer, project
manager, project controls



Continue assistance in development of data base and data input



Coordinate or integrate ROW Plans with Utility drawings



Coordinate with legal department on Resolutions of Necessity timing and
requirements and associated documentation



Coordinate the maintenance of updated schedule



Provide 60% ROW budget update as needed



Develop quality control procedures as needed

Attachment 1.4 C – Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phase
65% Design Phase
 Perform quality control checks
 Insure each designer has resulting ROW electronic files to incorporate any
resolved existing ROW information into the design development
 Issue notice to proceed to appraisers
 Issue notice to appraise to property owners
 Issue notice to proceed to acquisition agents as needed
 Complete any requested staking effort
 Issue ROW plans, strip maps, legal/plats, appraisal maps, 35% drawings to
project team and appraisers
 Conduct appraisal process meetings as needed, assist in any further
negotiations
 Develop ROW briefing graphics with aerial information as needed
 Incorporate any additional design changes, utility requirements
17
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 Make necessary amendments to appraisal reports if not incorporated by
appraiser
 Develop 65% ROW budget with appraisal report impacts
 Develop other ROW briefings as needed
 Issue appraisal variance reports as needed
 Maintain consolidated files for title reports, appraisal summary sheets,
legals & plats, appraisal maps, row maps, and aerials
 Maintain other reports as needed: sub-parcel areas, parcel numbering
system, supporting design issues, plans issues
 Develop contacts with other agency staffs to coordinate all ROW issues
 Request State or County relinquishment maps, parcel maps as needed
 Obtain and review environmental reports and findings, identify parcel
concerns for ROW acquisitions
 Continue to develop ROW agreements as needed with public agencies.
Assist project engineers in identifying PUC crossing requirements
impacting ROW and require agreements for private crossing
Attachment 1.4 C – Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phases
Construction Phase
 Continue process of negotiations as necessary
 Continue process of condemnation as necessary
 Insure construction understanding of TCE management
 Coordinate real estate management response to construction problems
involving real estate issues. Work with project engineer, resident
engineer, and design consultants as necessary
 Clear parcels of miscellaneous deed encumbrances
 Identify condemnation parcels and establish court dates
 Minimize redundant warrants that are outstanding with court filings and
escrow accounts
 Minimize interest due by closing acquisition agreements, or settlements
 Provide management reports as needed
 Monitor warrants issued
 Release any constraints on construction by acquisition negotiations
18
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 React to additional ROW requirements, establish escrow account or
budget for damages during construction as needed
 Support legal procedures
 Be prepared for depositions
 Identify additional ROW Engineering for partial conveyance back to cities
Attachment 1.4 C – Coordination Tasks by Property Acquisition Phase
100% Design Phase
 Identify tenant relocation problems
 Make offers to owners
 Complete negotiations where possible, obtain rights of entry or possession
as necessary
 Complete certification process
 Obtain Resolutions Of Necessity as needed
 Assist legal department in Filing for Orders Of Possession as needed
 Coordinate completion of any final adjustments to legals & plats
 Revisit RON if needed, although it may now impact schedule or will need
to be negotiated as a change order later
 Issue acquisition variance reports as necessary
 Participate in design plan integration and insure ROW needs are identified
 Coordinate project design support for condemnation cases
 Have in place contracts with appraiser and acquisition agents for support
during condemnation
 Assist in utility design as needed for further agreements and easements
 Insure appropriate quality control checks as necessary
 Assist in completion of list of permit applications and assist as necessary
in preparation of submittals to various agencies
 Assist in identifying tree cutting permits, incorporate impacts into
landscaping contract, comply with EIR documents
 Assist in review of compliance with archeological requirements
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Activities

Project Related Acquisitions
Permanent acquisitions
TCEs
Permit to Enters

Protect facilities and prevent operational
impacts by the temporary use of District
property
Right of Entries
TCEs
Access Permits & Permit to Enters

Protection of District Assets
Dedication of Easements
Easement Use Agreements & Approvals
TCEs associated with Development

Bufferlands Use
Leases
TCEs
Access Permits & Permit to Enters

SASD
OPERATING
DEPARTMENT

REGIONAL SAN
OPERATING
DEPARTMENT

Sonny Lunde

Kyle Frazier

Engineering

Engineering

Dave Meier

Cary Mutschler

Operations
Support

Operations
Support

POLICY &
PLANNING
DEPARTMENT

INTERNAL
SERVICES
DEPARTMENT

Responsibilities

Determine required project
ROW location and area,
duration, level of rights.
Provide technical support for
ROW acquisitions related to
capital projects.

Provide technical input and
support to protect existing
District facilities and avoid or
mitigate impacts to
operations.

Roy Carlson

Steve Norris

Development
Services

Development
Services

Determine ROW needs
associated with developer
constructed facilities and
provide for existing facilities.
Provide associated technical
support.

Bryan Young

Manage Regional San
Bufferlands and other
properties associated with
environmental mitigation.

Bufferlands
Management

Program Oversight

ASO III

Process and budgetary
oversight.

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES

Real Estate Program Management
Development and Implementation of
Real Estate Program
Oversight of acquisitions & surplus
Property management
Document and data management

Steve Roth
Real Estate Program Manager
Ellen Desvarro
Real Estate Officer II

Svetlana Vorontsov
Real Estate Officer II

Provide proactive approach
to Real Estate Program
Management, determine
program needs, budget,
resource allocation,
direction, and prioritization.
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1. General Information
1.1

Introduction and Purpose

This document describes the roles and responsibilities of the four departments (Policy and
Planning, Sacramento Area Sewer District (SASD) Operations, Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District (SRCSD) Operations, and the Internal Services Department) and two offices
(Public Affairs and Finance) within the Sanitation Districts Agency (SDA).
This Roles and Responsibilities document describes various functions to be performed by
each of the departments and offices in SDA. Given the diversity of the work performed within
the SDA, it is not practical to define the roles and responsibilities of each department for every
situation that may occur. This manual serves as a guide to help interpret specific situations.
In some cases, there are agreements, policies, and procedures that are more specific than
the guidance contained herein. This document is not intended to override more specific and
current information.
Periodic updates to this document are expected as roles and
responsibilities are changed or further clarified. Updates will require approval by each of the
Directors and the District Engineer.

1.2

Structure of the Document

This document is structured around responsibilities each unit has within their Department or
Office.

1.3

Agency Organization

The SDA is divided into four departments and two offices.
follows:

These departments are as

Figure 1: Sanitation Districts Agency Department Organization Chart
Administrator
SDA

SRCSD
Operations

Public Affairs

Policy and
Planning

Internal
Services

Finance

SASD
Operations

The SRCSD and SASD Operations departments are responsible for operating, maintaining
and constructing the District’s facilities.
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The Department of Policy and Planning is responsible for long term planning, major policy
matters for SASD and SRCSD, regulatory and legislative affairs, rate and fee development,
scientific research, and wastewater source control.
The Internal Services Department is responsible for providing the necessary administrative
and technical support for SASD and SRCSD internal operations.
The Office of Finance is responsible for financial matters for the Districts.
The Office of Public Affairs is responsible for external communications with the public and
internal communications of a general nature.

1.4

Role of District Engineer (SDA Administrator)

SRCSD and SASD are independent sanitation districts, governed by separate boards. A
single person fills the position of District Engineer for both SASD and SRCSD. The District
Engineer is the highest level staff person in each of the Districts. The District Engineer is
appointed by the SRCSD Board and reports directly to the Boards of Directors of both Districts.
The District Engineer works closely with the Boards to establish visions, directions, policies,
and priorities for both Districts, and carries out the missions of SASD and SRCSD. The District
Engineer oversees all business related matters for SRCSD and SASD and coordinates activities
between the two Districts. This responsibility has significant legal, fiscal, and public
implications.
The District Engineer delegates work to subordinate staff. Certain delegations are formal
and done in writing, while others are informal and set by verbal direction or past practices.
Some of these delegations include:
Overall financial practices and health of the Districts
Protection of human health and the environment through proper wastewater
collection, treatment, and disposal
Safety of employees and the public
Compliance with laws and regulations that govern the Districts and their staff
The District Engineer serves as a spokesperson for the Districts and coordinates with other
agencies and stakeholders in the region to support the needs of the community.
Because employees of the Sanitation Districts Agency are retained through the County of
Sacramento, the District Engineer functions as the SDA Administrator within the County of
Sacramento organization. The SDA Administrator has authority and responsibility in hiring and
retaining employees, and following personnel policies and procedures. The SDA Administrator
is responsible for working with other high level managers within the County to establish policies,
procedures, costs, and priorities related to personnel and other interfaces within the County.
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2. SASD Operations
2.1

General Direction

The SASD Operations Department has the lead role for operations, maintenance,
engineering, rehabilitation and relief project management, safety, regulatory compliance, and
customer care for more than one million people and over 4300 miles of pipelines as well as over
100 pump stations throughout its service area.

2.2

Roles and Responsibilities

The SASD Operations Department is divided into five areas of work and their primary
responsibilities are as follows:
Figure 2: SASD Operations Department Organization Chart

SASD
Operations

Engineering

Customer Care

Data
Management
and Business
Efficiencies

Maintenance
and Operation

Safety and
Regulatory
Requirements

2.2.1 Engineering
The SASD Engineering Section consists of four groups; Development Services,
Business Planning, Design, and Operations Support.
Engineering Development Services Group
The Development Services group coordinates the sewer portion of the land-use
entitlement process, including improvement plan review to ensure sewer system facilities
are built to meet District Standards and Specifications. Following are key responsibilities
of this group:
Type of work

Responsibilities
Review entitlement documentation
Review and approve sewer studies for development and ensure
studies are compatible with existing SASD master plans

Application
and Study
Review

Coordinate with the developer’s engineers to discuss initial
layouts, track project progress, and other communication as
necessary
Document the progress of projects through letters, meeting
notes, e-mails, etc., to create a record of commitments should a
binding agreement be required
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Internal Coordination with SASD & SRCSD and Policy and
Planning during entitlement document review
Will Serve Letter processing
Deferred Sewer Agreement processing
Administer the Septic Tank Conversion Loan Program
Application
and Study
Review

Coordinate review deviations to Standards and Specifications
Provide training to the development community and internal staff
on the District Standards and Specifications
Gather and process internal (SDA), County, and external
comments for regular updates of the Standards and
Specifications
Prepare Board packages and presentation materials for the
Standards and Specifications
Improvement Plan Review for conformance to design and
construction standards
Occasional field surveying (backwater valves, gravity flow
availability)

Collector
Design
Verification

Requests for information (Utility letters, sewer facility maps)
Encroachment permit review
Easement review
Private Sewer Maintenance Agreements
Review of television inspection of constructed sewers
Construction Support
Improvement Plan Review for conformance to standards
Requests for information
Easement review

Trunk Design
Verification

Project Tracking
Construction Support & Submittal Review
Coordinate with Electrical Engineer and M & O staff
Administer Reimbursement Agreements

Engineering Business Planning Group
The Business Planning Group oversees the long-term operational planning for the
District, keeps the Sewer System Management Plan (SSMP) current, and provides
hydraulic modeling and capacity analysis to make informed asset decisions. Following
are key responsibilities of this group:
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Responsibilities
Prepare the annual updates and refinements to the long-term
revenue projections
Prepare annual updates and refinements to the Asset
Management Plan

Asset Planning
& Revenue
Needs
Projection

Responsible for the administration of the Organization Planning
Team (OPT) meetings
Responsible for the administration of the Pre-PAC meetings
Responsible for the Monthly Service Level Report quality control
and distribution
Responsible for the Monthly Mainline Stoppages Report
preparation, review, and distribution
Develop staffing projections
Prepare monthly and annual service level reports
Coordinate the update and review of SSMP documents
Gather data to update SSMP strategies (Query CMMS, attend
meetings, review documents)
Perform trending analysis

Sewer System
Management
Plan (SSMP)

Perform gap analysis
Prepare cost estimates (NPV analysis)
Develop new strategies
Develop presentations for the OPT
Develop maintenance work plan to be used by M&O and
Engineering Design for fiscal year

Trends,
Performance,
and Data
Analysis & Flow
monitoring

Provide data, analysis, and trends using Maximo, WQ CMMS,
Granite XP, GIS, and external data
Coordinate with other sections to provide data, analysis, and
trends
Conduct flow monitoring of collection systems for SASD and
SRCSD
Review and analyze flow monitoring data
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Coordinate with Ops Support Flow Monitoring
Assist Development Services for capacity evaluations
Maintain hydraulic models of SASD and SRCSD sewer collection
systems
Identify potential capacity deficiencies in the existing system
Hydraulic
Modeling &
Capacity
Analysis

Develop projects to relieve capacity deficiencies
Plan for future trunk systems to serve future developments
Evaluate sewer project design alternatives
Assist with sewer system access and plugging requests
Evaluate ability to accommodate temporary and permanent
industrial discharges working with Wastewater Source Control
Section
Lead 5-year Capacity Plan review and update

Engineering Design Group
The Engineering Design group oversees the development, design, and construction
of sewer pipelines and facilities (pump stations) as well as rehabilitation of existing
facilities. They also oversee on-call contract work for sewer maintenance and repair
projects and programs. Following are key responsibilities of this group:
Type of work Responsibilities
Oversee condition assessment studies
Prepare project development plans
Evaluate project alternatives
Design projects in-house and/or with design consultants
Development,
design and
construction;
on-call
contract
support

Prepare and coordinate review of plans and specifications
Consultant and on-call contractor management
Prepare contract-related Board packages
Coordinate and conduct project public outreach
Work with other agencies (Real Estate, DERA, CMID, and
regulatory agencies)
Review construction submittals
Review requests for information
Guide projects through to completion
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Engineering Operations Support Group
The Operations Support group performs CCTV review and preventative maintenance
(PM) program management, flow monitoring, and assists M&O and others with
engineering support. Following are key responsibilities of this group:
Type of Work

Responsibilities

CCTV Review
&
Preventative
Maintenance
(PM) Program

Review all CCTV performed by M&O and SASD contractors
Identify defects in main lines and lower laterals, evaluate the
severity, apply existing policies, and make repair and
maintenance decisions
Manage the PM program in Maximo
Responsible for approximately 80 flow meters

Flow
Monitoring

Perform field installations, data verifications, and maintenance
and repair of meters
Work closely with the modeling and calibration teams within
Business Planning
Evaluate issues identified by M&O and contractors in the field
Assess asset defects, perform business case evaluations to
compare solutions, and write associated corrective work orders

Engineering
Support

Provide engineering support for linear, mechanical, electrical,
and control systems issues
Provide SSMP program implementation through Maximo
Evaluate and analyze District-wide issues through the business
case evaluation process
Respond to Category 1 SSOs (direct field staff, perform water
quality analysis, prepare reports to state officials)

Real Estate
Coordination
Liaison
2.2.2

Provide project and engineering support to Districts’ Real Estate
Management Group

Customer Care

The Customer Care section provides a consistent approach and focus on customer
service by bringing together support functions that interface directly with SASD
ratepayers. The Permit Services Unit provides sewer impact fee services to both SASD
and SRCSD customers. The Dispatch group takes calls from collection system users
needing immediate assistance. The Customer Care section is also responsible for
receiving and processing USA (notice of excavation) tickets and locating and marking its
assets as necessary. The Customer Service Liaison is the Department’s Point of
Contact (POC) for elevated customer issues and serves as ombudsman for customer
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concerns. The Department’s Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) program is managed in the
Customer Care section as well.
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Receive and respond to phone, e-mail and in-person inquiries
related to sewer impact fees
Research parcel history to determine any outstanding fee credits
Prepare fee quotes
Accept fee payments at front counter

Permit
Services

Analyze and processes fee refunds as appropriate
Provide information to callers inquiring about tap, lower lateral,
main line and manhole locations, sewer availability, septic tank
conversions, etc.
Inform customers of fee deferral agreements, finance
agreements, phase agreements, and the Economic
Development Bank program
Process Dye Test requests
Assist Dispatch staff as necessary
Take incoming calls for service

Dispatch

Prepare Service Request
Notify staff of new service request
Review new tickets
Determine if there’s potential of work affecting SASD asset
If no conflict with SASD asset, contacts excavator and closes
ticket

USA Ticket
Processing

If SASD needs to locate and mark site, prepares package for
locator including copies of as-built plans and maps from GIS
and other data sources as necessary
Create and send “Do not dig” letters as necessary
Ensure tickets are properly closed
Ensure proper document management
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Review ticket packages daily and establishes routing map for
efficient locating of assets
Locate and mark all force main sewer lines
Locate and mark as many gravity sewer lines as possible
USA Locating
& Marking

Participate in Field Meets with contractor working near force
main sewer lines
Ensure locating and marking occurs within timelines established
by law
Log and closes tickets located and marked each day
Assist with ticket processing as needed
Respond to sensitive or escalating customer service matters
Interact with SDA Management and Boards of Director staff

Customer
Service
Liaison

Meet with community groups
Prepare informational and advisory correspondence
Assist staff and management with vulnerable customer
interactions
Investigate customer complaints, seeking technical expertise
from staff, and make recommendations for equitable solutions
Working in partnership with SDA PAO, manage consultant
contract for marketing, communications, outreach and media
relations support for the FOG awareness and prevention
campaign

FOG Program
Management

Analyze FOG source data
Ensure compliance with regulatory requirements (WDR/SSMP)
Maintain FOG management strategy
Compile proactive and reactive FOG-related policies,
procedures, practices, and processes into a comprehensive
FOG Source Control Program

Sewer
Overflow and
Underground
Assets Claims
Management

2.2.3

Manage third party claims adjustor consultant contract
Serve as POC for all incoming claims against SASD
Ensure timely investigation and response to claims
Serve as liaison between SASD and third party claims adjuster

Data Management and Business Efficiencies

The Data Management and Business Efficiencies section provides business analysis
and business process management (BPM) and maintains updated asset data
applications serving business process needs in the area of engineering design,
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development, capacity management, maintenance and operations, and regulatory
reporting for SASD’s sewer collection system. Following are key responsibilities of this
group:
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Mapping and Data Analysis (provide electronic and paper map
exhibits and data analysis reports)
Responsible for additions and updates to the placement and
information about wastewater assets

Geographic
Information
Systems (GIS)

Convert information on paper maps and plans into electronic
data for use with GIS
Data Maintenance (receive raw asset data, convert the data
into a GIS format, and update the master Geodatabase layers)
Application Support (contact services for County GIS,
application development for ESRI products: ArcPad, ArcView,
and ArcGIS, and consultation on the District's GIS-related
projects)

Collection
Systems
Hanging Plans
Records
Management

Responsible for providing records management services for
SASD’s hanging plan set
Responsible for implementing business processes to maintain
an up-to-date SASD collection system hanging plan set of
engineered drawings
Responsible for providing plan document research services to
support SASD public records act requests
Responsible for business management decisions involving
Maintenance Management Systems (MMS), mobile field
systems, Television Inspection (TVI) systems, and Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) systems as it applies to asset
related document files; maintaining these systems as it applies
to asset related document files; and for user and application
support for these systems

Asset Data
Applications

Provide project management services for projects associated
with Maintenance Management Systems (MMS), mobile field
systems, Television Inspection (TVI) systems, and Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) systems
Responsible for updating SASD Resource book application and
SASD pump station M&O manual electronic download
application
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Perform business process management workshops to identify
efficiency gains, and remove process obstacles
Develop data needs/accuracy/precision standards in alignment
with organization goals and business
Maintain the section’s web page and business analysis and
business process management resources pages
Business
Efficiencies

Optimize documentation and asset data systems work
processes and tools from source of information, through to
presentation of information back to the customer
Responsible for annual strategic business planning activities
as follows:
 Design and facilitate annual workshops to review
mission, vision, goals, perform environmental scans,
and risk assessments
 Collate the next set of business initiatives
 Prepare the SASD Annual Strategic Business Plan

2.2.4

Maintenance and Operations

The M&O section is responsible for the operation, maintenance, and repair of
SASD’s Collection System. This group is also responsible for the maintenance and
upkeep of the North and South Area Corporation Yards. Following are key
responsibilities of this section:

Type of Work

Responsibilities
Maintenance and repair of all gravity sewer assets owned by
the District
Closed-circuit television inspection of gravity sewer assets
Record mainline cleaning observations

Linear Assets

Install cleanouts and/or SRV’s on District owned lower laterals
Initiate updates to asset attributes and/or GIS mapping based
on field observations
Respond to sewer emergencies 24/7
Provide contracted services to other County departments
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Plan and schedule the completion of mechanical maintenance,
pipeline maintenance, pipeline repair, and electrical
maintenance and repair work orders
Planning and
Scheduling

Initiate USA process for construction work
Initiate BCE process from review of work orders
Acquire traffic control plans for maintenance and repair work
when needed
Operation of pump and lift stations
Mechanical, electrical, and control system maintenance of
sewer pump and lift stations
Forcemain/CARV maintenance and repair
Maintain SCADA systems and components

Facility
Maintenance
and Operation

SCADA monitoring 24/7
Maintenance and repair of emergency pump and generator
fleet
Maintain the buildings and grounds of North and South
Corporation Yards
Control 5 radio room dispatch coverage
Maintenance and tracking of SASD portable gas detection
equipment
Install flow meters for Capacity Management
Respond to routine and emergency sewer service requests
24/7
Determine responsibility for all reported SSOs
Clear stoppages in District assets
Accurately document all District responsible SSO’s.
Documentation includes spill location, volume, and final
destination

Customer
Service

Verify and submit all SSO data to the State Water Board
Closed-circuit television inspection of District owned lower
laterals
Perform scheduled maintenance on District owned lower
laterals
Record lower lateral cleaning observations
Perform visual flow inspections of District mainlines
Install sewer relief valves (SRV) on District cleanouts or installs
District cleanouts to include the SRV’s
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Safety and Regulatory Compliance

The Safety and Regulatory Compliance staff performs field work observations,
inspections and provides guidance to ensure staff is working within all District, Federal,
State, and Local Rules and Regulations. Staff arranges for and often conducts a variety
of compliance and safety related training sessions, primarily to field staff, but also
oversees SASD‘s regulatory compliance needs.
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Develop, implement, and maintain health and safety programs
to promote a safe working environment
Provide a work environment free from all significant hazards as
cost effectively as possible
Ensure SASD’s compliance with all applicable safety related
rules and regulations

Safety

Function as a technical internal resource in determining existing
or potential safety and health hazards and advises on hazard
abatement options
Provide interpretations of current safety related regulations,
laws, and codes as they pertain to SASD operations
Provide the necessary training and any additional resources
and support to ensure compliance
Ensure SASD’s compliance with all applicable environmental
rules and regulations

Regulatory
Compliance

Function as a technical internal resource in all environmental
programs such as hazardous materials plans, and storm water
pollution prevention
Provide interpretations of current environmental regulations,
laws, and codes as they pertain to SASD operations
Provide the necessary training and any additional resources
and support to ensure compliance
Develop and update the SASD Business Continuity Plan
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3. SRCSD Operations
3.1

General Direction

The Department of SRCSD Operations has the lead role for operations, maintenance,
project implementation, and permit compliance for the Sacramento Regional Wastewater
Treatment Plant (SRWTP) and the Interceptor collection system.

3.2

Roles and Responsibilities

The Department of SRCSD Operations is divided into six sections or areas of work. Their
primary responsibilities are as follows:
Figure 3: Department of SRCSD Operations Organization Chart

Department of SRCSD
Operations
Operations
and
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3.2.1

Operations
Support

SRCSD
Engineering

Program
Management
Office

Laboratory

Safety

Operations and Maintenance

The primary mission of the Operations and Maintenance (O&M) section is to ensure that
all wastewater treatment and conveyance facilities are operated in a manner which is safe,
efficient, and in compliance with all local, State and Federal pollution regulations.
Shift Operations
Type of work

Responsibilities
Responsible for 24/7 operation of the SRWTP through a
centralized Plant Computer Control System (PCCS) located in the
Plant Control Center (PCC), which is staffed at all times

Shift
Operations

Perform sample collection and analysis
Ensure proper operation of equipment and systems
Perform preventative maintenance
Respond to alarms and emergencies in their assigned area of the
SRWTP
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Process Teams
The SRCSD Process teams are responsible for ensuring that proper maintenance
activities take place for the various areas of the SRTWP. Each team consists of operators,
mechanics, electricians, and instrument technicians. Following are key responsibilities of
each team:
Team
Interceptor
O&M

Hydraulics/
Chemical
Handling
(HyChem)

Responsibilities
Responsible for maintenance of mechanical and electrical
systems for the interceptors and pump stations
Responsible for equipment in the Influent/Effluent building
including the bar screens, influent and effluent pumps, the grit
separators, ejectors, and dumping facilities; the WHWS pumps;
the CAA blowers; and the WP/WN system
Responsible for the chemical handling building and the rail yard
Responsible for the outfall station in Freeport
Responsible for the effluent observation structure (EOS) chemical
systems
Responsible for the primary treatment process facility including
the grit tanks, several sedimentation tanks and auxiliary
equipment

Primary
Oxygen

Responsible for the cryogenic (low temperature) oxygen
generation facility including the high volume air compressors,
cryogenic liquid distillation columns and liquid-oxygen storage
tanks
Responsible for high-pressure reclaimed water facilities (WRH),
low pressure reclaimed water facilities (WRL), and the effluent
observation structure (EOS)
Responsible for the effluent observation structure (EOS)
monitoring and sampling building.

Biological

Solids/
Residuals
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Responsible for the Plant's secondary treatment system,
including the activated sludge reactors (carbonaceous oxidation
(CO) tanks), the secondary clarifiers, the water reclamation plant,
and the emergency storage basins (ESB)
Responsible for the solids thickening and digestion processes
including the dissolved air flotation thickeners (DAFTs), gravity
belt thickening (GBT) system, mixed sludge (MS) system,
anaerobic digesters, gas storage, scrubbing, and flaring
Responsible for solids storage basins (SSBs), dedicated land
disposal facilities (DLDs), stormwater pumping, the septage
receiving station, and the levees at the SRWTP
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Maintenance Support Teams
The SRCSD Process Support teams are responsible for managing and maintaining
specific systems and providing additional. Each team consists of craft specialists, often
combined, intended to manage their system and provide focused effort on corrective work
as needed.
Type of work

Responsibilities
Manage Maximo (Computer Maintenance management system)
Review and coordination maintenance O&M, Ops Support, and
Engineering needs
Develop and maintain Standard Maintenance Practices (SMP),
maintenance standards, and strategies

CMMS Support

Manage maintenance performance indicators and related data in
the CMMS
Data consolidation improvements by integration: Manage the
migration of maintenance related business processes and data
into the CMMS (GIS, Condition Monitoring/Assessment,
Documentation integration, Materials acquisition, PCCS…etc)
Evaluate, plan and coordinate maintenance work scheduling
Maintenance planning and multi craft coordination

Maintenance
Planning
Support

Mechanical maintenance craft support for SRCSD
Maintenance reliability technical support (Vibration and oil
analysis services, etc.)
All
Provide technical assistance on construction projects
Provide technical expertise in evaluating and setting new
standards for instrumentation and electrical equipment

Control and
Electrical
Systems

Electrical Team
Responsible for the electrical equipment and the power
distribution system at the SRWTP
Control Systems Team
Responsible for the Plant's hardware for the process control
computer system (PCCS), fire alarms systems, public address
systems, security system
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Plant Computer Control System Management
Control and
Electrical
Systems

Manage, maintain, and repair the computer control system used
for operation of automated function of the wastewater
conveyance and treatment process
Maintain and repair complex, specialized, or SRWTP wide
systems and systems not covered by the process teams
Provide technical assistance to process and technical support
teams
Provide assistance with construction projects, expertise in
vibration, oil analysis, ultrasonic leak detection, laser
assignments, welding, and fabrication

Mechanical
Support

Maintain and coordinate overhead cranes, forklifts, personnel lifts,
mobile cranes, electric carts, lubricant supplies, and specialized
tools and equipment
Provide mechanical maintenance support at outlying treatment
plants
Maintain equipment and infrastructure that crosses over area
boundaries between the teams
Assist the process teams with maintenance as needed
Provide technical support
Set standards for maintenance
Provide probationary training to newly hired mechanical staff

Facilities
Maintenance

Plant Computer
Control System
Management
(PCCS)
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Responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Plant boiler
room heating/ventilation/air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, steam
systems, hot water systems, and chilled water systems
Maintain Plant buildings and facilities, fuel supply systems, waste
oil systems, fire hydrant flushing, fire extinguishers, pest control,
janitorial services and the work coordination of painters and
carpenters
Manage, maintain, and repair the computer control system used
for operation of automated function of the wastewater
conveyance and treatment process
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O&M Administration
Type of work

PSM/RMP

Responsibilities
Responsible for the development and execution of the Process
Safety Management / Risk Management Program for the
“covered processes” that currently include methane, chlorine, and
sulfur dioxide at the SRWTP.
Coordination with contractors, consultants, and applicable
regulatory entities.
Responsible for Asset Management functions within the O&M
Section

Asset
Management
Coordination

Conduct business case evaluations (BCEs) for all maintenance
work over $10,000
Develop operations and maintenance strategies that ensure the
lowest life cycle cost for District assets
Coordinate asset management activities in O&M with other
sections in the District
Process requests for information of existing infrastructure,
construction documentation
Provide underground utility marking services upon requests from
the USA program
Fill requests for information about existing SRWTP infrastructure.
Provide CAD support to in house designs

Plant
Documentation

Acquire as-built and O&M documents from improvement projects
that enable District personnel to maintain and repair equipment
and facilities
Work directly with the contractor and his representatives during
the field verification of record drawings, O&M instructions, and
other construction documents to confirm the as-constructed work
of the contractor

Documentation/
GIS Team
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Address all requests and maintain appropriate documentation to
meet regulatory requirements for facility marking
Development and management of documents related to the
operation and maintenance of the Sacramento County Regional
Sanitation District (SRCSD), including drawings, equipment
operations and maintenance manuals, maps, presentations, and
GIS information
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Operations Support

Operations Support includes Regulatory Compliance, Process Optimization & Support,
Energy Management & Optimization, and Interceptor O&M Support/Construction
Coordination.
The primary mission of the Operations Support section is to provide technical,
regulatory, and construction support to the O&M and other sections including: regulatory
compliance, coordination of construction activities with operations, coordinating the
implementation of control strategies and completion of O&M manuals for new equipment
systems, conducting pilot and process optimization studies on new and existing plant
processes/equipment and implement improvements discovered during those studies, acting
as operations liaison for design projects and provide operations input, and operations and
monitoring of outlying plants.

Type of work

Plant and
Interceptor
O&M Support &
Construction
Coordination

Responsibilities
Ensure that construction activities do not interfere with the plant
treatment process, including testing and start-up of a new
processes and training
Act as a liaison to Operations and Maintenance and represents
their interest during design and construction of a project
Act as security coordinator for SRWTP
Responsible for construction access requests

Energy
Management

Improve energy efficiency and reduce costs by optimizing
operations, upgrading or repairing existing equipment, and
selection of the most energy efficient new equipment
Monitor and forecast energy budgets
Implement energy efficiency related projects
Monitor most regulatory permits including wastewater discharge
permits, solid and air quality permits

Regulatory
Compliance

Report and conduct follow-up investigations of regulatory
violations
Prepare regulatory compliance reports
Respond to data requests

Outlying Plants
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Responsible for operation of wastewater treatment facilities for
Boys Ranch
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Provide support to process-related activities, such as process
optimization and troubleshooting
Process
Optimization
and Support
(PROS)

Develop a comprehensive training guide for Operations
Evaluate and implement efficiency and process control
improvements
Preparation of plant process target report
Odor complaint investigation and response

3.2.3

SRCSD Engineering

The SRCSD Engineering Section is responsible for the capital improvement program for
the SRWTP (except for AWTP), interceptors and pump stations. The section is also
responsible for design and construction of smaller projects for improvements, maintenance,
and repair.
Engineering
Type of work

Responsibilities
Manage capital improvement projects during the design and
construction phase (except for AWTP)
Act as the project manager coordinating efforts and
communication between the consultant and District staff
Provide design services for smaller, “in-house,” projects
Represent the “owner” of the project during the construction phase
of a capital improvement project

Design and
Construction

Responsible for the technical aspects of the construction project
as it relates to design intent
Act as the interface between the District and the Resident
Engineers (who are responsible for the contract administration)
Design and implementation of follow on projects (modifications or
additions) related to the original construction project
Provide engineering support to the operations and maintenance
staff and is also involved with condition assessments and
developing asset plans

Engineering
Small Projects
(ESP)

Mobilize quickly to address maintenance repairs that are beyond
the ability of the O&M teams to handle
Responsible for small capital improvement or maintenance
projects
Provides technical assistance to engineering staff
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Provide consistent implementation of asset management
principles in project evaluations, including the development of
programs and plans to assist in the overall asset management
plan for the Department

Bufferlands Management and Environmental Support
Type of work

Responsibilities
Provide environmental support for SRCSD projects
Conduct process area weed abatement activities
Supervise and coordinate landscape installation and maintenance
activities
Coordinate infrastructure projects and encroachments on and
adjacent to the Bufferlands to minimize impacts to natural
resources and Plant operations
Grounds maintenance on Bufferlands including debris removal and
maintenance of roads, fence, signage, drainage channels and fire
breaks

Bufferlands
Management
and
Environmental
Support

Maintain the function of the Bufferlands, allowing continued Plant
operation and expansion while maintaining Plant security, and
ensuring the safety of SRCSD personnel and the surrounding
public
Provide and maintain extensive areas of open space, high-quality
wildlife habitat and other valuable natural resources on the
Bufferlands
Provide areas to mitigate environmental impacts associated with
SRCSD projects
Minimize conflicts and develop beneficial relationships with the
local community
Promote public enjoyment and appreciation of the Bufferlands
through educational outreach
Generate lease revenues for the SRCSD in accordance with other
Bufferlands management objectives

3.2.4

Program Management Office

The Program Management Office (PMO) is a multidisciplinary team composed of
SRCSD and consultant staff that is responsible for overseeing the planning, design,
construction, startup and commissioning of the Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant
(AWTP) Program.
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Roles and Responsibilities

Type of work

May 1, 2013

Responsibilities
Direct the activities of the integrated Program Management Team
Provide overall coordination and management of the planning,
design and construction activities required to meet the Dec 2010
NPDES permit
Manage the many design and construction contracts anticipated

Delivery of the
Advanced
Wastewater
Treatment
Plant Program

Maintain budgets and schedules for the projects identified to meet
the Dec 2010 NPDES permit
Develop program controls and procedures for efficient project
delivery
Integrate asset management principals into all phases of the
project delivery process, using business case evaluations,
reliability centered design and reliability centered maintenance
concepts
Assure continuity of knowledge transfer to all staff

3.2.5

Laboratory

The laboratory performs permit required monitoring and testing to manage the operation
of the plant and to track plant performance to ensure permit compliance. The laboratory is
certified by the California State Department of Public Health through its Environmental
Laboratory Accreditation Program for the analyses of metals, organics, toxicity, bacteriology,
and other constituents of environmental samples. The laboratory also performs field
sampling and testing that support monitoring programs for Sacramento County as well as
other agencies.
Type of work
Biology Team
Chemistry
Team
Conventional
Chemistry
Team
Quality
Assurance/
Quality
Control Team
(QA/QC)
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Responsibilities
Test environmental samples for biological constituents and effects
Perform microbiological, toxicological, and biochemical analyses
Perform testing to analyze nutrients, cyanide, metals, and organic
chemicals in environmental samples
Analyze physical, biochemical, and chemical properties of water
and wastewater related samples
Perform sample collecting, field testing, sample receiving, and
program coordination
Ensure that analytical activities conform to established policies,
regulatory requirements, and good laboratory practices
Maintain the laboratory’s Quality Assurance Program Manual

Roles and Responsibilities

3.2.6

May 1, 2013

Safety and Regulatory Compliance

The Safety Office for SRCSD creates and maintains safety programs, policies and
procedures that are required by various Federal, State and Local Regulatory Agencies. The
Safety Office assists staff and management with regulation interpretation along with
compliance related training. The Safety Office provides safety related services for all
employees within the Sanitation District Agency excluding SASD Operations Department
employees.
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Administers the safety and occupational health program
Develops safety guidelines and procedures to protect employee
health and safety and that comply with applicable safety standards
for a wide variety of processes and situations
Inspects facilities and/or operations to detect unsafe conditions
and to insure compliance with applicable safety regulations; stops
operations if hazardous condition cannot be corrected or protected
against

Safety

Conducts or oversees the investigation and analysis of accidents;
performs or directs the compilation and analysis of accident data;
determines course of action to reverse trend/eliminate potential for
accidents
Coordinates activities and/or discusses safety and health issues
and concerns with other County personnel/departments such as
County Risk Management and Department of Environmental
Management; with local fire department personnel; with
contractors; and with state and Federal agencies such as
CalOSHA and EPA
Works closely with employees to maintain continual safety
awareness and compliance with safety and occupational health
policies and procedures and with managers and supervisors to
insure their support of the program and their acceptance of their
responsibilities concerning the safety of their employees

Regulatory

Maintains Environmental Programs such as Hazardous Material
Plans, assists with Risk Management Program/Process Safety
Management, participates in Process Hazard Analysis for “covered
processes” and Management of Change
Assists staff with various environmental/public health laws,
regulations, and requirements
Manages the Districts Hazardous Waste Program
Assists with Chemical Leak Investigations and Reports
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Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

4. Policy and Planning
4.1

General Direction

Policy and Planning (P&P) is responsible for long term planning; internal policies that cross
departmental lines and external policies that affect the Districts ratepayers and community;
wastewater source control; scientific research; strategic asset management; and rate and fee
development. The P&P department functions as a staff advisor to the District Engineer providing
strategic policy development and oversight to ensure that the business perspective, as well as
regulatory and policy viewpoints are considered in District decisions.

4.2

Roles and Responsibilities

The Department of Policy and Planning is divided into four areas of work. Their primary
responsibilities are as follows:
Figure 4: Policy and Planning Organization Chart

Department of Policy and
Planning
Legislative and
Regulatory Affairs

4.2.1

Asset
Management and
Long Range
Planning

Wastewater Source
Control

Scientific Research

Legislative and Regulatory Affairs

The Legislative and Regulatory Affairs section monitors and advocates the Districts’
positions on a variety of legislative and regulatory matters, builds strategic alliances, and
collaborates with a variety of internal and external stakeholders. Working with both SASD
and SRCSD, this section also oversees the development and revisions to the Districts’
ordinances and policies, leads efforts to identify and pursue funding opportunities for capital
projects and engages in projects that have District wide implications. In addition, the
Legislative and Regulatory Affairs section develops and oversees specific programs that
have future regulatory requirement implications the Districts or their contributing agencies.
Following are key responsibilities:
Type of Work
Sanitary Sewer
Management
Plans (SSMP)
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Responsibilities
Support SASD and SRCSD Operating Departments with
regulatory assistance and guidance

Roles and Responsibilities

Legislative and
Regulatory
Policies and
Strategies

May 1, 2013

Develop legislative and regulatory policies and obtain Board
approvals
Develop legislative and regulatory strategies to represent the
Districts’ goals and interests
Monitor and evaluate key issues that are of interest to the
Districts. Key areas include:





Environmental issues
Water Quality
Delta Sustainability
Water Recycling

Work with internal departments and sections to determine
impacts of proposed regulations.
Regulatory
Initiatives

Advocate and communicate Districts’ positions
Develop and foster collaboration and coalitions with other
organizations
Prepare issue papers, comment letters, and testimony
Provide training to District staff and provide assistance with
interpretation and implementation of newly adopted requirements
Provide input on processes such as Basin Plans, Total Maximum
Daily Loads (TMDLs), Triennial Reviews, Delta initiatives, etc.
that could impact the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System ( NPDES) permit
Facilitate development and submittal of annual federal
appropriation requests
Lobby federal, state, and local agencies to secure funding for
requests

Legislative
Initiatives

Advocate and communicate to legislative delegation the Districts’
interests and positions on key issues that may impact the Districts
Sponsor legislative proposals, as necessary
Develop and foster collaboration and coalitions with other
organizations
Prepare issue papers, comment letters, and testimony

Collaborative
and Strategic
Alliances
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Represent the Districts from a legislative/regulatory policy
perspective with agencies
Identify and participate in outreach efforts and educational
opportunities related to the Districts goals and objectives
Coordinate with regional counties, cities, and agencies regarding
common interest regulatory or policy related issues

Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

Research and identify various funding opportunities such as
grants, loans, legislative authorizations and appropriations.
Funding
Opportunities

Coordinate with other sections and departments to obtain
necessary information regarding projects
Complete and submit applications
Advocate and negotiate agreements
Lead efforts related to the development or amendment of SASD
and SRCSD Ordinances

Ordinance
Development
and Updates

Watershed
Initiatives

4.2.2

Function as liaison and coordinate with internal and external
stakeholders
Support Operations Departments with ordinance updates,
including preparing package for Board approval
Advocate for watershed solutions and offset programs
Lead District efforts related to the development of a Delta
Regional Monitoring Program (RMP)

Asset Management and Long Range Planning

The Asset Management and Long Range Planning Section (AMLRP) administers high
level efforts to advance asset management for the Districts and leads efforts regarding long
range planning, including developing master planning documents, evaluating renewable
energy options, promoting recycled water use, evaluating recycled water marketing
opportunities, negotiating regulatory permit requirements, managing the Districts sphere of
influence and service area boundary adjustments. This section also manages rate and fee
development.
Type of Work
Long Range
Planning

Responsibilities
Lead master planning efforts related to long term infrastructure
needs
Assist SASD in updating the System Capacity Plan (SCP)
Track and foster the advancement of Asset Management
practices

Asset
Management

Lead and manage the Project Authorization Committee (PAC)
process
Develop and maintain the enterprise risk management

Pilot Studies and
Technology
Assessment
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Provide technical support for pilot studies and assessments
aimed at evaluating new technologies and processes

Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

Long range planning
Development
Planning

Boundary
Management

Emergency
Response

Prepare comment letters for
EIRs, Urban Water Management Plans, Water Supply Master
Plans, General Plans, Master Plans, financing plans, and
Municipal Service Reviews
Manage SRCSD and SASD Spheres of Influence (SOI)
Liaison for Local Agency Formation Commissions (LAFCO)
Coordinate emergency operations between the Sanitation
Districts and the Emergency Operation Center (EOC)
Support training needs of the Operating Departments in
coordination with the EOC

Environmental
Data Requests

Evaluate and process external requests for information related
to operations

Revenue Model

Develop and maintain revenue model

Rate and Fee
Management

Conduct studies to develop rate and fee methodologies
Manage rate and fee implementation
Receive and evaluate proposals for renewable energy projects
Develop Power Purchase Agreements with renewable energy
providers

Alternative
Energy Program

Monitor renewable energy incentives to identify opportunities to
expand renewable energy generation
Develop planning level Business Case Evaluations to evaluate
alternative energy business models and technologies
Seek available grants to help fund energy generation or energy
optimization projects
Negotiate permit requirements with regulatory agencies
Permit appeal or litigation efforts

Major
Environmental
Permits

Working closely with SASD and SRCSD Operating
Departments, lead and/or implement permit special studies or
programs
Provide assistance as needed to evaluate, respond, and
resolve regulatory compliance issues and violations
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Roles and Responsibilities

Interagency
Agreements

Sewer Service
Contracts

May 1, 2013

Develop operating and cost sharing agreements between
SRCSD and Contributing Agencies (including SASD)
Coordinate with external agencies to develop policy-related
agreements related to operations of either SASD or SRCSD
Develop contracts for services for areas/users outside the
SASD/ SRCSD service areas
Coordinate PAC meetings

Project
Authorization
Committee (PAC)
Administration

Remediation

4.2.3

Maintain PAC records
Review PAC submittals
Provide PAC project requested action recommendation to the
District Engineer
Participate in planning and implementation of actions for
remediation of legacy contaminants

Wastewater Source Control

The Wastewater Source Control Section (WSCS) develops programs in response to
and enforces the regulatory requirements of the NPDES Permit and the sewer use
ordinances adopted by each District as they relate to dischargers to the sewer system.
WSCS also tracks and evaluates loading trends of constituents of concern as they relate to
water quality issues and regulatory compliance. WSCS develops programs as necessary to
reduce pollutants through education and outreach and/or discharger pollutant limits. WSCS
conducts incident response for both Districts in the areas of plant upsets, collection system
issues including fats, oils, and grease (FOG), and permitted users. Following are key
responsibilities of this section:
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Develop and implement all aspects of the Federal Pretreatment
Program

NPDES
Pretreatment
Program

Administer categorical and significant industrial user permit
program
Administer local programs within the service area to assure
compliance with SRWTP air, biosolids, and effluent limitations
Administer the user inventory (sewer use questionnaire) program
to determine user classification and permitting requirements
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Roles and Responsibilities

Local
Pretreatment
and Special
Discharger
Programs
Enforcement
Response Plan
(ERP)
Rate and Fee
Recovery for
Permitted
Users

May 1, 2013

Develop and implement local programs to protect the collection
system of both Districts and treatment plant (examples include
Dry Cleaner, Surface Cleaner, and Temporary Discharge Permit
Programs)
Respond to incidences of noncompliance using the ERP as a
guide
Respond as necessary to evaluate existing or potentially harmful
discharges to the SASD/SRCSD systems
Administer the permitted user rate and fee programs
Assess the various sources of pollutants




Assessment
and Evaluation
of Pollutants of
Concern for the
SRWTP

Industrial
Commercial
Residential

Evaluate the need for control mechanisms (source control), or
education and outreach (source reduction) to ensure regulatory
compliance
Conduct trend and loading analysis of influent and effluent flows
and pollutant loads to support the evaluation of source reduction
efforts and need for local limits
Identify trends that do not appear in alignment with historic or
expected wastewater constituent concentrations or loading
Plan, develop, and implement programs designed to educate and
inform dischargers of best practices of waste reduction and
management

Source
Reduction
Program
Development
and
Implementation
for SRCSD





Non-regulatory based
Education and Outreach driven
Directed at pollutants of concern not lending themselves
to point source or regulatory control

Track and evaluate key issues in the area of source reduction
Design and conduct studies to measure and evaluate program
effectiveness
Refine data on pollutant sources and trends

Source
Reduction
Program
Development
and
Implementation
for SASD
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Provide assistance as requested

Roles and Responsibilities

4.2.4

May 1, 2013

Scientific Research

The Scientific Research section serves as a technical resource for the Sanitation
Districts Agency. Focus areas include scientific assessment of issues affecting the Delta
ecosystem, treatability studies, technical support for studies supporting NPDES permit
implementation and treatment and process optimization Following are key responsibilities of
this section:
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Participate in scientific forums focused on Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta ecosystem issues

Scientific
Assessment of
the Delta
Ecosystem

Review and assimilate published scientific information focused on
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta ecosystem issues
Identify knowledge gaps in Delta ecosystem science and facilitate
initiation of studies to close those knowledge gaps
Represent the Districts in scientific and public forums on Delta
issues
Review and assimilate published scientific information focused on
treatability of various wastewater constituents

Treatability
Studies

Plan, organize, and conduct process studies to assess treatment
performance
Assist SRCSD operations in implementing study findings
Support development of work plans, pollution prevention plans,
and studies required by the SRWTP NPDES permit

NPDES permit
implementation

Treatment
Process
Optimization
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Support planning, design, and construction activities associated
with SRWTP NPDES permit implementation
Participate in meetings with regulators to provide technical
support and interpretation related to NPDES permit
implementation
Provide technical support to SRCSD Operations for process
optimization

Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

5. Internal Services Department
5.1

General Direction

The Internal Services Department (ISD) is responsible for providing technical, fiscal, and
administrative support required for SASD and SRCSD internal operations.

5.2

Roles and Responsibilities

The Internal Services Department is divided into three areas of work.
responsibilities are as follows:
Figure 5: Internal Services Department Organization Chart
Internal Services Department

Adminstration,
Fiscal and
Budget

5.2.1

Information
Technology

Purchasing
and
Warehouse

Administration, Fiscal and Budget

Type of work

Responsibilities
Reception coverage
Customer service
Secretarial support
Mail sorting and delivery
Correspondence preparation
Supply office stocking

Administrative
Support

Copy machine maintenance
Board packet preparation
Standby List preparation (SASD)
BIS Waivers in Maximo (SASD)
SSO Manual updating (SASD)
FileNET scanning
Tour packets (SRCSD)
Plant Control Center (PCC) scheduling (SRCSD)
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Their primary

Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

Payroll and personnel support
Personnel/
Payroll

Liaison to Sacramento County Department of Personnel
Services
Process timesheets
Facilitate new hires
Maintain position control

Training

Define, develop, deliver and track training
Manage logistics needed to deliver training
Agency program administration including governance, policy
setting, naming standards, etc.

Records
Management

Records retention schedules maintenance
Records management training
Liaison with Districts records management representatives

Real Estate
Program
Management

Acquisition, management, and disposal of the Districts real
estate assets and interests
Coordination of surveying, right of way, and District property
access
Manage Real Estate Program, including staff, budget, interdepartmental coordination, customer interaction, and Board
representation

Encumbrances

Monitor billable budgets and process inter-district
encumbrances
Provide program cost accounting





Internal orders
WBS elements
Facility numbers
Cost center maintenance

Accounts payable
Fiscal



Service Contract Payments

Deposits
Inventory Fixed Assets (non-capital)
Journal vouchers
Petty cash and parking stamps
Sewer Lifeline Rate Assistance Program (SLARP)
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Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

System administration of:







Fiscal

Purchasing Request System (PRS and PRF)
Project Management and Reporting System
Timesheet System
Budget Application
Performance management software
District Contract System (DCS)

Process contract employee payroll
Budget

5.2.2

Develop operations budgets
Prepare and present budget reports to Board

Information Technology

Type of work

Responsibilities
Application development / enhancements / maintenance

Development
Support

Project management
IT related training and development
Intranet development and maintenance
Help Desk support

Desktop Support

Hardware/software configuration/setup and testing
Print management
Desktop security

IT Hardware
Asset
Management

Procurement
Inventory
Systems management and support
Database administration
Wireless networks administration

Systems and
New Technology
Support

New technology research
Mobile device support
IT asset tracking and management
Collaboration technology support
Conference room equipment support
Video conferencing support
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Roles and Responsibilities

5.2.3

May 1, 2013

Purchasing/Warehouse

Type of work

Responsibilities
Procurement of goods and services
Public work bids and work of improvement (except Board bid
projects)

Purchasing

Request for Information, Proposal, and Quote creation and
statement of work creation
Provide assistance for professional services contracts for other
departments
Procurement Card program management
Management and distribution of stocked items at multiple
warehouses

Warehouse

Centralized receiving and management of non-stocked
materials as requested and appropriate
Uniform delivery and distribution for M&O staff
Courier services (SRCSD)
Surplus program
Prepare professional services contracts
Prepare Private Sewer Maintenance Agreements, Sewer
Facilities Improvement Agreements, Deferred Sewer
Infrastructure Agreements, Developer Reimbursement
Agreements and other specialized Agreements

Contracts

Review vendors’ and service providers’ compliance with legal
requirements related to insurance requirements and state and
federal legislation
Assist with preparation of Memorandums of Understandings
(MOU), Service Level Agreements and similar agreements
between Districts and with various County departments and
other public and private entities
Provide training on contracting requirements, procedures and
guidelines for Agency and District staff
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Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

6. Districts Finance Office
6.1 General Direction
The Finance Office has the lead role for financial matters within SRCSD and SASD including
development of financial policies and procedures. The Finance Office serves as the financial
advisor to the District Engineer, provides financial support to the other departments, develops
and recommends overall financial strategies, and serves as the primary contact for all external
financial matters.

6.2 Roles and Responsibilities
The Office is divided into five areas of work. Their primary responsibilities are listed below.
Figure 6: Office of Finance Organization Chart
Office of Finance

General
Financial
Matters

6.2.1

Debt
Management

Accounting

Financial
Plans &
Budgets

Internal
Audits

General Financial Matters

Type of Work
Financial Policy
Documentation
Capital Needs
Projections

Responsibilities
Prepare and maintain written financial policies and procedures
Maintain the master capital list report to SRCSD and SASD
Boards

Comprehensive
Annual
Financial
Reports
(CAFR)

Prepare annual CAFR reports

Financial
Reporting

Inform Board of financial matters

Plans
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Coordinate with auditors and others
Distribute and post completed CAFR

Prepare and submit required reports to State Controller
Prepare and update Long-term financial plans

Roles and Responsibilities

6.2.2

May 1, 2013

Debt Management

Type of Work

Responsibilities
Prepare Bond documents

Bond issuance

Recommend Bond structure
Obtain Bond financing
Monitor, report, and provide required on-going disclosures for
all debt issues
Process all debt service and debt related payments
Prepare bond reimbursement reports and draw requests

On-going
Monitoring

Coordinate with rating agencies
Monitor swaps and provide required semi-annual swap reports
to Boards
Respond to IRS audits
Investor relations

6.2.3

Accounting

Type of Work
Labor Rates
Fixed Assets
Accounts
Payable
Accounts
Receivable
Grants
Accounting
Review
Invoice
Processing
Sewer Lifeline
Rate Assistance
Program
(SLRAP)
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Responsibilities
Establish labor rates
Labor distribution monitoring and reconciliation
Fixed asset accounting
Process debt service payments
Post journal vouchers related to Office of Finance
Issue invoices for miscellaneous receivables for both Districts
Monitor account receivables
Request relief of accountability from Boards per policy
Prepare financial reports for grant reimbursements
Oversee compliance reporting
Review coding and other accounting practices for other
Departments
Process invoices for debt related consulting contracts

Provide financial and auditing assistance for program

Roles and Responsibilities

6.2.4

May 1, 2013

Long-Term Financial Plans

The Finance Office coordinates the long-term financial planning process and
prepares annual update documents and presents plans and forecasts to the Board.
Type of Work

Responsibilities
Coordinate planning process



Prepare annual plan documents
Present to Boards of Directors

Establish revenues estimates
Forecasting and
Budgeting

Prepare capital funding plans
Work with Departments to ensure funding needs are accurate
Develop financial strategies for dealing with challenges and
opportunities
Provide budget review and monitoring functions, prepare
monthly financial status reports

6.2.5

Audits

Type of Work
Internal Auditing
Septage Audits
Contributing
Agency Audits
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Responsibilities
Audit compliance with financial policies
Perform audit
Prepare report
Lead audit process with external auditors as necessary

Roles and Responsibilities

May 1, 2013

7. Public Affairs Office
7.1

General Directions

The Public Affairs Office provides strategic and professional communication and public
affairs services to support District projects and programs. This Office prepares information for
varied audiences including customers, Board members, employees, stakeholders, local
agencies, media, and others who are affected by or interested in District projects and initiatives.

7.2

Roles and Responsibilities

The Public Affairs Office is divided into three areas of work. Their primary responsibilities
are as follows:
Figure 7: Public Affairs Office Organization Chart

Public Affairs Office

Internal
Communications

External
Communications

7.2.1

Special Projects

External Communications

Type of Work

Responsibilities
Provide print, electronic, and online media communications

Media Relations

Develop talking points and coordinate responses from
appropriate subject matter experts
Develop press releases as needed
Establish effective communications with local reporters

State of the District
Reports

Coordinate and publish the annual State of the District
Reports

Emergency
Communications

Participate in District-specific and/or regional
communications efforts during emergencies

Project Outreach

Working with engineering and Maintenance & Operations
staff, facilitate outreach communications associated with
construction, repair and/or maintenance projects
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Roles and Responsibilities

Public Education
Projects

General
Communication
Materials
Development

May 1, 2013

Assist staff with communication portions of special projects
such as:
 Changes to rates and fees
 Mercury and amalgam reduction
 FOG reduction
 Pesticide reduction
 Pharmaceutical disposal
Develop general brochures and educational materials that
explain the role of SASD and SRCSD to the ratepayers
Assist staff with graphics needs and PowerPoint
presentations

Rate Adjustment
Notification

Lead in the Proposition 218 rate adjustment notification,
outreach and protest process

Fee Adjustment and
Ordinance Outreach

Assist Policy and Planning staff with outreach assistance

Internet
Advertising
Customer
Communications
CAFR Production
Special Events
Community
Outreach Events

Design and maintain the Districts’ internet sites
Respond to public inquiries received through the internet
Procure advertising for programs and projects that the
Districts need to promote
Produce various annual bill inserts
Produce customer and/or service level report cards
Produce special mailings or brochures as needed
Assist Finance Office in production of annual CAFR reports
Assist in conducting District or industry sponsored special
events, tours, workshops, and open houses
Plan and coordinate District booth(s) and staffing for
numerous community outreach events
Receive public requests for SRWTP tours

SRWTP Tours

Complete tour request forms
Coordinate with tour guides and SRWTP reception

Social Media
Public Records Act
Requests
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Establish and coordinate SRCSD and SASD social media
sites in compliance with Social Media Policy
Coordinate with others, or lead, in PRA responses, in concert
with key subject matter experts and legal counsel

Roles and Responsibilities

7.2.2

May 1, 2013

Internal Communications

Type of Work

Responsibilities

Agency
Newsletter
(The e-Pipeline)

Produce monthly periodic agency electronic newsletter (ePipeline)

Facilitation

Facilitate meetings and other internal events as required

Intranet

Provide input to SDA, SASD and SRCSD’s intranet sites

Special Internal
Events

Assist with information sharing or other internal event planning
and implementation

Meeting
Coordination

Upon request, prepare meeting agendas and notes for special
team meetings

7.2.3

Special Projects

Type of Work
Delta, NPDES,
Permit and
AWTP Issues

SPLASH
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Responsibilities
Conduct strategic communications related to the Districts’
interests
Respond to targeted media issues
Management of related web sites and social media
Liaison to SASD and SRCSD with the SPLASH program
Manage contract with the program provider
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GLOSSARY
Term

Definition

Asset management

A program to minimize costs of asset ownership while managing risks and
meeting required service levels.

Asset plan

A “roadmap” to asset ownership costs, expressing best estimates of these
costs throughout the entire asset lifecycle.

Asset Management
Strategy

A strategy for asset management covering the development and
implementation of plans and programs for asset creation, operation,
maintenance, rehabilitation / replacement, disposal, and performance
monitoring to ensure that the desired levels of service and other
operational objectives are achieved at optimum cost.

Asset Management
Team

The team appointed by an organization to review and monitor the
corporate asset management improvement program and ensure the
development of integrated asset management systems and plans consistent
with organizational goals and objectives.

Asset Register

A record of asset information considered worthy of separate identification
including inventory, historical, financial, condition, construction, and
technical information about each.

Business Case
Evaluation (BCE)

A process to determine the need for and best configuration of a capital
project in terms of service levels, economics, and risk. It is an essential
component of the PDP (see below).

Business Plan

A plan produced by an organization (or business units within it) which
translates the objectives contained in an Annual Plan into detailed work
plans for a particular, or range of business activities. Activities may include
marketing, development, operations, management, personnel, technology,
and financial planning.

Capital Expenditure

Expenditure used to create new assets or to increase the capacity of
existing assets beyond their original design capacity or service potential.
Capital expenditure increases the value of asset stock.

Condition assessment

The process of evaluating an asset to estimate its remaining useful life or
probability of failure. Assessments are tied to asset failure modes and are
usually expressed numerically.

Critical Assets

Assets for which the financial, business or service level consequences of
failure are sufficiently severe to justify proactive inspection and
rehabilitation. Critical assets have a lower threshold for action than noncritical assets.

Criticality

A numerical measure of the potential consequences of an asset’s
unexpected failure in terms of service levels, community cost, safety, etc.
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Term

Definition

Geographic
Information System
(GIS)

Software that provides a means of spatially viewing, searching,
manipulating, and analyzing an electronic database.

Key Performance
Indicator

A qualitative or quantitative measure of a service or activity used to
compare actual performance against a standard or other target.
Performance indicators commonly relate to statutory limits, safety,
responsiveness, cost, comfort, asset performance, reliability, efficiency,
environmental protection, and customer satisfaction.

Level of Service

The defined service quality for a particular activity or service area against
which service performance may be measured. Service levels usually relate
to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness, environmental acceptability,
and cost.

Life cycle

The cycle of activities that an asset (or facility) goes through while it retains
an identity as a particular asset, i.e. from planning and design to
decommissioning or disposal.

Life cycle cost

The total cost of owning an asset over its useful or economic life, including
planning, design, acquisition, O&M, periodic reinvestments, condition
monitoring, etc. The life cycle cost can be expressed as a single cost in
today’s dollars using present value.
The total cost of an asset through its life including planning, design,
construction, acquisition, operation, maintenance, rehabilitation, and
disposal costs.

Maintenance

All actions necessary for retaining an asset as near as practicable to its
original condition, but excluding rehabilitation or renewal. Fixed interval
maintenance is used to express the maximum interval between
maintenance tasks.

O&M

Operations and maintenance: The “normal” day-to-day activities to
operate, maintain, and repair an infrastructure system. O&M activities are
usually funded from the operating budget and treated as current period
expenses in financial reporting.

Performance
Monitoring

Continuous or periodic quantitative and qualitative assessments of the
actual performance compared with specific objectives, targets or standards.

Preventive
maintenance

An asset intervention that sustains the condition and functionality of an
asset on a short-interval basis, as distinct from refurbishments (see below).
Preventive maintenance, commonly abbreviated “PM,” is an O&M activity
(see above).
Will outline procedures to build and maintain the asset plans and to
measure actual costs of asset ownership against asset plans on an ongoing
basis.

Project Development
Plan
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Term

Definition

Risk Management

The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating
to key factors associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant
ranges of outcomes and their probability of occurrence.

Service level

Any utility service that a customer perceives as valuable, as defined and
measured. A mature asset management organization understands the
service levels its customers (or the environment) require and manages itself
to meet those service levels at lowest cost.

Strategic Plan

A plan containing the long-term goals and strategies of an organization.
Strategic plans have a strong external focus, cover major portions of the
organization and identify major targets, actions, and resource allocations
relating to the long-term survival, value, and growth of the organization.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Acronym

Definition

AM

Asset Management

AMT

Asset Management Team

BCE

Business Case Evaluation

CIP

Capital Improvement Program

CMMS

Computerized Maintenance Management System

CMOM

Capacity, Management, Operations and Maintenance

CSD1

County Sanitation District No. 1

GIS

Geographical Information System

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LG

Leadership Group

LOS

Level of Service

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

PDP

Project Development Plan

PMS

Performance Management System

PMT

Project Management Team

SAMP

Strategic Asset Management Plan

SRCSD

Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District

SRWTP

Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant

SSMP

Sewer System Management Plan

SSO

Sanitary Sewer Overflow
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
“A means of managing
infrastructure to minimize
the cost of owning and
operating it, while
delivering the service
levels the customers
desire.”

The Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District (SRCSD) initiated its
formal AM Program with the assistance of a consultant team from Brown
and Caldwell, Hunter Water (Australia), and TAP Resource Development
Group. The key objectives of this AM Program were to develop aligned
visions and strategies for implementing AM best practices within SRCSD.
SRCSD’s definition of AM:
“A MEANS OF MANAGING INFRASTRUCTURE TO MINIMIZE
THE COST OF OWNING AND OPERATING IT, WHILE
DELIVERING THE SERVICE LEVELS THE CUSTOMERS
DESIRE.”
This Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) presents SRCSD’s Asset
Management (AM) program. This SAMP formally documents SRCSD’s longterm AM vision and five-year AM strategies for implementation. The SAMP
was developed with the Leadership Group (LG), Asset Management Team
(AMT), and consultant team. The approach in developing this SAMP is
presented in Figure ES-1.

Figure ES-1. SAMP Approach
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Implementation of the SAMP
The SAMP contains a wide range of information that will be used in setting
the future directions of SRCSD. This information includes asset management
principles, visions for how asset management principles will take shape, and
asset management strategies. Following is a discussion of how the SAMP will
be used to establish specific actions, and how this effort fits into the larger
management framework for setting the direction of SRCSD.
Converting the SAMP into Business Initiatives (Action Plans)
The SRCSD has a formal business planning process that has been active
since 1995. This process is used to establish specific business initiatives
(actions plans) with a 1-2 year horizon. These business initiatives are discrete
work efforts that are focused on activities which improve service delivery and
move SRCSD in new directions. The business initiatives are compiled into
overall business plans.
In the past, each Division in the Water Quality Department has had their
own business plans that were folded into an overall Department plan. In the
future, it is intended to have a single business planning forum centered on
SRCSD (not the Water Quality Department) that better coordinates and
prioritizes the work in support of SRCSD. It is expected that that the
business planning process will be done in the fall of each year. Completing
that Business Plan in December will allow it to be used in setting the budgets
for the upcoming fiscal year to make sure that funding is available to
complete the work previously identified in the Business Plan.
During the business planning process, the SAMP will be reviewed and the
asset management strategies will be converted into specific business
initiatives. This will cause staff to regularly review the SAMP, evaluate past
asset management accomplishments, revisit the priorities and schedules for
the various asset management strategies, and carefully select the efforts to be
completed in the coming 1 to 2 year period.
This work flow is depicted in figure ES-2 below.
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Figure ES-2. SAMP Relationship to the Overall Management Framework

The remainder of this executive summary will present the highlights from the
key sections of the SAMP that includes:





Current Assessment
Agency Tour
AM Vision
AM Strategies

Current Assessment – Asset Management Program Evaluation
The Current Assessment was undertaken to provide SRCSD with a baseline
for planning future improvements in its business processes. SRCSD will
utilize the Current Assessment as a reference during the vision process and
the formulation of AM strategies.
This assessment of SRCSD’s AM-related business practices is based on
Brown and Caldwell’s Asset Management Program Evaluation (AMPE)
framework which included 132 asset management elements. SRCSD’s
current practices were ranked in one of five categories: ranging from
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incidental, initial, structured, advanced, and sophisticated as shown in
Table ES-1.
Table ES-1. Ranking Definitions of Current Assessments
Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial
Incidental

Continual improvement, refinement of processes, standards, and
procedures.
Quantitative measurements are defined for processes and quality
standards.
Defined repeatable approach that is documented and communicated
within the organization.
Reactionary and without a systematic approach.
Currently little or no activity within the organization.

In general, SRCSD scored relatively well in most of the vision topics.
Figure ES-3 presents the results of the current assessment in the eight vision
topics*. Most of the AM topics were scored between the Structured and
Initial rankings.
Agency Tour
During the Vision Development phase of this project, SRCSD toured world
class utilities in Australia/New Zealand to identify and verify AM best
practices as implemented by world class utilities. These are water and
wastewater utilities that have gone far with implementation of advanced AM
practices.
The reality with AM application in Australia/New Zealand is that there is no
unique set of guidelines applied across all agencies. Consistent themes were
identified in agencies with more developed AM programs. AM has been
applied slightly differently in each organization and with this come a number
of strengths and weaknesses. There was benefit to SRCSD staff in
understanding the differences in the application of AM in the Australian and
New Zealand industry. In this way, the program has been tailored by staff to
meet the needs of SRCSD.

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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SRCSD Current Assessment
Current Status

Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial

Planning*

Long-Term

Employees

Transfer

Knowledge

Information

Technology &

Communication

Risk

Management

Financial

Management

Life Cycle View

Service Levels

Incidental

Figure ES-3. SRCSD Current Assessment*
The study tour allowed each of the participants to get a better understanding
of future trends and where AM has not only been but more importantly,
where it is going in the future. Finally, the study tour allowed interaction
between SRCSD staff and a number of organizations in Australia and New
Zealand. This is allowing development of a peer relationship with
experienced asset managers, sharing of ideas and tools, and fostering a global
AM partnership for the future.
SRCSD staff met with the following agencies in New Zealand and Australia:
Watercare, South East Water, City West Water, Yarra Valley Water,
Melbourne Water, Goulburn Valley Water, Sydney Water, Hunter Water,
Tweed Shire Council, Gold Coast Water, Brisbane Water, and Water Services
Association of Australia.
There is no single method in which AM is practiced in Australia or New
Zealand. The more advanced agencies have some common principles and
practices. One benefit of the agency tour was that many of the best practices
identified by the consultant were confirmed first hand by these leading
Australian and New Zealand agencies with advanced AM practices.
*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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AM Vision
VISION:
Manage the infrastructure
to minimize the cost of
owning and operating it,
while delivering the
service levels the
customers desire.

The vision of SRCSD which was developed by the LG supports an AM
Program that best matches the organization, its environment, and its
customers. The following statement captures SRCSD’s vision of where AM
will help deliver benefits.
SRCSD’s AM vision is to:

Manage the infrastructure to minimize the cost of owning and
operating it, while delivering the service levels the customers desire.
The first part of the vision indicates that the organization will move to a life
cycle focus, indicating that the assets will be delivering service for a long time
and in some cases over many generations. The definition shows that the
organization will move toward a strong asset stewardship role which will
encompass a focus on sustainability and affordability. The second part of the
vision focuses on delivering service levels to customers and the environment
at a level they desire and are willing to pay for.
SRCSD’s eight vision topics and vision statements are shown below in
Table ES-2.
Table ES-2. Vision Topics and Vision Statements

Vision Topics
Service Levels
Life Cycle View
Financial Management
Risk Management
Communications
Information Technology
(IT) and Knowledge
Transfer
Employees
Long Term Planning*
*

Vision Statement
We will have and use a clear and complete set of service levels reflecting
the fundamental purposes of SRCSD.
We will use life cycle cost analysis and life cycle planning practices to
consistently determine how best to spend our funds.
We will maintain sound financial programs by effectively obtaining and
reporting financial information, ensuring that revenue requirements are
accurately forecasted using efficient financial practices.
We will actively utilize risk management principles in making decisions.
We will have open and frequent communications with the SRCSD Board,
regulators, customers, employees, and other stakeholders in a manner that
fosters an understanding of key issues and decisions affecting our business.
We will effectively leverage information technology to provide accurate,
relevant, and current information to enable us to base business decisions
on good data, thereby minimizing uncertainty and increasing confidence in
the directions of SRCSD.
We will have a dynamic work force that keeps pace with change and allows
employees to reach their potential while supporting our business needs.
We will develop long-range plans to ensure our wastewater infrastructure
is sustainable and keeps pace with growth.

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
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SRCSD’s AM vision was interpreted and ranked into the eight AM vision
topics as presented in Figure ES-4. SRCSD’s AM vision is to be between
advanced and sophisticated AM organization.

Figure ES-4. Vision Topics
SRCSD’s AM vision is to
be rated between
advanced and
sophisticated AM
organization.

Directly following the LG visioning workshops, Brown and Caldwell and
Hunter Water evaluated the vision statements and derived estimates of where
SRCSD’s vision would be placed utilizing the ranking categories previously
shown in Table ES-3. Figure ES-5 shows the relationships between the longterm vision of SRCSD verses the previously shown current assessment.
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SRCSD Current Assesment - Vision
Current Status

Vision

Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial

Long-Term
Planning*

Employees

Information
Technology &
Knowledge
Transfer

Communication

Risk
Management

Financial
Management

Life Cycle View

Service Levels

Incidental

Figure ES-5. SRCSD Current Assessment - Vision*

AM Strategies
In support of this vision, the LG has also developed a series of strategies
which will be incorporated throughout SRCSD to drive the organization
toward their vision. The LG has identified and prioritized five-year strategies
for implementation. SRCSD will further develop these AM strategies into
implementation plans.

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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Service Levels Strategy
Define service levels and develop the management systems to support use of service levels in
setting directions for SRCSD. This will be done in a phased manner with customer and
Board involvement at key points in time, and continually increasing the integration of
Service Levels with business practices and systems.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish Basic Service Levels
Establish Service Level Agreements
Establish Supporting Performance Indicators
Link Business Initiatives to Service Levels, Performance Indicators, and
Asset Management Strategy
5. Conduct Benchmarking
Life Cycle View Strategy
Develop management practices and tools that enable decision making on the basis of the
lowest life cycle costs that meet established service levels. Asset plans will be central to the
management of existing assets. Project Development Plans (PDP) will be central to the
management of asset creation (acquiring new assets). Business Case Evaluation (BCE)
and life cycle costing will be part of Project Development Plans and will be used to establish
asset plans. Ultimately, funding and budgeting will be closely linked and driven by asset
plans for existing assets and Project Development Plans for new assets.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop Asset Plans
Optimize Asset Plans
Integrate Asset Plans with Funding and Budgeting Practices.
Project Development Plans (PDP) and Business Case Evaluation (BCE)
for Capital Expenditures
5. Business Case Evaluation (BCE) for Maintenance and Small
Construction Projects
6. Inventory and Parts Management
Financial Management Strategy
Effectively collect and compile accurate financial information on existing and future
expenditures, and use this information to establish rates and fees. Incorporate future costs
from asset plans and master plans that are based on minimizing life cycle costs. Optimize
financial practices by balancing pay of financing, bond financing, and use of reserve
accounts.
1. Enhance Financial Modeling Capability
2. Enhance Cost Accounting Practices
3. Enhance Financial IT Systems
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Risk Management
Develop and incorporate the principles of managed risk into all business practices. Educate
staff on the concepts of managed risk and create a culture where appropriate risks are
taken in the context of meeting our Service Levels. Educate decision makers and customers
on risk concepts to gain conceptual support for SRCSD directions.
1. Integrate Risk Management into Business Practices
2. Prepare Guidelines and Conduct Training on Risk Management
3. Support EPA Led Discussions with Regulators
Communications Strategy
Develop communication tools and practices that effectively provide information on key issues
and decisions affecting our business. Minimize administrative tasks at the SRCSD Board
level and broaden the dialogue and involvement on setting business directions. Provide
information to customers, regulators, and employees that create a full understanding of the
issues affecting the SRCSD. Ensure communications follow and support current Service
Levels.
1. Develop Semi-Annual and Annual Reports
2. Prepare and Implement a Communication Plan
3. Redesign Web Based Communication Portals
Information Technology (IT) and Knowledge Transfer Strategy
Continually evaluate IT advances and selectively implement new IT tools and systems
which support the type of business practices SRCSD chooses to utilize. Seek to implement
approaches that are consistent with future directions of the IT industry yet have a
demonstrated record of success. Move in a direction that integrates data throughout the
organization to make it widely available and minimizes duplication. Seek to capture
institutional knowledge and records in ways that make the information readily available.
1. Develop and Implement an IT Strategic Plan
2. Develop an Institutional Knowledge Plan
Employees Strategy
Retain a work force that has the capability to learn and develop skills and abilities quickly
to support current and future business practices in a rapidly changing business environment.
Make investments in employees through training programs that increase skills and abilities.
Make investments through compensation and career advancement strategies that retain and
motivate highly qualified employees. Organize and assign work in ways that improves
overall efficiency.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop Specifier – Provider Concepts and Staffing Plans
Develop a Comprehensive Training Program
Develop Job Class and Compensation Strategies
Connect Employee Recognition and Performance Management

Long-Term Planning*
Identify long-term planning needs and develop the management and organizational systems
that best support development and implementation of these plans. Assignment of
responsibility for the various long-term and intermediate planning functions will be more
clearly identified through both internal and external service level agreements.
1. Master Planning
2. Optimize Legislative and Regulatory Planning Activities
3. Development of Planning Update Review Process
Directly following the LG Visioning Workshops, Brown and Caldwell and
Hunter Water evaluated the vision statements and derived estimates of where
SRCSD’s vision would be placed, as previously shown in Figure ES-5. The
same process was completed by the consultant team to rank the five year
strategies which are shown on Figure ES-6.
Conclusion
The LG has been responsible for developing the SAMP and is committed to
implementing the strategies. All of the strategies identified will be
incorporated into SRCSD’s five-year Strategic Business Plan. The strategies
will be further developed into tactical action plans for implementation.
SRCSD will lead the implementation of these plans so it can be incorporated
into its routine business practices.

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
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SRCSD Current Status - Vision - Strategies
Current Status

Vision

Strategies

Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial

Long-Term
Planning*

Employees

Information
Technology &
Knowledge
Transfer

Communication

Risk
Management

Financial
Management

Life Cycle View

Service Levels

Incidental

Figure ES-6. SRCSD Current Status – Vision – Strategies*

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

A means of managing
infrastructure to minimize
the cost of owning and
operating it, while
delivering the service
levels the customers
desire.

Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District (SRCSD) has been
practicing elements of Asset Management (AM) principles within the
organization. To fully recognize the benefits of adopting AM principles,
SRCSD embarked on developing a comprehensive AM program to
consistently implement AM across the organization. In June 2003, SRCSD
initiated its formal AM Program with assistance from a consultant team of
Brown and Caldwell, Hunter Water (Australia), and TAP Resource. The key
objectives of this AM Program were to develop aligned visions and strategies
for implementing AM best practices within SRCSD.
SRCSD is in the early phases of implementing a comprehensive AM
Program. AM can be defined in a number of ways, one common definition
is:
A MEANS OF MANAGING INFRASTRUCTURE TO MINIMIZE THE
COST OF OWNING AND OPERATING IT, WHILE DELIVERING
THE SERVICE LEVELS THE CUSTOMERS DESIRE.
This Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) presents SRCSD’s Asset
Management (AM) program. This SAMP formally documents SRCSD’s longterm AM vision and five-year AM strategies for implementation. The SAMP
was developed with the Leadership Group (LG), Asset Management Team
(AMT), and consultant team. The approach in developing this SAMP is
presented in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1.

SAMP Approach
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Long-term strategic planning functions are the responsibility of SRCSD and
the Planning and Policy Division. Integrating AM elements into the SRCSD’s
long-term strategic planning process supports SRCSD’s vision to implement
AM into its core business. Incorporating AM elements into this process
would ensure consistency in the approach to the planning functions.
SRCSD’s AM approach strives to bring a greater focus on infrastructure and
facilities, thereby maximizing their useful lives and reducing their risk of
failure, while utilizing resources most efficiently. SRCSD’s Strategic Asset
Management Program consists of three (3) sections:
These current practices
were scored relative the
best AM practices
which allowed SRCSD
to identify the highest
priority AM elements
for improvements.

1. Current Assessment - Asset Management Program Evaluation
(AMPE)
The current assessment task included a detailed assessment of SRCSD’s
current practices, processes and protocols; supporting information systems
and tools; and organizational structures and culture to develop a deeper
understanding of the current status of SRCSD’s “readiness” with respect to
best AM practices. These current practices were scored relative to the best
AM practices which allowed SRCSD to identify the highest priority AM
elements for improvements. A highly structured and comprehensive
approach to documenting current practices is required to lay a solid
foundation for AM Program development.
Brown and Caldwell has developed and successfully deployed a methodology
called Asset Management Program Evaluation (AMPE). The AMPE is
intended to identify key asset management-related business processes and
systems within SRCSD. The AMPE framework is a division of asset
management functions into topical groupings and within groupings to
individual topic areas. Each topic is individually assessed and scored, and the
scores are “rolled up” to topical areas and finally to the level of the broadest
topical grouping.
The current assessment sub tasks included:






Conduct Business Process Reviews
Conduct Supporting Information Systems Reviews
Conduct Organization Review to Align AM
Current Status Workshop
Current Status of AM Report

2. Agency Tour
During the Vision Development phase of this project, SRCSD toured world
class utilities in Australian/New Zealand to identify and verify AM best
practices as implemented by world class utilities. These are water and
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wastewater utilities that have gone far with implementation of advanced AM
practices.

The study tour allowed
each of the participants
to get a better
understanding of future
trends and where AM
has not only been, but
importantly, where it is
going for the future.

The study tour allowed each of the participants to get a better understanding
of future trends and where AM has not only been, but more importantly,
where it is going for the future. Lastly, the study tour allowed the building of
relationships between SRCSD staff and a number of potential sister
organizations in Australia and New Zealand. This is allowing development of
a peer relationship with experienced asset managers, sharing of ideas and
tools, and fostering a global AM partnership for the future.
SRCSD staff met with the following agencies in New Zealand and Australia:
Watercare, South East Water, City West Water, Yarra Valley Water,
Melbourne Water, Goulburn Valley Water, Sydney Water, Hunter Water,
Tweed Shire Gold Coast Water Council, Brisbane Water, and Water Services
Association of Australia. The locations of the utilities are presented in
Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2.

Agency Tour Utilities

There is no single method in which AM is practiced in Australia or New
Zealand, but the more advanced agencies have some common principles and
practices. One benefit of the agency tour was first hand confirmation that
many of the best practices identified by the consultant were confirmed by
these leading Australian and New Zealand agencies with advanced AM
practices.
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3. AM Vision
This task has two objectives. The first is to more specifically define the
desired “vision” of SRCSD in terms of Levels of Service and Business Case
targets. The second objective is to identify, analyze, and evaluate the
differences between the existing state of AM practices in SRCSD and the
“best practices” developed by SRCSD during the AMPE process.
The Leadership Group (LG) worked extensively to develop the vision for the
key visioning topics. These eight key visioning topics* were initially
developed by the participants on the agency tour as challenges for SRCSD to
implement AM. They were refined and reorganized into key visioning topics
by the LG to successfully implement and sustain an AM Program at SRCSD.
Two of SRCSD’s Board of Supervisors attended one workshop where the
LG led discussions on the vision topics. Collectively, the key visioning topics
and themes will drive the AM strategies for implementation (Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3.

*

Vision Topics*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
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4.

AM Strategies

five-year strategies and sub strategies were developed by the LG to support
SRCSD’s long-term AM vision. These five-year strategies will advance
SRCSD towards its vision but not fully accomplish its long-term objectives.
These strategies will be further developed into a Business Plan by SRCSD.
The Business Plan is the roadmap SRCSD will follow to implement AM and
integrate it in its everyday business. Strategies and sub strategies were
developed in alignment of the eight vision topics. These strategies were
prioritized for implementation.
Strategic Asset Management Plan
The SAMP was developed with the Leadership Group (LG) and Asset
Management Team (AMT) with assistance from a consultant team of Brown
and Caldwell, Hunter Water (Australia), and TAP Resource. The SAMP
consists of six sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction
AMPE Current Status Assessment
Agency Tour
AM Vision
AM Strategies
Implementation of the SAMP
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SECTION 2
ASSET MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
EVALUATION CURRENT STATUS
ASSESSMENT
The Asset Management Program Evaluation (AMPE) outlines key findings
from the Asset Management Current Status Assessment.
With the exception of Section 4.1, Long Term Planning, this assessment of
SRCSD’s AM-related business practices is based on Brown and Caldwell’s
Asset Management Program Evaluation (AMPE) framework, which has been
used at several similar agencies throughout the United States. Section 4.1,
Long-Term Planning, was developed by SRCSD staff after the initial
assessment, and was not part of the original AMPE. This section has been
added because effective long-term planning is integral to the success of
SRCSD, and it is therefore important to determine how effective this
function is being done, and to identify those opportunities for improvement.
The AMPE is one step in the process of creating a Strategic Asset
Management Plan (SAMP), other steps being visioning, creating the overall
asset management strategy, and detailing the implementation plan. The
implementation plan will not be apart of this SAMP.
The framework used for the assessment of SRCSD’s AM practices and
systems has been structured into five key categories. Within these categories
there are eighteen sub-categories and 132 individual elements. This report
will focus on eight vision topics which were defined by the Leadership
Group and will drive SRCSD’s SAMP. These eight vision topics encompass
findings outlined in the AMPE Final Working Copy of the Current Status
Assessment. Refer to Appendix A for a matrix displaying the integration of
AMPE 18 sub-categories to SRCSD’s eight vision topics.
2.1

Service Levels

SRCSD is utilizing a working Performance Management System that clearly
reports performance against targets. Additional features (such as assigning
remedial actions) add usefulness to the system. The Performance
Management System does have some targets based on Service Levels,
although targets may be added and the weighting of some currently utilized
may be adjusted to reflect a more external customer view in the future.
Listed below are a few of the requirements for setting service levels discussed
by SRCSD:


An understanding of customers’ and regulator’s requirements and the
cost trade-offs
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Knowledge of asset life/degradation and repair/replace trade-offs
A thorough understanding of asset risks
Assessment of full community costs
Pricing to be based on full costs of asset ownership
Regulatory communications should be based on good asset management
principles

Specific service levels will be defined and implemented following this SAMP.
As is evident later in this document, Service levels are a key component in
the Vision and Strategy sections.
2.2

Life Cycle View

Larger capital projects that result in new facilities are evaluated by a variety of
means including value engineering. Smaller projects typically receive less
attention.
Most scheduled activities, such as general operation and maintenance
activities have been defined throughout SRCSD. Expressing these activities
in terms of asset plans has not been completed.
Longer interval capital activities, such as replacement and refurbishment,
have not generally been defined. Therefore, life cycle asset planning, a critical
element of asset management, has not been applied meaningfully or
consistently in projecting overall costs of asset ownership at SRCSD. This is
changing with the increasing use of Business Case Evaluations (BCEs).
BCE’s are outlined in the Project Development Plan (PDP) which is
currently being formulized. Once the formalization process is completed, the
PDP will outline procedures to build and maintain the asset plans and to
measure actual costs of asset ownership against asset plans on an ongoing
basis.
2.3

Financial Management

Budgeting of capital for Operations and Maintenance (O&M) is by
continuation. This means that each year’s budget is built on the last and
adjusted for changes in activity levels or funding availability, without
benefit/cost evaluations undertaken from the customer’s point of view.
Replacement and Refurbishment (R&R) projects are prioritized annually and
a cut-off is made using a reasonable and documented methodology.
Expenditure tracking against budget at functional and sub-functional levels is
possible using the County’s COMPASS system. SRCSD has aided this
process by developing a “front end” for COMPASS that makes the system
more usable and reports more accessible.
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Near-term capital needs for new projects are defined. Capital needs for
smaller and R&R projects are defined for the current budget year and into
the future only in that there is an “expected” spending level for these
projects. Long-term R&R needs have not been quantified but are a
continuing matter of concern among staff. Some staff believe that SRCSD is
under spending now and that R&R needs may grow dramatically in the
future.
SRCSD has an intermediate-term funding plan, but future R&R expenditures
may well be underestimated. R&R reserve policies, including required
balances and contribution levels, have not been defined. As a result, there is
no Board endorsement or approval of funding policies in this regard.
2.4

Risk Management

Risk management is a relatively new concept for SRCSD. Historically,
SRCSD has operated under a “Risk Adverse” environment. There are no
formal policies or procedures in effect to address or evaluate the “cost” of
risk for capital projects, R&R projects, or O&M activities.
The concept of risk is being included in various ways in ongoing BCE’s
within SRCSD. Staff has expressed some confusion and apprehension when
trying to apply values to risk during a BCE. A consistent and formal
approach of incorporating risk is being defined within the PDP, which is
currently being formalized by the LG. Two methods of implementing and
evaluating risk which may be used are by utilizing a “risk” matrix, or by
defining “risk” dollars to be incorporated in a BCE.
The concept of Risk Management is a new and somewhat uncomfortable
concept which must be more formally incorporated into asset plans and
strategies. SRCSD also must work with the Board and Regulators to educate
them on these risk management concepts and their relationship to costs for
the public and the environment.
2.5

Communications

In the case of the Board, specific interests have not been formally identified.
However, it has been determined that Board understanding of asset
management is important and that participation in program development by
one or more Board members is desirable. SRCSD would like to have Board
member involvement through out this process.
In the case of employees, SRCSD plans to publish asset management-related
articles in upcoming issues of Pipeline. The message will be that the asset
management program is a logical extension of what employees are doing
already.
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2.6

Information Technology (IT) and Knowledge Transfer

SRCSD has an in-house IT department that supports the organization’s
information management needs. There is an IT planning process supported
by a management organization and a defined budget. The IT team manages
network, servers, maintains the network configuration, and administers many
of the standard business systems and manage user accounts. Users receive
support through a help desk/trouble ticket management process. The IT
team provides application development support to develop or maintain the
organization’s standard and custom developed business systems.
SRCSD recognizes and supports IT business functions. Several business
systems are in place, and business process that these systems support are well
understood. There is significant organizational commitment to the
development of information system capabilities to support business needs.
The business processes and supporting information systems appear to be
well-aligned.
2.7

Employees

The employees’ attitudes toward asset management have been apprehensive.
On many occasions, interviewees commented that several past initiatives had
come and gone with little, lasting effect, resulting in some cynicism
concerning the current asset management initiative. Staff was generally not
critical of these past initiatives, and felt that their failures were due to a lack
of follow-through arising from management changes or other reasons.
There is often a lack of clarity of roles and responsibilities. When we asked
who was responsible for determining how certain asset decisions were made,
the answers often pointed to the Division Manager or, in some cases, the
Director.
Currently most employees are providers (doers) of services and make the
decisions over asset operations and maintenance from this perspective. There
is no separation of independent specifier groups who are not compromised
in making asset decisions by the impact on their budgets and potentially their
jobs.
2.8

Long-Term Planning*

The long-term strategic planning functions are the responsibility of SRCSD
and Policy & Planning Division. SRCSD is currently managing, monitoring
and/or planning a number of long-term activities. The planning activities
have been organized by topic and are generally planned by the Policy and
*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
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Planning Division, with coordination with other SRCSD staff, consultants,
and interested stakeholders.
SRWTP Master Plan 2020
In late 1997, work began to update the original Master Plan which was
published in 1992 and updated in 1994. The current update has an extended
planning horizon through the year 2020. This effort is essential for
accommodating planned growth, complying with changing environmental
regulations, and providing cost-effective services. SRCSD Board of Directors
adopted the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 2020 Master Plan in
June 2004. The 2020 Master Plan is now being completed to provide
consistency with the EIR, and is currently scheduled for publication in 2005.
The major goals of the Master Plan is to provide a phased program of
recommended facilities to accommodate planned growth while at the same
time maintaining treatment reliability, meeting future regulatory
requirements, and optimizing costs. To meet these goals, the Master Plan
integrates overall strategies for wastewater treatment, effluent management,
and biosolids disposal into an effective wastewater management program.
NPDES Permitting
The renewal of the NPDES permit recurs every five years. The current
NPDES permit for SRWTP expires on August 1, 2005. The permit renewal
process formally began with submission of a complete application on
February 1, 2005, and a supplemental information package on March 30,
2005. This renewal is critical because SRCSD is asking for an interim capacity
increase in ADWF from 181 mgd to 207 mgd (based on the Capacity Rating
Study), and a final 218 mgd in alignment with growth projections in the 2020
Master Plan and its EIR.
Non-Structural Alternatives
Implementing a watershed offsets program in the Sacramento River
watershed may help the SRWTP meet existing and anticipated NPDES
requirements by reducing pollutant loads from non-point sources or other
point sources. The need to evaluate nonpoint pollution reduction within the
watershed arises from the existing and anticipated SRWTP permit
requirements and the high costs associated with advanced wastewater
treatment technologies. Nonpoint source reductions of pollutants may be
more cost effectively achieved. SRCSD evaluated non-point source reduction
for mercury, nutrients, total organic carbon, diazinon, and total dissolved
solids. SRCSD is in the process of developing and implementing watershed
and mercury offset programs.
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SRCSD Interceptor Master Plan
The SRCSD Interceptor System Master Plan (MP 2000) was developed to
identify near-term and long-term improvements needed for the regional
wastewater conveyance system. MP 2000 identifies recommended interceptor
projects to address existing and future capacity deficiencies in the existing
system, and to extend facilities to planned development within the SRCSD
service area. The Master Plan identifies capital improvement financial needs
and is the basis for the interceptor component of the Sewage Facility Impact
Fees.
An SRCSD Interceptor System Master Plan Reconciliation Report was
completed in 2003. Updates will refine the regional conveyance facilities
identified in MP 2000, including updated growth projections and potential
development outside the SRCSD service area.
Biosolids Management
The biosolids management program has two major components, on-site
disposal to the Lined Dedicated Land Disposal Units (LDLDs), and recycling
to the privately constructed and operated Biosolids Recycling Facility. In
1998, RWQCB WDR Order no. 98-087 required that the discharge to the
unlined DLDs cease by November 1, 2001, and the complete closure of the
two remaining DLDs. As cited in the order, SRCSD moved forward with
construction of three lined DLDs. The lining of DLDs 2 & 4 was complete
in 2002, and lining of DLD 3 was complete in 2003.
In July 2002, the SRCSD board approved an agreement for the private sector
design, construction, ownership, and 20 year operation of the Biosolids
Recycling Facility (BRF) located at the SRWTP. The BRF is producing 20
dry tons per day of a biosolids pellet that is transported offsite and used as a
fertilizer on a variety of agricultural crops.
In 2003, RWQCB WDR Order no. R5-2003-0076, approved the
evapotranspirative closure of DLDs 1 & 3. Closure was complete in late
2004.
It is projected that the on site disposal to the three LDLDs, and biosolids
recycling through the BRF, will provide sufficient biosolids management
capacity to meet SRCSD’s needs through the year 2025. In addition, there are
a number of emergency and back-up biosolids management options should
unexpected conditions arise. These options include:


Onsite biosolids dewatering by SRCSD staff with offsite transportation
and disposal at Kiefer Landfill
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Onsite biosolids dewatering by SRCSD staff with high rate application to
the LDLDs
Private sector dewatering with offsite transportation for class B land
application
Increased biosolids processing by the private sector BRF.

As noted, it is expected that the biosolids management program as described
will meet SRCSD’s needs for 20 years. Ongoing tasks include monitoring and
influencing potential state and local regulations to prevent the development
of onerous biosolids regulations. Restrictive regulations could impact the
BRF operation by restricting offsite recycling.
Air Permitting
SRCSD currently manages and plans for four categories of air permits. These
permits are monitored continuously.
1. Odor Control Facilities permits are unique in that they are directly
“public relations” related. The “Odor Control Master Plan” is the
principal document that drives all monitoring activities. The “Odor
Monitoring Program” is the working document in this area.
2. IC-Engine permits all are very similar in nature although the limits may
be different depending on when the application was submitted. The
limits are driven by changes in State (ARB) regulations and SMAQMD
Rules. The SMAQMD Rules are sometimes stricter than ARB rules.
3. Non-engine combustion sources permits are for incinerator, boilers, and
flares at SRWTP. The 4 permits for the incinerator are dormant and have
been for decades.
4. Permits for miscellaneous facilities. These permits are typically without
numerical limits and only monitor requirements.
Water Recycling Master Plan
SRCSD is conducting a Water Recycling Master Plan (WRMP) project to
plan for water recycling program growth through 2025. The overall project
objective is to increase water recycling usage in the Sacramento region during
peak irrigation months to a 30-to 40-mgd level over the next 20 years. Water
recycling on this scale will allow SRCSD to better manage its effluent
discharged to the Sacramento River and will help Sacramento Area Water
Purveyors improve their water supply quantity and reliability in terms of
irrigation and industrial water supply. The WRMP objectives are:


Reducing the Sacramento Region’s dependence on surface and
groundwater supplies.
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Increasing irrigation water supply reliability.
Helping to meet increasingly stringent regulatory requirements for
wastewater discharge to the Sacramento River.
Providing environmental habitat improvement.
Helping California to meet statewide goals of 1 million acre-feet per year
of recycled water usage by 2010.

The scoring of current business processes is based on the following five
ranking categories shown below in Table 2-1. These categories are based on
industry best practices, and were reviewed and approved by Hunter Water
prior to the evaluation.
Table 2-1.
Category
Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial
Incidental

Ranking Definition of Current Assessment
Description
Continual improvement, refinement of processes, standards, and
procedures.
Quantitative measurements are defined for processes and quality
standards.
Defined repeatable approach that is documented and communicated
within the organization.
Reactionary and without a systematic approach.
Currently limited or no activity within the organization.

Figure 2-1 represents the results of the AMPE current assessment for
SRCSD.
We caution the reader that the scores are necessarily only shorthand
representations of SRCSD’s status in the topic area. What is important is an
understanding of the business processes as they actually exist, because it is
that understanding that will drive improvements; whether the score falls
within Initial or Structured, is far less important.
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SRCSD Current Assessment
Current Status

Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial

Figure 2-1.

Long-Term
Planning*

Employees

Information
Technology &
Knowledge
Transfer

Communication

Risk
Management

Financial
Management

Life Cycle View

Service Levels

Incidental

SRCSD Current Assessment*

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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SECTION 3
AGENCY TOUR
During the Opportunity Analysis and Development phase of this project,
SRCSD developed their vision related to AM. Part of this development
included a tour of world class utilities in Australia/New Zealand to further
identify and verify AM best practices as implemented by world class utilities.
These are water and wastewater utilities that have gone far with
implementation of advanced AM practices.
The Australian and New Zealand governments began reforming water and
wastewater industries in the early 1980’s. This would eventually alter the way
utilities run their business and set the benchmark for utility management. The
drivers for reforming utilities down under included reducing costs, improving
customer services, improving environmental performance, and becoming
more competitive like private businesses. The current priorities are focused
on the “triple bottom line” which emphasizes social, environment, and
financial balance.
The three key changes that successfully transformed the utilities were
amalgamation, commercial management, and minimum role for local
government.
1) Amalgamation
a) Capture economies of scale in both capital and operations;
b) Improve efficiency, service, and water quality;
c) Capacity to attract competent commercial and technical management;
d) Internally fund capital requirements; and
e) Reduce debt.
2) Commercial Management
a) Skills based Boards of Directors;
b) Focus on core business;
c) “Public Good” functions assigned to others;
d) Operate under similar conditions to a commercial company;
e) Adhere to Corporations Law style regime;
f) Director and company legal liability; and
g) Operating Licences (contestable management contracts).
3) No Role for Local Government in Water Management
a) Commercial management approach inappropriate to Council
management;
b) Elimination of cross subsidies;
c) Elimination of income based on property valuation; and
d) Water Authority boundaries incompatible with Municipal boundaries.
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The reform focused on the following topics to sustain the improvements.
 Commercialization
 Corporatization
 Performance Measurement
 Benchmarking
 Government Obligations
 Corporate Plans
 Performance Monitoring
 Public Authority Reform
The reality with AM application in Australia/New Zealand is that there is no
one unique set of guidelines that are applied across all agencies. But it was
identified that there are consistent themes in agencies with more highly
developed AM Programs. In truth, AM has been applied slightly differently
in each organization and there are strengths and weaknesses with this. There
was benefit to SRCSD staff in understanding the differences in the
application of AM in the Australian and New Zealand industry. In this way
the program has been tailored by staff to meet the needs of SRCSD.
A key advantage of
visiting utilities in their
own environment was
the opportunity to meet
directly with the
practitioners of AM,
and learn in a practical
sense what has worked
and what didn’t. In this
way mistakes that have
been made can
hopefully be avoided in
SRCSD’s application.

A key advantage of visiting utilities in their own environment was the
opportunity to meet directly with the practitioners of AM, and learn in a
practical sense what worked and what didn’t. In this way mistakes that have
been made can hopefully be avoided in SRCSD’s application.
A natural part of the trip was the discussion that focused on skill levels
within the organization and organizational structure to meet AM needs. This
is an important topic area in terms of the evolution of SRCSD’s AM path.
Different organizations presented different perspectives on how they evolved
and how they met the challenges of AM, and what this meant in terms of
executive team approach and partnering.
The study tour allowed each of the participants to get a better understanding
of future trends and where AM has not only been, but more importantly,
where it is going for the future. Lastly, the study tour allowed the building of
relationships between SRCSD staff and a number of potential sister
organizations in Australia and New Zealand. This is allowing development of
a peer relationship with experienced asset managers, sharing of ideas and
tools, and fostering a global AM partnership for the future.
An important aspect of the tour for SRCSD leadership was the team
member’s composition. In discussing the AM Program with another US
agency that is undertaking a similar approach, the feedback was that they had
made a mistake in not involving their governing board to a greater degree.
Because their board had not been properly informed on how the AM
Program was being developed, when it came time to implement AM, their
board hesitated and stopped the AM Program.
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It was critically
important that Board
representatives
participate in the tour
to ensure they have a
good understanding of
AM principles, and
most importantly, that
staff have advocates for
AM at the governing
level

SRCSD leadership felt that it was critically important that Board
representatives participate in the tour to ensure they have a good
understanding of AM principles, and most importantly, that staff have
advocates for AM at the governing level. As a result, two board members
participated in the tour. This was noteworthy because the two week tour was
a significant commitment for the directors. In addition, it was important to
have a good cross section of staff from the organization, and therefore
representatives from the treatment and collection system operating units, as
well as the planning unit, participated in the tour. The tour group was also
accompanied by a Brown & Caldwell consultant, as well as staff from Hunter
Water.
SRCSD staff met with the following agencies in New Zealand and Australia:
Watercare, South East Water, City West Water, Yarra Valley Water,
Melbourne Water, Goulburn Valley Water, Sydney Water, Hunter Water,
Tweed Shire Gold Coast Water Council, Brisbane Water, and Water Services
Association of Australia. The locations of the utilities are presented in
Figure 3-1.

.

Figure 3-1. Agency Tour Utilities
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3.1

Common Australian/New Zealand Asset Management
Principles

As discussed earlier, there is no single method in which AM is practiced in
Australia or New Zealand. Nor is there a single set of AM “best practices”,
but the more advanced agencies have some common principles and practices.
One benefit of the agency tour was first hand confirmation that many of the
best practices identified by the consultant were confirmed by these leading
Australian and New Zealand agencies with advanced AM practices. A
summary of SRCSD’s best practices based on the AMPE 18 sub-categories is
listed in appendix B.
Following is a summary of some of the key findings from the Australian &
New Zealand agency tour:


Much of AM is
common sense, in fact
SRCSD has, or is,
implemented portions
of good AM practices.


Most utilities are
operated as a business.

General
▫

It is apparent that the New Zealand/Australian utilities visited are at
different levels with respect to implementing good AM principles and
practices. Many are advanced, such as Hunter Water, which are
working at refining or tweaking their programs. Some others are not
as far along, and are at an earlier stage of implementation.

▫

Much of AM is common sense, in fact SRCSD has, or is,
implementing portions of good AM practices. But, it is not
systematic, nor SRCSD wide, and there are many areas for
improvement. Much can be learned from others and their
approaches.

Governance & Corporate Structure
▫

Most utilities are operated as a business. In many cases, they must
have a financial return to their shareholder. Shareholders can include
the state or a council.

▫

Depending on the state, the utilities have a very different relationship
with their regulators than in the US. They also commonly have a
pricing regulator that determines what price they can charge their
customers. It is common to work with and negotiate with the
regulator as to performance requirements. The utility may request a
rate increase, but the pricing regulator will require justification in
order to approve the price increase.
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Governing Body
▫

In many cases the
governing boards are
made up of subject
matter experts.



Many utilities have
developed customer
contracts. These are
agreements with the
customer that indicates
the utility’s
responsibilities, as well
as those of the
customer.


The utilities use risk as
a primary mechanism
for making decisions
and prioritizing
projects.

In many cases the governing boards are made up of subject matter
experts. This can include engineering, finance, and other expertise.
This is good for the organization because the governing body has the
expertise to ask the right questions of the executive officer and staff.
In many cases, US governing bodies are made up of elected officials
that may or may not have technical expertise applicable to the
business.

Customers and Customer Contracts
▫

Many utilities have developed customer contracts. These are
agreements with the customer that indicates the utility’s
responsibilities, as well as those of the customer.

▫

The contracts lay out in clear terms the performance requirements,
and in some cases, what will result if performance is not achieved.
Some agencies provide their customers a rebate if they do not meet
the performance requirements.

▫

The utilities spend significant resources to find out what levels of
service and risk their customers are willing to accept. And very
importantly, what the customers are willing to pay. They do this
through customer surveys, focus groups, community meetings, etc.

▫

The utilities have a very strong customer focus. For a project to be
undertaken, it should have a direct benefit to the customer or to the
environment. The bottom line is; does a particular action bring value
to the customer, will the customer notice if the project is built or
implemented, if not, then it probably should not proceed.

Risk/Criticality
▫

The utilities use risk as a primary mechanism for making decisions
and prioritizing projects.

▫

Most of the utilities have a very good sense of their critical
infrastructure. They have determined the risks associated with the
infrastructure, consequence of failure, and probability of failure.

▫

Many use risk/consequence tables to evaluate and compare project
and infrastructure risks.

▫

They appear to be much less risk averse than the US. This is due in
part because they understand their risks well, can mitigate for them,
or can respond quickly should the infrastructure fail.
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▫

Critical assets are those that cannot be quickly repaired or brought
back to service. If a pump fails, but no customer or environmental
impact is expected prior to return to service, then it is not a critical
asset.

▫

As a first step of good AM practices, some of the utilities developed
what they called a “State of the Asset” report. This is a report that
states what assets they own, asset condition, and criticality. This
allows the utility to make better business decisions on where to invest
its resources.

Performance Measurement
▫



Specifier vs. Provider
▫



Most utilities have a
very good
understanding of their
assets, asset condition,
and criticality.

The utilities use key performance indicators (KPIs) at multiple levels.
At a high level with their customers to help ensure good customer
service and transparency in the performance of the organization.
They also have operational KPI’s through which they control &
monitor their operations.

Most utilities have some version of a specifier/provider
organizational structure. This typically includes a group that Specifies,
or determines what projects will be built, what facilities will be
repaired/rehabilitated, in short, what gets done. There is a second
group called the Providers. This is the group that operates and
maintains the assets, constructs new facilities, basically, the “doers.”
This organization structure helps ensure that there is staff dedicated
to strategic issues, and also that there is a separation between those
that prescribe what is done, and those that do the work.

Budget
▫

Many utilities have an annual budget set at the previous year’s budget,
plus CPI – 2%. This effectively is a 2% reduction in budget from
year to year.

▫

Some utilities have been under this budget scheme for 10 years, this
has forced significant reductions in budget.

▫

Some utilities have one budget from which capital, maintenance,
repair/replacement projects must compete for resources. Others
have the more common separate budgets for capital and O&M.
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Assets & Infrastructure
▫

Most utilities have a very good understanding of their assets, asset
condition, and criticality

▫

They maintain very good asset registers

▫

IT is a very important tool for good AM practices. But, they do not
let IT drive good AM. Rather, they determine their IT requirements
based on their AM needs.

▫

They all develop AM Plans

Labor
▫

To varying degrees, the organizations outsource portions of their
work. For some, if the work is not a core function, then it is
outsourced. Others have a policy that most work is done by in-house
staff. The ability to outsource is valuable to most utilities.

▫

Some utilities are non-union, others have strong unions. In some
cases they have developed a working partnership with the unions that
allows for more effective running of the business.

▫

Some utilities have pay for performance, and a significant amount of
cross training that allows for a more efficient and effective
workforce.

▫

Staff is important to these agencies, but the overriding factor is
whether a particular decision is justified from a business perspective,
and whether it is of value to the customer and to the shareholder.

▫

Most utilities have employee performance and development plans.
They commonly have programs to develop employees in order to
provide for a higher level of performance.

Operations & Maintenance
▫

Many agencies appear to have operation & maintenance units that
operate at relatively low staffing levels. They are able to run much of
their system remotely via SCADA.

▫

Some agencies have implemented reliability centered maintenance,
others have not and are on a scheduled maintenance program.
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Change
▫

Many utilities prefer to implement incremental change, rather than
dramatic wholesale change.

Some utilities admit that some of their AM strategies and plans have had to
be revised because they did not work, which was acceptable as long as they
are moving forward and are having continuous improvement.
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SECTION 4
ASSET MANAGEMENT VISION
“Asset Management is
a means of managing
infrastructure to
minimize the cost of
owning and operating
it, while delivering the
service levels the
customers’ desire.”

The purpose of this section is to document the vision that SRCSD has
established for implementing its strategic AM Program. SRCSD developed a
vision for its AM Program that will deliver service levels that customers
desire. The Australian/New Zealand tour provided a perspective of AM best
practices that sparked SRCSD’s AM vision. The approach in developing the
visioning plan involved the LG, AMT and two Board Directors. SRCSD
summarized their perspective of AM in the following statement.
“Asset Management is a means of managing infrastructure to minimize the cost of
owning and operating it, while delivering the service levels the customers desire.”
In early discussions with the leadership group it was clear that
communication would be critical in moving ahead with AM. Different
groups would identify with different ways of expressing the AM vision of the
utility. For this reason, the visions were grouped a number of ways. Initially
they were grouped by big picture vision statements. This provides a big
picture view of the vision and is most useful when explaining the AM vision
to key stakeholders and to the majority of staff who may not understand the
details of AM. This approach also makes AM real to the majority of the
organization and stakeholders.
4.1

Eight Vision Topics and Statements

The big picture visions were built upon themes initially developed by the
participants during the agency tour as challenges SRCSD faces in
implementing AM. They were refined and reorganized by the LG to reflect
both SRCSD’s needs to enable successful implementation, and to sustain an
AM Program. Collectively, these long-term visions and vision statements
will drive the AM implementation.


Service Levels

We will establish a clear and complete set of service levels reflecting
the fundamental purposes of SRCSD. Service levels (numeric
representations of performance with specific numeric targets) will be set to
match the expectations of ratepayers and other stakeholders with an
understanding of the interrelationship between performance target and cost.
Setting the targets higher may result in increased costs, and setting them
lower may result in lesser service. Targets will be set with an appropriate
cost-service balance, and business decisions will be made that are consistent
with the chosen targets.
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Life Cycle View

We will use life cycle cost analysis to consistently determine how best
to spend our funds. SRCSD’s assets are intended to provide service for
long periods of time and serve multiple generations. Thus, decisions will be
guided by a strong asset stewardship mentality with a focus on sustainability.
We will be willing to accept higher upfront costs when they result in lower
overall costs long-term. Conversely, we will be willing to accept continued
maintenance costs when they result in lower life cycle costs. While there are
different sources of funding for capital and operating expenses, we will
consider both sources in aggregate to provide the best long-term solutions.


Financial Outlook

We will maintain sound financial programs by ensuring that revenue
requirements are accurately forecasted. The financial community will
have a high degree of confidence in our future with respect to rate and fee
stability. This confidence will be sustained due to our understanding of the
economic life of our assets and long-term needs for replacement and
rehabilitation of our assets. This knowledge will provide accurate estimates
of future revenue and reserve requirements. This knowledge will also allow
costs to be incurred on a “just-in-time” basis rather than “just-in-case” basis
to keep expenditures at a minimum.


Risk Management

We will actively utilize the principles of risk management in making
decisions. SRCSD staff, the Board of Directors, ratepayers, and other
stakeholders will understand these principles. Since risk is based on both the
consequence of failure and the likelihood of failure, the most critical assets
will be clearly identified, and risks with these assets will be most closely
managed. Risk will be recognized in setting service levels, deciding which
projects to build, and operation and maintenance practices. Decisions will be
made to manage risks to meet desired service levels rather than avoiding all
risks.


Communications

We will have open and frequent communications with the Boards of
Directors, ratepayers, employees and other stakeholders. We must
provide them with a transparent view of the organizations, which allows
them to understand the business, and allow them meaningful input into
establishing SRCSD’s service levels. The Board of Directors, ratepayers,
employees and other stakeholders will understand the concepts of service
levels and risk, and frequently see data comparing service level targets with
actual performance.
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Information Technology (IT) and Knowledge Transfer

We will base business decisions on data to minimize uncertainty and
increase confidence in the directions of the organization. The
organization understands the value of accurate data as a key to success in the
organization. SRCSD will collect accurate data to measure performance of
the organization and provide a solid understanding of asset and financial
conditions, but we will only collect data with a clear purpose. We will
effectively integrate and leverage information technology systems to
streamline data exchange and provide useful analytical tools.


Employees

We will make necessary investments in our employees to keep pace
with change and allow employees to reach their potential. We will
continue to view employees as valuable resources that support delivery of
service at the established service levels and costs. Our employees will
recognize that change is inevitable and will be prepared to learn, grow, and
adapt.


Long Term Planning*

We will develop long-range plans to ensure our wastewater
infrastructure is sustainable and keeps pace with growth. Our longrange planning will include rigorous life cycle analysis, risk-based decision
making, and will be based on good data. Alternatives can include both
structural and non-structural solutions, such as watershed and offset options.
Planning will also take into account such factors as: societal, environmental,
financial, legislative, institutional, regulatory, and customer service. Effective
planning will allow us to implement the most cost effective solutions in an
open and transparent manner.
4.2

Summary

It is believed that implementing these visions will transform SRCSD into an
AM-centric organization to improve service levels to its customers at the
lowest possible cost. These visioning themes include initiatives that will be
further developed in the strategic phase of this project.
SRCSD’s visions were translated into targeted long-term goals that
determined the ranking relative to its current status as presented in
Figure 4-1.
Strategies to implement these AM visions will be outlined in the next section
of this report. SRCSD believes that AM is a rigorous method of improving
*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
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service and value to the customer. Ultimately, AM will be incorporated into
SRCSD’s everyday business practices. Implementation of good AM practices
is the mechanism SRCSD will use for continuous improvement, a goal that
will be ongoing.

SRCSD Current Assesment - Vision
Current Status

Vision

Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial

Long-Term
Planning*

Employees

Information
Technology &
Knowledge
Transfer

Communication

Risk
Management

Financial
Management

Life Cycle View

Service Levels

Incidental

Figure 4-1. SRCSD Current Assessment – Vision*

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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SECTION 5
ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
SRCSD developed strategy statements that support the vision. These
strategic statements were then broken down by the LG into a number of
sub-strategies that support the strategy and ultimately the vision. These
strategies were set based on a five-year time frame for implementation, which
will be incorporated into the SRCSD Business Plan.
SRCSD’s strategies and sub-strategies are shown below. These strategies are
categorized by the vision.
I.

VISION: SERVICE LEVELS

We will have and use a clear and complete set of service levels
reflecting the mission of SRCSD.

STRATEGY
Define service levels and develop the management systems to support
use of service levels in setting directions for SRCSD. This will be done
in a phased manner with customer and Board involvement at key
points in time while continually increasing the integration of service
levels with business practices and systems.
1. Establish Basic Service Levels


Select the basic set of service levels and fully define them including a
range of possible targets, methods of data collection, and staff
responsibilities.



Identify candidate service level indicators that reflect the performance of
SRCSD in meeting its mission and solicit Board input on the initial
service level indicators, plans to collect input from contributing agencies
and other customers, and plans to report the data.



Establish the tools for storing and reporting the data.



Populate the database with historical data and begin collecting new data.



Obtain Board, contributing agency, and other customer input on early
data and appropriate targets.



Formally establish policies and procedures for data collection, reporting,
and ongoing refinement and upkeep of the suite of service level
indicators.
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Set targets with Board approval and begin regular reporting and use of
the data. Targets should reflect appropriate levels of risk and current rate
and fee projections.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-07
Staff time, Board time

2. Establish Service Level Agreements


Establish informal operating agreements to start the process of better
defining relationships between SRCSD and its contributing agencies.



Work with CSD-1 to establish a formal wholesaler and retailer service
level agreement. Obtain SRCSD Board and CSD-1 Board approval.



Modeling the agreement with CSD-1, work with other contributing
agencies to establish service level agreements. Obtain SRCSD Board and
contributing agencies approval. Update the existing operating agreement
with the City of Sacramento as an integral part of this process.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2006-08
Staff time, Board time, Master Interagency Agreement

3. Establish Supporting Performance Indicators


Develop and/or reorganize internal and subordinate performance
indicators so that they clearly support the service level indicators. This
may involve reorganizing the presentation of existing performance
indicators in the PBViews software.



Integrate data collection and reporting systems for all performance
indicators, recognizing the need to report different information to
different audiences.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2006-07
Staff time
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4. Link Business Initiatives to Service Levels, Performance Indicators,
and Asset Management Strategy


Modify business planning practices to ensure that business initiatives are
tied to service levels and performance indicators.



Modify business planning practices to include anticipated fiscal cost and
benefits of the initiatives.



Modify business planning practices to make sure that initiatives are
consistent with asset management strategies.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2007
Staff time

5. Conduct Benchmarking


Establish methods and forums for benchmarking service levels against
other agencies and compare our performance with others.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

II.

2
2006
Staff time, participation of other agencies

VISION: LIFE CYCLE VIEW

We will use life cycle cost analysis and life cycle planning practices to
consistently determine how best to spend our funds.

STRATEGY
Develop management practices and tools that enable decision making
on the basis of the lowest life cycle costs that meet established service
levels. Asset plans will be central to the management of existing assets.
Project Development Plans will be central to the management of asset
creation (acquiring new assets). Business Case Analysis and life cycle
costing will be part of Project Development Plans and will be used to
establish asset plans. Ultimately, funding and budgeting will be closely
linked and driven by asset plans for existing assets and Project
Development Plans for new assets.
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1. Develop Asset Plans


Develop a clear vision of how asset plans will be used from the Life
Cycle perspective.



Define the SRCSD asset hierarchy. Begin with a Needs Assessment to
define the potential uses of the asset hierarchy. Identify options and
select a preferred hierarchy. Implement the hierarchy in the maintenance
management system.



Develop templates and guidelines for asset plans covering the full range
of asset types that are owned by SRCSD. The plans will address
maintenance, refurbishment, replacement, and retirement in terms of
schedules and costs. Future activities and costs will be set in a manner
that minimizes life cycle costs.



Establish criticality of assets (“risk” or “probability and consequence of
failure”).



Integrate asset hierarchy, asset plans, and criticality in the maintenance
management system.



Populate the maintenance management system with the necessary data
starting with the most critical assets first.



Integrate financial data in asset plans with financial systems used to
predict needed rates, fees, and funding reserves.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-08 (2008+ to fully compile asset data)
Staff time

2. Optimize Asset Plans


Continue to evaluate and develop risk based maintenance programs.



Continue to evaluate and develop preventative maintenance programs.
This includes moving towards more condition based maintenance.



Develop failure analysis programs.



Establish feedback and continuous improvement mechanisms to use
actual field conditions and analysis of maintenance history to optimize
and adjust asset plans.
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Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-08
Staff time

3. Integrate Asset Plans with Funding and Budgeting Practices


Extract major refurbishment, replacement, and retirement costs from
asset plans for use in establishing capital budgets and funding needs.



Extract maintenance costs from asset plans for use in establishing
operating budgets and funding needs.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

2
2008
Staff time, completion of asset plans

4. Project Development Plans (PDP) and Business Case Evaluation
(BCE) for Capital Expenditures


Develop policies, procedures, guidelines, and templates for Project
Development Plans (PDPs) and Business Case Evaluations (BCE) for
capital construction and non-construction projects including projects
identified at the master planning stage. Include risk management
principles.



Establish capital project approval and prioritization practices based on
PDPs and BCEs.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-07
Staff time, risk management guidelines

5. Business Case Evaluation (BCE) for Maintenance and Small
Construction Projects


Develop policies, procedures, guidelines, and templates for business case
evaluations (BCE) for maintenance and small construction projects.



Develop policies, procedures, guidelines, and templates for BCEs for
small non-construction projects.
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Establish small project approval and prioritization practices based on
BCEs.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-06
Staff time, risk management guidelines

6. Inventory and Parts Management


Develop a clear philosophy and approach to managing inventory and
acquiring parts to support maintenance activities. Consideration should
be given to criticality of parts and spares, stocking in stores versus
ordering as needed, the role of parts reservations in Maximo, ordering
practices, and functionality of supporting IT systems.



Implement recommended improvements in inventory and parts
management practices.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

III.

2
2006-08
Staff time

VISION: FINANCIAL OUTLOOK

We will maintain sound financial programs by effectively obtaining
and reporting financial information, ensuring that revenue
requirements are accurately forecasted, and using efficient financial
practices.

STRATEGY
Effectively collect and compile accurate financial information on
existing and future expenditures, and use this information to establish
rates and fees. Incorporate future costs from asset plans and master
plans that are based on minimizing life cycle costs. Optimize financial
practices by balancing pay go financing, bond financing, and use of
reserve accounts.
1. Enhance Financial Modeling Capability


Conduct a Needs Assessment for the financial model. Consider the needs
to use asset plan data on maintenance, refurbishment, replacement, and
retirement costs. Consider the need for asset valuation and depreciation.
Consider IT issues such as programming methods and documentation,
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user interfaces, and links with other business applications. Upgrade the
financial model based on the results of the Needs Assessment.
Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2006-07
Staff time, coordination with IT strategic plan

2. Enhance Cost Accounting Practices


Evaluate existing practices for assigning costs. Consider how different
uses of labor rates might affect the labor rate structure (such as business
case evaluations, charging external customers, and internal cost
accounting). Consider allocations of overhead and administrative
expenses. Consider needs to assign costs to assets through the SRCSD
asset hierarchy as in the CMMS. Make necessary improvements based on
the evaluations.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2006-07
Staff time, COMPASS, asset hierarchy definition

3. Enhance Financial IT Systems


As part of the overall IT Strategic Plan, improve data management and
reporting capabilities of financial systems, conduct a Needs Assessment,
and alternative evaluation, and select a preferred approach. Consider the
roles and relationships of COMPASS, maintenance management
programs, project management applications, and budget applications.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

2
2007-09
Staff time, COMPASS, IT Strategic Plan
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IV.

VISION: RISK MANAGEMENT

We will actively utilize risk management principles in making
decisions.

STRATEGY
Develop and incorporate the principles of managed risk into all
business practices. Educate staff on the concepts of managed risk and
create a culture where appropriate risks are taken in the context of
meeting our service levels. Educate decision makers and customers on
risk concepts to gain conceptual support for SRCSD directions.
1. Integrate Risk Management into Business Practices


Balance risk cost of asset failures against targets or service levels in
establishing service level vision. Under the “Service Level Vision” make
sure that targets for service levels are balanced against risk costs.
Performance indicators shall be set at levels that reflect an appropriate
amount of risk.



Develop a mechanism for continuously updating risk cost based on
actual data or experience.



Under the “Life Cycle View Vision” ensure that asset criticality and
probability of failure are reflected in asset plans



Under “Life Cycle View Vision” make sure that business case analyses
guidelines clearly apply risk management concepts.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

Per other strategies

2. Prepare Guidelines and Conduct Training on Risk Management


Prepare a guideline that outlines SRCSD’s framework for risk
management and serves as a training tool. The guideline should include
SRCSD policy and how to quantify risk. It should also present the overall
philosophy towards risk management and address terminology, categories
of risk, and methods for quantifying risk in terms of consequence and
probability. The guideline should provide an overview of how risk is
integrated in setting service level and performance indicator targets,
business case analyses, and asset plans.
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Conduct training for staff on the principles of risk management.



Present risk management concepts to the Board and possibly key
stakeholders and customers.
Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2006
Staff time

3. Support EPA Led Discussions with Regulators


Encourage and support EPA discussions with regulators at the local and
state level on the concepts of risk management. The intent is to work
toward a balanced regulatory approach that recognizes and tolerates
some risk while achieving environmental objectives at a reasonable cost.
Priority
Schedule
Constraints

V.

3
2006-09
Staff time, EPA availability, State cooperation

VISION: COMMUNICATIONS

We will have open and frequent communications with the Board,
regulators, customers, employees, and other stakeholders in a manner
that fosters an understanding of key issues and decisions affecting our
business.

STRATEGY
Develop communication tools and practices that effectively provide
information on key issues and decisions affecting our business.
Minimize administrative tasks at the Board level and broaden the
dialogue and involvement on setting business directions. Provide
information to customers, regulators, and employees that create a full
understanding of the issues affecting SRCSD. Ensure all
communications support approved Service Levels.
1. Develop Semi-Annual and Annual Reports


Prepare and distribute reports twice each year that present data on
service levels, major accomplishments, financial status, forecasted costs
and revenues, the capital improvement program, and upcoming
challenges. The intent will be to consolidate key information on our
business so the individual pieces of information are easily put into
context. The Board, ratepayers, employees, and other stakeholders will
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understand the concepts of service levels and risks and frequently see
data comparing service level targets with actual performance.


Present the reports to the Board and make them available to customers.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

2
2006-07
Staff time, service level indicators

2. Prepare and Implement a Communication Plan


Develop a communication plan with regulators, customers, employees,
and other stakeholders. The objective will be to pass on information in
the semi-annual and annual reports in a manner that is most effective for
each audience. Forums may include newsletters, meetings and briefings,
participation in public events, the intranet, press releases to news media,
and public announcements.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

2
2006-07
Staff time, service level indicators, annual reports

3. Redesign Web Based Communication Portal


Redesign the SRCSD web site to provide a greater asset management
focus. Access to current data on service levels and information in the
semi-annual and annual reports should be at the forefront to emphasize
the business focus of SRCSD.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

2
2007-08
Staff time, service level indicators, annual reports
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VI.
VISION: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) AND
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
We will effectively leverage information technology to provide
accurate, relevant, and current information to enable us to base
business decisions on good data, thereby minimizing uncertainty and
increasing confidence in the directions of SRCSD.

STRATEGY
Continually evaluate IT advances and selectively implement new IT
tools and systems that support the type of business practices SRCSD
chooses to utilize. Seek to implement approaches that are consistent
with future directions of the IT industry yet have a demonstrated
record of success. Move in a direction that integrates data throughout
the organization to make it widely available and minimizes
duplication. Seek to capture institutional knowledge and records in
ways that make the information readily available.
1. Develop and Implement an IT Strategic Plan
Develop and regularly update an IT Strategic Plan with a three-to-five-year
planning horizon. The plan should include the following items:


Guiding principles.



Criteria and business case analysis guidelines for selecting IT equipment,
software, and development of business applications.



Assessments of current hardware and identification of needed
improvements.



Assessments of current software and business applications and
identification of needed improvements.



Disaster recovery plans.



Training and support.



Application development and documentation guidelines.



Implementation plans with activities, schedules, and costs.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2007-08
Staff time
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2. Develop an Institutional Knowledge Plan


Develop a plan to make sure that institutional knowledge is captured.
The emphasis will be on knowledge that largely resides within individual
employees and is subject to being lost when employees leave. The plan
will categorize the type of critical knowledge, identify where it is kept,
prioritize the types of information that must be captured, and have plans
for capturing the knowledge. The plans are expected to be highly
dependent on IT tools and training programs.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

VII.

3
2007-08
Staff time

VISION: EMPLOYEES

We will have a dynamic work force that keeps pace with change and
allows employees to reach their potential while supporting our
business needs.

STRATEGY
Retain a work force that has the capability to learn and develop skills
and abilities quickly to support current and future business practices
in a rapidly changing business environment. Make investments in
employees through training programs that increase skills and abilities.
Make investments through compensation and career advancement
strategies that retain and motivate highly qualified employees.
Organize and assign work in ways that improves overall efficiency.
1. Develop Specifier-Provider Concepts and Staffing Plans


Define and evaluate alternatives for specifier-provider organizational
concepts. Specifier group alternatives will vary in the size, scope, and
locations in the organizational structure. The intent is to become more
efficient by allowing specifiers to focus on evaluating data, planning and
setting directions, and allowing providers to focus on implementing. A
long-term vision and strategy for implementing the concepts in the
organization will be developed.



Develop a five-year staffing plan to support SRCSD service levels that
takes into account specifier-provider concepts, workload projections,
training programs, job class strategies, and compensation strategies. Put
systems in place to update the staffing plan on an annual basis.
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Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-07
Staff time

2. Develop a Comprehensive Training Program


For each key job class, develop training tracks that define fundamental,
specialty, career advancement skills, and knowledge. Identify sources and
methods of training in each area and ways to demonstrate competency
and completion of training.



Acquire training resources.



Develop systems for monitoring training progress for each employee.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-08
Staff time

3. Develop Job Class and Compensation Strategies


In partnership with the County of Sacramento, develop an employee
compensation strategy that attracts and retains employees to best meet
SRCSD needs. Address comparable jurisdictions for benchmarking
salaries and overall goals on where to position SRCSD in the
marketplace.



In partnership with the County of Sacramento, develop plans to update
job class specifications to best meet customer service levels.



Work with unions to implement job class and compensation strategies.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-07
Staff time, County cooperation, union cooperation
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4. Connect Employee Recognition and Performance Management


Evaluate options for connecting employee recognition to performance
management. Consider monetary and non-monetary recognition options
and criteria for receiving recognition.



As appropriate, work with unions to implement recognition programs.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

3
2006-08
Staff time, County cooperation, union cooperation

VIII. VISION: LONG-TERM PLANNING*
We will develop long-range plans to ensure our wastewater
infrastructure is sustainable and keeps pace with growth.

STRATEGY
Identify long-term planning needs and develop the management and
organizational systems that best support development and
implementation of these plans. Assignment of responsibility for the
various long-term and intermediate planning functions will be more
clearly identified through both internal and external service level
agreements.
1. Master Planning
SRCSD will develop a program to provide for timely and appropriate review
and update of long-term planning documents, with regularly occurring
planning cycles. This will be done in consultation with various stakeholders
to ensure that ratepayer needs and expectations are met in a cost effective
manner. In its long-term planning, SRCSD will include the triple bottom line
of financial, social, and economic factors.
A. Evaluate the SRCSD Interceptor Master Plan 2000
▫

*

Review status of SRCSD Interceptor System Master Plan (MP 2000)
that identified near-term and long-term improvements needed for the
regional wastewater conveyance system.

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
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▫

Update master plan to account for changed conditions such as
unexpected growth, environmental, regulatory, and other
requirements.

▫

Work with CSD-1 and other contributing agencies to establish
appropriate interceptor service levels that will allow for effective
long-term planning.

▫

Review and update interceptor project categories: Category A –
Required to relieve existing capacity deficiency; Category B –
Required to relieve future capacity deficiency; and Category C –
Required to provide conveyance of wastewater generated from future
planned development beyond the reaches of the existing system.
Category A projects are scheduled to begin as soon as possible.
Category B and C projects are scheduled based on anticipated
development plans.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-2007
Staff time, service level agreement

B. Develop Water Recycling Master Plan
▫

Through the Water Recycling Master Plan, identify and evaluate areas
within SRCSD’s service area for potential use of recycled water, with
goal of recycling 30-40 MGD in the Sacramento Region by 2020.

▫

Perform alternatives analysis and prioritization of recycled water
projects to determine those that are most feasible, as compared to
potential increased cost for effluent discharge to the Sacramento
River.

▫

Develop strategies for implementation of large scale recycled water
program.

▫

Identify “fast track” projects in areas of new development for
accelerated implementation.

▫

Obtain Board approval of water recycling master plan.
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Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-2006
Staff time, stakeholder participation, Board approval

C. Development of Long Ranging Planning for the SRWTP
▫

Develop long range plans that provide capacity by the orderly and
cost-effective expansion of SRWTP facilities, while complying with
current water quality standards and provide flexibility to potentially
address constituents of concern and changes in standards.

▫

Identify and evaluate non-structural solutions to meeting proposed
regulations and required treatment.

▫

Include as part of SRCSD’s overall Business Case Evaluations
process, the rigorous alternatives analysis of master plan projects.

As a component of the service level agreement between SRCSD
divisions:
▫

Develop project transition processes that outlines how master plan
projects transition to the implementation phase

▫

Develop coordination processes and determination of data needs for
long term planning

▫

Review and audit for capital expenditures and plan implementation
compliance

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-2007
Staff time, Regulatory development, legal challenges

2. Optimize Legislative and Regulatory Planning Activities


Identify, assign, and document roles and responsibilities to monitor,
advocate, and negotiate on behalf of SRCSD as it relates to legislative
and regulatory activities.



Develop SRCSD legislative and regulatory advocacy policies with
consistent strategies and positions.



Establish legislative and regulatory priorities with short and long-term
strategies for implementation.
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As part of the overall SRCSD communication plan, develop protocol on
who advocates for SRCSD and how these positions will be conveyed.

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

1
2005-2007
Staff time, Board policy approval

3. Development of Planning Update Review Process


Develop process for updating all pertinent long-term planning
documents



Determine frequency of planning document updates



Identify key participants and stakeholders for planning updates

Priority
Schedule
Constraints

Majority of the
strategies are scheduled
to be implemented
between 2005-2008.

2
2005-2007
Staff time

Majority of the strategies are scheduled to be implemented between 2005 and
2008.
Based on SRCSD’s LG direction, Brown and Caldwell with input from
Hunter-Water and TAP Resource quantified and scored long-term vision and
five-year strategies, relative to its current status as presented in Figure 5-1.
These five-year strategies will enable SRCSD to advance toward its vision.
Follow-on strategies will be required at a later time to accomplish its longterm objectives.
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SRCSD Current Status - Vision - Strategies
Current Status

Vision

Strategies

Sophisticated
Advanced
Structured
Initial

Planning*

Long-Term

Employees

Transfer

Knowledge

Information

Technology &

Communication

Management

Risk

Financial
Management

Life Cycle View

Service Levels

Incidental

Figure 5-1. SRCSD Current Status – Vision – Strategies*

*

The Eighth Vision Topic “Long-Term Planning” was added by SRCSD after the Current Status Assessment, Vision, and Strategy workshops.
The values depicted on the graphs were supplied by SRCSD.
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SECTION 6
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SAMP
The SAMP contains a wide range of information that will be used in setting
the future directions of SRCSD. This information includes asset management
principles, visions for how asset management principles will take shape, and
asset management strategies. Following is a discussion of how the SAMP will
be used to establish specific actions and how this effort fits into the larger
management framework for setting the direction of SRCSD.
6.1

Converting the SAMP into Business Initiatives (Action Plans)

SRCSD has a formal business planning process that has been active since
1995. This process is used to establish specific business initiatives (actions
plans) with a 1-2 year horizon. These business initiatives are discrete work
efforts that focus on activities to improve service delivery and move SRCSD
in a new direction. The business initiatives are compiled into overall business
plans.
In the past, each Division in the Water Quality Department has had their
own business plans that were folded into an overall Department plan. In the
future, it is intended to have a single business planning forum centered on
SRCSD (not the Water Quality Department) that better coordinates and
prioritizes the work in support of SRCSD. It is expected that the business
planning process will be done in the fall of each year. Completing the
Business Plan in December will allow it to be used in setting budgets for the
upcoming fiscal year to ensure funding is available to complete the work
identified in the Business Plan.
During the business planning process, the SAMP will be reviewed and the
asset management strategies will be converted into specific business
initiatives. This will cause staff to regularly review the SAMP, evaluate past
asset management accomplishments, revisit the priorities and schedules for
the various asset management strategies, and carefully select the efforts to be
completed in the coming 1 to 2 year period.
6.2

SAMP Relationship to the Overall Management Framework

The overall framework for setting business directions includes the following
major elements:
Mission: Sets the purpose for the business.
Business Setting: Represents the internal and external forces that act on
SRCSD and influence what actions must be taken to succeed.
Principles: Provides general direction on the approach to the work.
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Performance Measures: Numeric representations of how well the
organization is performing. These include service levels and internal
performance indicators.
Objectives and Strategies: Provides specific directions on what we want to
accomplish and the tactics we use.
The Work: Work includes:


Business initiatives that are typically high priority efforts with clear
beginning and end points that establish new capabilities in the
organization,



Recurring planning processes such as business planning and master
planning,



Projects that typically involve construction of new facilities, and



Regular ongoing work that sustains day to day needs.

The relationship of these elements is depicted on Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1. SAMP Relationship to the Overall Management Framework
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Fundamentally, the mission of the organization and the business setting drive
the principles, objectives and strategies, and the measures that are used to
describe the performance of the organization. All of these elements then
drive the work that is accomplished.
The SAMP relates to the larger framework in the following ways:


The SAMP contains asset management principles and asset
management strategies.



The SAMP contains visions that provide overall guidance for the
future direction of SRCSD.



The SAMP contains specific strategies that will direct specific efforts
to move SRCSD forward in the future.



The SAMP is a key planning document that will be used to guide the
business planning process.
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APPENDIX B
Summary of Best Practices

Summary of Best Practices
The following is a list of Best Practices based on the eighteen sub-categories outlined in the Asset
Management Program Evaluation, Final working Draft, Current Status Assessment, Dated May
2004. Although not completely inclusive of all the Best Practices listed in the 132 elements, key
topics from elements in each of the sub-categories have been incorporated in the Best Practices
listed below.

Asset Management Program Evaluation

Asset
Management
Support

Enterprise AM
Program

Asset
Life Cycle
Management

Asset Financing
And Reporting

Asset Information
System

Vision And
Support

Asset
Knowledge

Asset
Development

Asset
Financing

IT Program

Organization

Asset
Planning

Asset
Operation and
Maintenance

Asset
Financial
Reporting

Systems
Management

Planning

Asset
Condition
Monitoring

Asset
Rehabilitation and
Replacement

Systems
Applications

Communication

Systems
Integration

Performance
Management

Data
Repositories

Vision and Support
The Board, Top Management and Staff understand the strategic issues of asset management; have
clear defined levels of service and measure the service levels delivered to customers, ensures the
organization takes a pro-active stance to adverse trends; allows flexibility in balancing capital and
operating budgets to ensure lowest life cycle costs; is performance focused, requires zero-based
budgets, and ensures that adequate resources are available to be asset- and customer-centric. There is
a dialog between the organization and its customers to agree on levels of service to be provided and
their costs. Customer services levels are communicated in a transparent and open manner.
The organization’s strategic plan encompasses improved asset management. Specific goals,
objectives, and strategies relating to asset management are included. The plan is communicated to all
staff. Strategies and actions lead to the break down of traditional “silos.” Resources are shifted to
key areas to achieve defined service levels and minimize life cycle costs.
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Organization
An Asset Manager (or equivalent) has been appointed. This person has control over sufficient
resources to develop an effective program and improve asset management practices. An Asset
Management Team (AMT) has been constituted and formed. Key managers from all major
functional areas are actively involved in charting direction, leading implementation, and
communicating progress. The AMT has a long term vision and plan for development of asset
management within the organization but also ensures immediate and on-going gains are achieved.
The AMT has developed an outline of the desired asset management program with defined
schedules and responsibilities for performance. The program is specific over a 1-3 year timeframe
and more generalized in intent for the longer term.
The District Engineer and Board have allocated the resources needed through the AMT to move
ahead with program development, training, monitoring, controlling, reporting, auditing, and
updating and improving the asset management program.
Planning
Asset management-related business processes are continually identified, documented, understood,
and evaluated. The rationales for the processes and their cost and effectiveness are continually
evaluated. Comparisons are continually made between the current status of business practices and
the desired status. Areas for improvement are identified and prioritized. The organization seeks
continuous improvement through data driven decisions.
A Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) is maintained to address areas for improvement within
the associated time frames, and associated elements (resources, responsibilities, reporting, etc.) have
been specified. The SAMP fits into the enterprise Strategic Plan and individual Division Business
Plans within the utility. The SAMP is reviewed periodically for adherence to the Plan and for
comparisons of actual benefits arising from improved asset management with those anticipated in
the SAMP. The AMT modifies the plan based on these audits.
Communication
The AMT has clearly identified stakeholder groups that are impacted by, or have influence over,
SRCSD operations and performance. For each stakeholder group, the AMT has identified the
aspects and benefits of asset management that are likely to be of the greatest value and interest, and
has planned and implemented a communication program tailored to specific interests, which
communicates the benefits expected from improved asset management and reports on progress and
benefits actually achieved.
The communication programs are reviewed periodically for adherence to program plans and to
assess their effectiveness in achieving their objectives. The communication programs are modified
based on these reviews.
Performance Management
There is a performance management program tied to key service level measures and costs as agreed
by the AMT and approved by top management. The program is supported by a strong data focus to
ensure that performance measurement is supported by accurate data. Performance indicators have
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been identified that can be used to manage the delivery of agreed service levels. Indicators meet
SMART criteria (simple, measurable, accurate, responsive, and targeted). Service levels actually
delivered and costs, as well as the supporting performance indicators, are measured and reported.
Periodic detailed reports are available to the entire management group. Summary reports are made
available to customers at least annually. The success of the performance indicators in predicting the
service levels actually delivered is monitored, the relationships defined more accurately over time,
and the performance indicator targets updated.
The performance management program is reviewed periodically for adherence to program plans and
to assess the effectiveness of the program in achieving specified service levels and targeted costs
Asset Knowledge
Criteria are established for the level of detail at which asset identification takes place. Required asset
attributes have been defined by asset class and recorded for all identified assets. These data are
available electronically and are easily accessible to all divisions including the field workforce. For
each asset, financial data are available including comprehensive acquisition cost, warrantee
information, operational and maintenance cost histories.
Criticality is determined for each asset based on consequence of failure in terms of cost, service
delivery risk, environmental risk, etc. Asset operations, maintenance, and configuration
documentation are readily available and electronically linked to each asset to support proper
operation, maintenance, and configuration. Associated documentation related to each asset should
be available and electronically linked to each asset. Documentation should be able to be indexed
back to assets and organized in a consistent format for each document type to facilitate on-line
access. Asset hierarchies are defined for all facilities and assets and are used throughout the asset life
cycle, including design and construction. The asset identification schema supports industry or
SRCSD standard naming and tagging conventions. Asset classes are identified for all assets and class
definitions have been documented.
Asset databases and database maintenance procedures are reviewed periodically to ensure that all
required information is being acquired and updated in a timely and accurate fashion. Audit outcomes
are used to drive continuous improvement.
Asset Planning
Life cycle asset plans exist for assets at levels defined by the enumeration scheme. They include
short-interval activities along with standard labor hours, materials, etc., for preventive maintenance,
calibration, adjustment, cleaning, and condition assessment. Allowances for planned levels of
corrective maintenance are included. In addition, the estimated years and costs of long-interval
capital refurbishments and asset replacement are included. Costs also include salvage values (if any)
and disposal costs.
Asset plans are regularly updated based on deviation from planned ownership costs, unexpected
changes in asset condition, etc. Efforts to update asset plans are prioritized by criticality and
vulnerability. The asset planning process is reviewed periodically to determine adherence to plans
and benefits arising from the process, and to improve the process.
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Asset Condition Monitoring
There is a defined program, based on economic and risk analyses, to select assets for condition
monitoring. Failure modes have been identified on an asset class basis. Failure mode summaries for
different asset types are routinely evaluated to assess root causes and possible solutions from design,
capital, and operating perspectives. Procedures exist for determining, recording, tracking, and
updating condition assessments and intervals. The procedures are based on assessment of the costs
of condition monitoring and the benefits. Trends in assessed condition, along with cost and risk
analyses, are used to update intervals for preventive maintenance. Procedures are clearly targeted at
improving efficiency and decision-making.
The condition assessment program is reviewed periodically to determine adherence to the program,
measure benefits from the program, and improve the program.
Asset Development
The need for new assets/projects is anticipated well in advance and arises from master plans or
specific asset plans.
Assets are scheduled to meet regulatory requirements, growth, business life cycle efficiency, or
discretionary standards. Projects are not built ahead of time but on a “just-in-time” basis. There are
multiple opportunities in the development of major projects to undertake Business Case Evaluations
to re-asses the need for and scope of the project. Life cycle costs of alternatives are prepared
according to defined formats and PV analyses contribute to selection. Guidelines, training, and
assistance are available to staff involved in project development. All legally available delivery
methods are considered and selection made with due consideration of comparative life cycle costs
and delivery risks.
O&M personnel are involved in design from an early point with the objective of minimizing
ongoing costs of asset ownership. Design and construction requirements include delivery of
operating and maintenance manuals, guarantee information, and asset plan data. Work has also been
completed on response prioritization and protocols, action text to be included in SCADA/PCCS,
and back up operational contingency plans for asset failure. Asset data are entered into the asset
management system. Assets removed from service are retired. For all new assets, life cycle asset plan
data are entered into the asset management system.
Asset development processes are reviewed periodically to determine adherence to procedures,
measure benefits arising from the procedures, and improve the processes.
Asset Operation and Maintenance
Preventive maintenance activities are fully defined at the appropriate asset level and in accord with
the assigned management regime. Preventive maintenance is scheduled and performed in accord
with the specified intervals. The maintenance system tracks performance against targets and
highlights key areas for urgent resolution. For non-run to failure assets, corrective maintenance
usually arises from condition assessment and is performed prior to failure. Management measures
CM work orders arising from assessment versus failure to improve performance in this area.
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The balance of preventive versus corrective maintenance is periodically assessed, and the analysis is
used to manage and improve the maintenance program.
The potential for predictive maintenance is continually assessed and such measures are used where
economical or indicated by risk factors. Work orders are prepared on an asset-specific basis. Costs
of fulfilling work orders are accumulated along with underlying details. Failure codes are tied to
failure modes at the asset class level. Asset failures are recorded with appropriate codes and details.
Asset failures are analyzed and used to update PM procedures and intervals as well as R&R
schedules for similar assets. Maintenance backlogs are prioritized based primarily on the criticality
and condition of the underlying assets. Operational procedures and performance are assessed
periodically to minimize maintenance expenses caused by operational factors.
The maintenance program is reviewed periodically to determine adherence to the program, measure
benefits from the program, and improve the program.
Asset Rehabilitation and Replacement
Most R&R decision points are known in advance through both the asset planning process and
monitoring of asset operation and maintenance costs. While some asset failures are tolerated, critical
asset failures have been assessed in advance and either the risks are judged as acceptable or remedial
actions are put in place, of which replacement of the asset is only one possible outcome. Alternatives
are identified and fully considered including refurbishment, replacement, re-rating or reconfiguration
of existing assets, changed operating methods, economics and risk factors. Economics take into
account full community costs. In the case of refurbishment, the life extension (if any) of the
underlying asset is estimated. The capital asset plan for the subsequent life cycle is updated. R&R
costs, including indirect costs, are recorded in the asset history. The financial reporting database is
updated to account for asset retirements, additions, and betterments. Depreciable lives are updated
based on best assessment of the asset data. There is a strong link between financial reporting and the
work/analysis of the asset management team.
R&R planning and execution processes are reviewed periodically. Benefits from these procedures are
measured, and programmatic improvements are proposed.
Asset Financing
Near- and long-term R&R needs are known or estimated through the asset planning process.
Financial modeling is undertaken to determine the likely patterns and magnitudes of future
replacement needs. A funding plan for infrastructure sustenance exists and is maintained. Alternative
sources of funding, including reserve accumulations, are considered. The governing body has
approved formal long-term funding policies for infrastructure sustenance and has endorsed in
principle the rules/processes for asset replacement.
Procedures to prepare the funding plan and propose funding policies are periodically reviewed and
updates proposed.
Asset Financial Reporting
The financial reporting asset database is identical to or synchronized with the engineering and
operations asset listings. Asset additions, capital refurbishments, expansions, partial retirements, and
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full retirements are accurately reflected in the financial reporting database in a timely manner.
Resulting changes in descriptions, useful lives, and cost bases are recorded.
If GASB 34’s modified approach is not used, key asset and asset management data are reflected in
the financial statement’s Required Supplemental Information (RSI). In either case, the RSI accurately
reports on infrastructure condition, long-term capital needs for infrastructure sustenance, and
funding policies to meet those needs.
Periodic reviews are undertaken to assure integrity of the financial reporting asset database and to
improve the effectiveness of financial reporting.
IT Program
Have in-place a structured IT organization, staffed in-house or contracted. Functions and resource
requirements are understood and fully supported by senior management. Organization fully
supports IT business functions including planning and budgeting, IT Infrastructure management, IT
project management, user support, and application development support. Program supports project
tracking and reporting functions. This program enables staff to have access to the support hardware,
software, configuration, and application needed to conduct business. Have an IT procurement
program in place that is budgeted, funded, and provides for the timely acquisition of resources. An
Information System Plan is in place that lays out the strategic direction of IT architectures including
networking, servers and data management, disaster recovery planning, applications, and
development technologies. The plan addresses system growth and capacity, security planning,
training, support and management. Standards and protocols are in place and accessible on-line and
part of a continuous improvement program.
A program is in place that aligns systems, tools, and applications with associated business practices
to support the BCE. The program also supports the decision process for new system acquisition,
including evaluation of in-house development or purchase of third-party solutions.
Systems Management
Resources and management structure are in place to provide necessary administration, support and
maintenance of information system infrastructure. An enterprise networking and communications
infrastructure is in place supporting high speed LAN / WAN, and internet access. Servers are
operating on standard server platforms and operating systems. Secure server, storage and
networking environment are operating on fault tolerant devices and power (UPS). Software is
managed centrally and deployed over the network. Enterprise systems are in place to implement
virus protection, intrusion detection, authentication / encryption, intrusion / tampering, security
administration/ firewalls, network security, and security awareness to system users, perform
vulnerability assessments, implement disaster recovery planning, and to provide for the physical
security of information technology assets. Help desk support and trouble ticket management
systems are in operation. There are established protocols, procedures and tools for managing system
upgrades and performing system maintenance.
A consistent needs analysis, development, acquisition, and implementation methodology for
effective application maintenance and support is in place. Processes are in place to measure
effectiveness and make changes to improve service.
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Systems Applications
Have an integrated enterprise intranet portal deployed that provides access to enterprise
applications, provides a single source login, and provides collaboration functions.
An Enterprise Asset Management / Maintenance Management System that plans, organizes and
tracks work associated maintenance of assets. It tracks maintenance costs, resources, inventory and
stores and triggers replenishment requests as required. It accommodates inspections, condition
assessments, asset maintenance plans, diagnostics, configuration, calibration documentation, and
condition monitoring.
An inventory and warehousing system that is integrated with the CMMS and FIS so Operations &
Maintenance personnel have access to view warehouse inventory in real-time from the CMMS. The
system links spare parts with appropriate assets, tracks costs, and purchasing sources. It supports bar
coding and other automated identification and tracking systems and identifies excess stock
quantities, dormant stock, critical stock, historical usage levels, obsolete stock and min, max
economic order quantity and re-order point values for each stock levels and issue re-orders when
necessary.
Process control system that provides real time control of equipment through a graphical interface to
equipment and instruments, it is indexed to asset ID’s.
On-line O&M manuals configured to facilitate the maintenance and operation of assets. They
should link to procedures, diagrams, as-builds, schematics, descriptions, photographs, and planning
documents.
FIS supporting purchasing, time and attendance, project accounting, billing, project costing,
financial analysis and auditing. Provides the ability to associate costs to assets, ability to associate
assets to projects, ability to associate activities to assets, ability to roll up costs by assets, and
document decisions made and ability to generate financial reports in accord with GASB 34.
Mapping system links to the asset register to interface display of asset data, condition data,
maintenance data, and operational data. Mapping system provides asset data query capabilities for
filtering and reducing large data sets. Integrates with CMMS, asset assessment data sets and models.
An integrated system that provides environmental data management, regulatory reporting, and
compliance tracking. Supports planning, scheduling and tracking activities, environmental practices,
procedures, processes and resources for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and
maintaining the environmental policy.
Integrated permit issuance and tracking system that integrates workflows and data in the permit
development process across all permitting functions. Supports web-based interface, which will allow
customers to complete the permitting process online.
Integrated Customer service system and call center that provides immediate access to all customer
account information It serves as a dispatch center that tracks customer complaints, resolution and
customer support. It integrates with the GIS mapping, asset register, and maintenance systems for
retrieval of necessary asset information. It supports tracking complaint status, customer ID,
location information, and response time.
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Enterprise design and project management system that is used to modify, expand, or update asset
drawings, as-builts, and system configurations for a facility based drawings and maps that support
the design, construction, operations, maintenance, and engineering needs management formats.
The design system tracks asset changes, supports configuration management, and tracks change
status. Accepts standard submittals from contractors directly into Asset systems.
Integrated assessment systems that record, manage, and analyze information related to condition,
capacity, risk and performance assessments of assets.
Enterprise project tracking system that tracks activities, costs, and schedules associated with
maintenance, construction, or rehabilitation projects.
Predictive models that support evaluating water quality, hydraulic performance, demand forecasting,
condition, and capacity failures. They accept inputs from maintenance management systems,
operational history, and capacity models to predict reaming asset life and probability of failure.
Integrated decision support systems for forecasting asset repair, refurbishment, and replacement in
order to plan for capital improvement projects and associated costs.
Standard Integrated business application suites that support e-mail, word processing, graphics,
spreadsheets, intranet, internet and related applications. Applications include project collaboration
group scheduling, contact management, documentation templates, workflow, application sharing,
white boarding and net conferencing.
Web based document management systems that stores, organizes and retrieve documents. Supports
document mark-ups and edits and tracks versions. Provides the ability to integrate workflow
processes to track progress for each task or project to ensure that appropriate documents are created
and attached to the workflow and that appropriate approvals are recorded.
Systems Integration
Systems are configured to directly exchange data pass parameters, and trigger responses between a
user system and target system. Systems share as a base a common asset inventory. Each application
serves both as a custodial system of information as well as a source of information used by the other
applications. Integration architecture is in place that facilitates a common index to data and a
referential integrity schema that facilitates change management. Common interface protocols should
be used to enable users to obtain, aggregate, and analyze asset data from different business systems.
Documents are maintained in a document repository and are automatically linked to appropriate
applications for reviewing, commenting, and editing. Automated change management processes are
in place that maintains the asset register. Configuration management is in place to carry
configuration changes through to other systems and will focus on the “configuration” of assets and
the asset register.
Data Repositories
All Enterprise assets are registered in the asset registry including building, plant, collections, site, and
transportable assets. The asset register stores the hierarchy information about each asset. It
associates the asset ID to the asset.
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The registry provides a central information repository through which data from the other business
applications including the fixed asset register and chart of accounts can be exchanged. Data includes
physical data, operational data, maintenance data, financial data, project/work data, and related
documentation. Financial data includes current valuation and depreciation of an asset. The data
repository incorporates recording inspections and condition monitoring.
An independent Asset History repository that tracks all historical activities and costs associated with
an asset including asset maintenance, operational history, financial history, and configuration history
of an asset including acquisition costs, removal and installation costs, warrantee information,
operational and maintenance cost histories.
A planning repository that stores information about asset plans including operations plan,
maintenance plan, refurbishment plan, disposal plan, and safety plan data. This data repository
supports evaluating asset risk of failure, failure mode analysis, asset criticality assessment, likelihood
of asset failure, and consequence of asset failure
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Executive Summary
Introduction

2014

AMP

The purpose of the ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN (AMP) is to help the Sacramento Area Sewer
District sustainably manage its assets while meeting its service levels. The AMP will do this by
projecting costs and identifying where to focus efforts. It includes information on all assets owned
and operated by the District. The AMP is updated annually as part of the District’s Business
Planning cycle. Other documents, such as the Sewer System Management Plan, System Capacity
Plan, and Long Term Financial Plan, may affect or be affected by the AMP.
Ultimately, the Asset Management Plan will drive management decisions and identify areas or gaps
that need increased effort. The gaps identified in the Asset Management Plan will influence the
Strategic Business Plan in order to distinguish areas of focus.
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MEASURING UP

SASD has identified seven CORE service levels that are
particularly important to us and our customers. These
levels measure the aspects of our service that customers
care about most. These service levels show us how well
we serve our customers and meet their expectations, as
well as how well we are fulfilling our MISSION AND
VISION.
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effectively accomplishing its MISSION AND VISION.
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The purpose behind the LONG RANGE CASH NEEDS PROJECTIONS is to establish long
term financial SUSTAINABILITY and to help set rates RESPONSIBLY. The Report takes a
comprehensive look at cash needs of the District while analyzing changes in
maintenance STRATEGIES and evolving customer and regulatory EXPECTATIONS. The
Report utilizes data retrieved from Maximo, WQCMMS, the 2013-2014 Final Budget, the
District Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, the State of District, the District Sewer
System Management Plan, and existing policies and programs.
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AMP Life Cycle Management

2014

The Life Cycle Management section of the Asset Management Plan outlines
plans for managing and operating the District’s assets at the agreed upon
levels of service while optimizing life cycle costs.

The graphs below show
the ratio of the different
types of WORK
Performed on
District assets.

The District’s assets include Main Lines, Lower Laterals, Manholes, Facilities
(pump stations and force mains), Office Buildings and Corporation Yards,
Vehicles and Equipment, Information Technology, and Land.
Each asset is evaluated using background data, maintenance plans, functional
renewal plans, disposal plans, and other information.

73,731 WORK ORDERS PERFORMED ON:
Main Lines

34,175 WORK ORDERS PERFORMED ON: 1,560 WORK ORDERS PERFORMED ON:
Lower Laterals
Manholes

7,353 WORK ORDERS PERFORMED ON:
Facilities

CATEGORY 1: 2 Overflows
16,396 gal, 99.8% Recovered

CATEGORY 2: 1 Overflow
1,875 gal, 100% Recovered

CATEGORY 2: 2 Overflows
4,660 gal, 99.9% Recovered

CATEGORY 3: 107 Overflows
3,292 gal, 86% Recovered

Manholes

CATEGORY 1: 14 Overflows
77,571 gal, 100% Recovered

Lower Laterals

Main Lines

The WORK performed on District assets can directly affect the District’s
ability to PREVENT Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs). These graphs show
the SSOs the District reported in CIWQS.

CATEGORY 3: 1,360 Overflows
13,262 gal, 70% Recovered

CATEGORY 1: 1 Overflow
2,650 gal, 99.5% Recovered
CATEGORY 2: No Overflows
CATEGORY 3: 2 Overflows
13 gal, 92.3% Recovered

*No overflows associated with Facilities
The District conveyed 37,085,000,000 gallons of wastewater in 2013. The total spill
volume was 119,719 gallons. The vast majority of the spill volume was recovered,
leaving only 4,412 gallons not recovered. For comparison, if this 8 ½“x11” page was
the volume of wastewater conveyed, the amount of spill volume not recovered would
be SMALLER THAN THE PERIOD at the end of this sentence.
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AMP

Financial Summary

A comprehensive look at the District’s FINANCIAL MAKEUP is
important to accurately guide and fund for the FUTURE. The
District generates different financial documents throughout the
course of the fiscal year. These include the Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report, the Long Term Financial Plan, and the Final
Budget. The graphs below illustrate the District’s cash flow based
on the December 9, 2014 update of the Long Term Financial Plan.

$4.1M INTEREST/OTHER
$4.2M IMPACT FEES

($103,700,000)

$2.3M BUILD AMERICA BONDS SUBSIDY

COSTS & EXPENSES

($108,000,000)

REVENUE SOURCES

CASH FLOW FOR FISCAL YEAR 2014-15

$14.1M DEBT SERVICE COSTS
$14.8M CAPITAL COSTS
$74.8M OPERATING EXPENSES

$97.4M MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGES

$17.50

FY 2013-14

FY 2012-13

FY 2011-12

FY 2010-11

FY 2009-10

$14

$15
FY 2008-09

This foundation is captured in the 2014
Long Term Financial Plan and describes a
ten year financial forecast and detail
analysis, recommended long-term action
plans for debt management, asset management, and other financial issues facing
the District.

MONTHLY S$19.85
ERVICE RATES
$19.85 $19.85 $19.85
FY 2007-08

The District is WORKING towards a longterm financial foundation for achieving
and SUSTAINING the District’s vision "To
provide the best value of any sewage collection utility in California, as measured by
cost and level of service."

Rates shown are for one ESD (Equivalent-Single Family Dwelling). The
District receives revenue from its customers through monthly service
rates. Service Rates are allocated into the SASD Operation Fund
(78.4%) and Capital Fund (21.6%).
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DECISION MAKING PROCESS:
Asset management principles are applied in each of the below processes to ensure the best decision is made. All of
the processes listed below take into account risk cost, life cycle costs, performance prediction, and optimized decisionmaking. The following Management tools are used to make asset Management Decisions: Monthly Main Line
Stoppage Report, Monthly Service Levels Report, Long Range Projections, 10-Year Projections, Staffing Projections,
Program Effectiveness studies, Hydraulic Modeling Results, System Capacity Plan, and the Under Capacity Failure
Mode Strategy. Data Completeness, as well as the Assessment Programs play a role in decision making.

ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS
The Assessment Programs are
designed to investigate any
shortcomings in meeting the
District’s approved Service Levels or
regulatory requirements.

Updates

Updates

Structural Assessment
Program:

Management Plan
Assessment Program:

This program describes the
strategies to identify and mitigate
failure modes that lead to structural
failures of assets such as manholes,
pipes, and pump stations.

Analysis

SSO Assessment
Program:

This program describes how
Analysis
the District manages decisionmaking processes and fiscal
decision making.

This Program describes the
strategies for identifying and
mitigating failure modes that
cause SSOs.

DECISION - MAKING PROCESSES

Collaboration
and Innovation
Team

Organizational
Planning Team
SASD
Management
Meeting

Business
Case
Evaluations
Asset
Management
Roundtable
Team

Purchasing
Authorization
Levels
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AMP Monitoring & Improvement
The continuous improvement program is implemented to ENHANCE asset management
processes, systems and data, and support EFFECTIVE delivery of asset management OUTCOMES.

The list below summarizes the gaps in
current practices identified in 2014.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pilot to Program Strategy
Unknown SRV Counts
Work Order Data Entry
Lower Lateral Quality Control
Lower Lateral Lengths
Lower Lateral Material Type

Monitor
Outcomes

Assess Asset
Management
Performance
Measures

GAP ANALYSIS
In September of 2014 the
2014 Asset Management
Deliver
Plan gaps were presented Improvement
to executive managers for
Program
consideration
in
the
Strategic Business Plan.
Since then, some gaps have
been identified as Business
Initiatives or as work to be
done on a day-to-day basis.

Identify
Improvement
Actions

Prioritize Actions
and Develop
Improvement
Program

BUSINESS INITIATIVE EFF-068:
The District recognizes the importance
of establishing asset management target
levels for future asset management
practices. In order to IDENTIFY the
appropriate levels, the following
FACTORS are considered: costs and
benefits, legal requirements, customer
expectations, the nature of assets, and
risk. With these factors, the District can
determine the desired levels and
whether the COSTS to advance the asset
management practice outweighs the
BENEFITS.
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District Asset Management Levels
Maturity Assessment
Asset Management
Policy Development
Improvement Planning 4
Demand Forecasting
Quality Management

3

Service Delivery
Mechanisms

2
1

Information Systems

0

Asset Management
Plans
Asset Management
Teams and Capability
Financial Management
Capital Works Planning
Current Level
Target Level

Levels of Service
Asset Register Data
Asset Condition
Assessment
Risk Management
Decision Making
Operational Planning
Maintenance Planning
4 - Advanced Level
3 - Intermediate Level
2 - Core Level
1 - Minimum Level

